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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS OF 'rERMS USED 
Social scientists express growing concern about man's 
capacity to achieve a state of existence greater than that 
of mere survival. "Popularizersn and writers of "social 
criticism" echo this concern. Obviously, because of scien-
tific and technological changes, man's participation is 
needed less and less in the production of economic abundance. 
He is, therefore, to be free to engage in other pursuits. 
Awareness of this impending freedom challenges those intel-
lectuals who wish to describe and to anticipate the direction 
and quality of man's total existence. 
THE PURPOSE 
This thesis explores a sampJ~e of the writings of 
social scientists and social philosophers who have expressed 
concern about the present status of American leisure. In 
addition to describing the traditions passed on by our 
cultural heritage these intell~ctuals often become the social 
critics of these traditions. They choose to judge society 
as well as to explain it. They may be independent thinkers, 
unattached to any particular organized interest groups. In 
addition they represent a wide field of interest and focus 
and often transcend the boundaries of their own disciplines, 
such as literary men, historians, theologians, economists, 
as well as sociologists. Because of this it is important to 
know, if possible, the frame of reference from which they 
derive their interest in leisure, their particular focus 
within the broad area of leisure, and what they conclude 
about that focus. The following discussion will speak to 
these points. 
One does not read for long in the area of leisure 
before asking, What is leisure? Consensus does not exist 
and one must early face the puzzling secondary questio_n, 
What is the source of such differing vie\\rpoints? This analy-
sis will emphasize the second question first, as a necessary 
preliminary to the answering of the first question, and will 
do so by the analysis of ideologies. 
-- ---Winston-Whit-e--divi-des--±nt_e_l_l-e-ct-u-a-~~r-il1to ~t:worila1n __ _ 
ideological camps. One he calls the moralizers; the other, 
the reformers. The moralizers emphasize values, beliefs, 
and morals: the "ideal factorsn which strengthen and serve 
as meaningful guides to help control the existent social 
institutions. To the moralizer problems arise which need 
solutions because individuals do not abide by basic values. 
Hence this ideological stand wishes to strengthen the under-
lying values of the social structure which guides the indi-
vidual's behavior. The reformer wants to reform social 
conditions. To him problems arise because "the very structure 
3 
qf society itself prevents its members from developing their 
potentials and from realizing the good life.nl 
This thesis explores a sample of the writings of some 
intellectuals who have expressed concern about the present 
status of leisure in America. White's dichotomy of ideology 
will supply a framework for 'the exploration. 
DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED 
Ideology 
Edward Shils has said: 
, Ideologies and those who espouse them allege that 
they speak for a. transcendent entity--which i~-> broader 
than the particular corporate body of those who believe 
in the ideology. Corporate carriers of the ideologies, 
whatever their actual practice, claim to act on behalf 
of an "ideal, 11 the beneficiaries of which include more 
than members of the ideological group. Since the ideal 
----------- --------------a-lways--d-iYerges-rrom--tne-e-xist-ent---;--t-ne--i-dl~-ol-ogy-contend-s ---
for the realization of a state of affairs which, its 
proponents allege, either neve~ existed or existed in 
the past but exists no longer. 
Every ideology must arise from the on-going ,culture process; 
it is a response to some element in the dominant cultural 
"outlook" and an effort to bring that element into a more 
prom1nent position: 
lwinston \IJhite, Beyond Conformity (New York: The Free 
Press of Glencoe, Inc., 1961}, p. 22. 
2Edward ·. Shils, "The Concept and Function· of Ideology," 
The International Encyclopedia of ~he Social Scie~ces (New 
York: The Macmillan Company and The Free Press, l%8T, VII, 
p. 67. 
4 
An ideology can't come into existence without a prior ' 
existence of a general pattern of moral and cognitive 
judgments--against which it is a reaction and of which 
it is a variant--it requires therefore a cultural 
tradition from which to deviate.3 
Therefore ideologies are always concerned with the central 
value systems, the gre'ater realization of the ideal morality. 
This represents a primary level of importance to the struc-
tural organization within the social system; a basic need 
for man to achieve a cognitive, moral design for his world. 
Ideologies can only emerge within this cultural background, 
against which they strive to present desired change. They 
l 
not only wish to explain the importance of unattained felt 
needs of the members, but must also present means to alleviate 
the existing unacceptable patterns of the social system. As 
such the ideology attempts to relieve an alienated condition 
within society by either gaining dominion over or withdrawing 
from the intuitional patterns representing the status quo. 
In order to clarify this thesis' use of the term, 
several historical variations of the meaning of ideology 
should be briefly reviewed.4 The first asserts that an ideol-
ogy primarily offers a viewpoint which aims to simplify and 
direct the sociopolitical choices for the individual or 
3rbid., p. 69. 
4Ibiq., pp. 76-77; and Julius Gould, "Ideology," A 
Dictionary of the Social Sciences (New York: The Free Press, 
19041~ pp. 315-17. ---
5 
group. The normative and factual elements which determine 
the ideological pattern of beliefs and concepts do not repre-
sent a distortion of the explanation for social phenomena. 
However, this simplification of the ideological explanation 
may lead to .an unwitting distor-tion. If the public is .to 
accept successfully the ideology it must remain unaware that 
the ideas might be distorted: 
It is the awareness that our total outlook as 
distinguished from its details may be distorted, which 
lends to the total conception of ideology a special 
significance and relevance for the understanding of our 
social life. Out of this recognition grows the profound 
disquietude which we feel in our present intellectual 
situation,· but out .of it grbws also whatever in it is 
fruitful and stimulating.5 . 
An ideology causes one to fix attention on parts of the 
situation which might otherwise be obscured and hence ignored. 
In this view an_j.d~glggy i~ __ a_rLi_d_e_a_which challenge-s-aG-ti-vit-y----
to be directed toward maintaining the existing order • 
.Mannheim not only supports this definition of ideology but 
describes the role which the bearer of the ideology plays. 
In addition to the social conditions which help to mold 
thought, "there are_social groups whose special task it is 
to provide an interpretation of the world for that society~ 
We call these the 'intelligentsia 1 • n6 A member of this group 
5Karl Ma.nnheim, Ideology anc_! !Jtopia (New York: Harcourt, 
Brace and World 1 Inc., 1936), p. 70. 
61 bid • , p . l 0 • 
will direct his attention to finding the relative truth as 
it emerges in the on-going complex social process. Louis 
Wirth, paraphrasing Mannheim's feelings about the role of 
the intellectual, says: 
6 
In every society there are individuals whose special 
functi'on it is to accumulate, preserve, reformulate, and 
disseminate the intellectual heritage of the group. The 
composition of this group, their social derivation and 
the method by which they are recruited, their organi~:::a-­
tion, their class affiliation, the rewards and prestige 
they receive, their participation in other sph,ta'l:·es of 
social life, constitute some of the more cruci~l questions 
to which the sociology of knowledge seeks answers.7 
A second definition of ideology represent~ the extreme 
' polarity, eith~r right. or left, of the existing sbciopolit-
ical program. This type of ideology is constructed almost 
entirely on hypothetical premises and usually offers a 
tightly organized closed system of ideas. Shils believes 
- --- -- · that-- ail-i-d-eo±ogi:es -are- p-oli:ti-ca-1-ly-oriemt-etl_b_e-cau-se a-ll-
embrace the problem of power and authority. For example, 
the religious ideologies always involve authority. Even 
Marxism is based on politics because its authority is derived 
from property relationships which are supported by the power 
of the state. 8 
A third, and most prevalent, understanding of the use 
of the term ideology is derived from Karl Marx. He criti-
cized the distortion of selected ideas to maintain the status 
7Ibid., pp. :xXix-xxx. 8Shils, QQ· cit., p. 68. 
quo·of the social system. He called this "false 
consciousness" based upon illusions rather than scientific 
theory. This ideological system, "false consciousness," is 
7 
founded upon the rules of the social order which determine 
the moral behavior of its participants, such as those oper-
ating within religion or politics or economics. It may also 
be based on the belief systems which support the evaluations 
of the society, ·such as the. class-determined mental perspec-
tive or presuppositions. The social existence, located in 
the class structure, dictates the ideological falsity which 
governs behavior. 
Karl Mannheim enlarges upon Marxist ideology.9 
Because one has multiple group memberships the problem 
becomes the determination of which one or ones establish the 
---
---
ideological premise. Effort is required by the social scien-
tist to unmask known or unknown distortions or deceptions of 
various interest groups, instead of just the class-determined 
ideology based on the economic structure which Marx pro-
pounded. Mannheim discusses two types of £alse consciousness. 
The first, the particular conception of ideology, occurs 
when new or differing assertions become psychologically felt 
as untrue because of one's life situation. If this distor-
tion is not seen as a lie by the individual it becomes 
9Mannheim, Q£· cit., pp. 70-78. 
ideologically orient~d. However, Mannheim does not feel 
that all assertions one makes are perceived as false--some 
do not have to be ideologically founded to be incorporated 
into the individual's value system. The second type, how-
ever, called the total conception of ideology, involves one's 
whole mood of thought as· deterndned by his complete environ-
mental setting. The individual's total thought system 
originates in and is united with his social situation. 
Mannheim credits Marx for recognizing the important 
step of shifting from the individual psychological concep-
tion to the social conception; which made i:t possible for 
Mannheim to recognize the importance of the change from the 
particular to the generalized conception of ideology in his 
formulation of a sociology of knowledge. This viev-r of the 
-----~· 
-- u-t-<Yt-ally-d1-storted -minci which falsifies everything which 
comes within its range" permits the ideological theory to 
develop into a sociology of knowledge. And so this most 
f~equently used sense of ideology means "both the distortion 
of thought. by interest--both public and private, consGious 
and unconsciously known--and the study of such distortion 
. . • non-ideological thinking is thought to be impossible.nlO 
For the purposes o'f this thesis we must seek both a 
more explicit and a more comprehensive view of ideology. 
10Gould, 2£.· c_it., p. 316. 
9 
The first seeks to show ideological distortion of j_deas which 
are felt by the user to be factual or scientifically valid. 
The second requires a view of ideology which is not simply 
confined to Marx's status quo, or Mannheim's conservative 
concept of distortion. Several contemporary theorists have 
contributed to this more dynamic approach to ideology and 
have provided insight about those concerned with its 
application in the social system. 
A new treatise on the sociology of knm'lledge believes 
that what is defined as reality is based on social processes 
and it is these processes which should be analyzed to find 
what is "knmm" in societies. Giving credit to Marx 1 s and 
Mannheim's contributions, the authors believe that one of 
the primary concepts of this ''social construction of reality" 
---- ~--- ---------- --------- ----
--.---- ------------------,----- -
is ideology, "the understanding that no human thought . . . 
is immune to the ideologizing influence of its social con-
tent.nll They show that any person or group which use ideas 
as weapons for their social conflicts need·solidarity. The 
resulting ideologies serve to promote this group cohesiveness 
and become themselves altered according to the needs of the 
group trying to legitimatize itself. Modern society is 
pluralistic. Consequently open conflict has been replaced 
llreter L. Berger and Thomas Luckmann, 'rhe Social 
Construction of Reali!Y_ (New York: Doubleday and Company, 
1967), p. 9. . 
10 
by mutual accommodation or by varying degrees of tolerance. 
So the theoretician must redefine his concept of reality to 
include rapid social change because pluralism itself 
undermines the traditionalists' conservative position. 
One form of theoretician is the intellectual: "an 
expert whose expertise is not wanted by society at large.n12 
His is a marginal role in society because he needs to 
redefine reality. This redefinition, based on pluralism, 
sharpens his awareness of his loss of theoretical integra-
tion in society: 
• • • The intellectual's design for society exists 
in an institutional vacuum, socially objectivated at 
best in a subsociety of fellow intellectuals. The extent 
to which such a subsociety is capable of surviving 
obviously depends on structural configura·tions in the 
larger society. It is safe to say that a certain degree 
of pluralism is a necessary condition.l3 
The importance of the intellectual's position lies in his 
description of the diaf-ectic between "ideas" and the institu-
tional processes which support them. The authors assert 
that theories are not only offered anew to make legitimate 
the existent social institutions but that these same insti-
tutions can be made to conform with already existing theories. 
"Consequently social change must always be understood as 
standing in a dialectical relationship to the 'history of 
12Jbid., p. 126. 13rbid. 
11 
ideas'."l4 All ideas exist in the reality of the individual 
life and cannot be empirically separated from this reality. 
C. Wright Mills also was concerned with the dialectic 
of reality and ideas. He demonstrated, for example, that 
most social pathologists' concepts of social disorganization 
are germane to their position in the structure of the American 
society. His criticism of the ideology of professional 
social theorists is focused on their similar middle-class 
socialization. They are. trained to think in terms of 
specific situations, to stay with parts rather than concep-
tual wholes, to emphasize conceptual justification and 
pres~ntation in most textbooks rather th~n offer the higher 
level of abstraction which might stimulate discovery. They 
tend to emphasize social process. and ~ee __ a1}_. social action 
as continuous process and thus: 
Changes in pace and revolutionary dislocations are 
missed or are seen as pathological .... They also 
accept the formality and assumed unity implied by "the 
mores"--this lowers the chance to see social chasms 
and structural dislocations.lj 
Thus, to the social pathologist rapid social change is 
corsidered a problem, usually because he believes that a 
slow pace of change is normal but also because he utilizes 
l4rbid., p. 128. 
15c. T~·vright Mills, "The Professional Ideology of 
Social Pathologists," American <Journal of Sociology, 49:172, 
July, 1943. 
12 
rural norms as the basis for his organized theory of change. 
For example, Mills asks the pathologists of the urban scene 
why, if so much pathology exists in the city, is social 
distance Stich a bad state of affairs? 
The preferred theoretical state for the social 
theorist is the ability to abstract int~rpretatio~s on a 
higher level via several divergent points of view which will 
permit a new synthesis. This __ would not be possible if the 
ideological position ot all these theorists did not derive 
from similar denominators. Thus, to these theorists: 
The pathological or disorganized is maladjusted. 
This concept, as well as the "normaltt is usually left 
empty of social content. It is usually propaganda for 
conformity to those norms and traits ideally associated 
with small town, middle-class milieux ...• The less 
abstract the traits and fulfilled 11needs 11 of nthe 
adjusted mann are, the more they gravitate toward the 
norms of independent middle-class persons verbally 
---- -- - -k!~;~~a ~yg Prol;estarit-iaears-in-tne -smaTl- toWr1s or--
Consequently an ideological orientation not only represents 
an incomplete social criticism of the existent status quo, 
it also limits the perspective pathologists' viewpoint as to 
\'lhat to criticize and where to locate desired change. 
The importance of value imperatives as the basis for 
normative theories is also Don Martindale's concern in his 
explanation of social disorganization. Normative theory 
l6Ibid., p. 179. 
13 
can convert empirical theory into needed conditions and "is 
unique in being addressed to a syst€m of objectives desired 
by the formulator or by those in whose service he stands.n17 
Therefore the values to be achieved will decide the content 
of normative theory. The subsequent theory of social 
change becomes then a complement to a theory of social 
problems and either empirical or normative orientations may 
be used to identify and explain change. He felt that when 
attempting to explain social disorganization both of these 
focuses must be kept distiri~t. The empi~ical approa~h ~hould 
not prescribe goals; but the normative approach should pot 
use the theory of social change as the replacement for the 
desired goals when identifying social problems. Social 
____ change_theory~is_only_a __ par_tial __ explanation __ for_sociaL~dis=--- ______ _ 
organization. All critics agree that valuations are present 
in all social disorganization theories, but "the criticism 
is frequently marred • • • by the fact that the critic 
objects to particular evaluation rather than to the confusion 
of values with facts.nl8 
Martindale feels that if a student of social problem~ 
recognizes his judgmentally normative position he might at 
least separate the empirical evidence from the normative 
· 17non Martindale, Community, Character and Civilization 
(London: The Free Press of Glencoe, 1963), p. 413. 
18rbid., p. 420. 
14 
value orientati6n. This, unfortunately, does not occur 
frequently: 
••• when people are seen as acting on a plurality 
of interests that lead them in pursuit of limited values 
and into encounters in which both cannot win; when 
cooperation is seen as it so often is, as a combination 
to achieve more effective group conflict; when a peace-
able social state is seen as a slow co~promise of diverse 
interest--such perceptions tend to dampen an over-
enthusiasti~ reforming zeal •.•• For these reasons, 
it is interesting to trace these shifts of emphasis that 
lead from an empirical examination of conflict processes 
back to a normative consideration of social problems.l9 
We can see, therefore, that ideological positions arise from 
the operation of many social forces which activate value 
judgments. Martindale, in contrast to Mills, believes that 
any uniformity of value judgments by social thinkers is a 
myth, although they tend to follow a mora liberal than 
c.onservative frame of reference. 
-~-----~~-
'rhis same-· ·attemp-t--tOseparare -i-d-emln-gie-s--from'-the-
"value-science integratett based on empirical data forms the 
framework for Talcott Parson's definition. nvalue-science 
integrates" are social values--concepts of what the social 
system believes it can be in its ideal state and formulated 
on neutral, empirical data. Ideologies are not neutral; 
their function is always polemic. The process of institu-
tionalization involves four basic forms of social control: 
values, norms, collective group action, and individual 
19Ibid., pp. 427-28. 
15 
task-related roles. The primary form of control in the 
institutional process is through social values. This creates 
a sense of strain which will always exist between the actual 
conditions and the desired goals. This gap between the real 
and ideal worlds causes-ideas to be formulated about what 
creates the gap and how to relieve it: 
An ideology is one type of reaction to strain. It is 
usually a formulation of beliefs about the source of 
strain and what.should be done to eliminate it, although 
sometimes it can take the form of denial that there is 
any strain at all and an assertion that "all's right in 
the world. 11 20 . 
This sense of strain within the social system may come from 
either external or internal sources. -External strain involves 
cultural upheavals such as may result from religious, scien-
tific, or technological changes •. These changes disturb the 
social system's beliefs about what is possible and -t-6IerabTe-.----------
The development of space science is a current example of 
this type of external strain. Internal strain, always 
existent, can be said to be perceived inconsi~tencies between 
social values and any of the other three levels of institu-
tionalization--norms, collective group action, or individual 
task-related roles. For example, if a sudden swelling of 
the ranks of the unemployed occurred, individual anomie might 
result because work values would continue to exist with no 
way for individuals to fill their work roles and norms for 
20\Vhite, QQ. cit., p. 6. 
work behavior would be thwarted. The system evidences 
inconsistency as to what it demands and what it allows. 
16 
Parson describes four types of ideology which may 
operate to relieve this sense of strain between the social 
values and social conditions: the conservative, which 
emphasizes the status quo; the reform, which wishes to change 
social conditions; the revolutionary, which wants change in 
the value system itself; and the counterideology which 
attempts to make some form of deviant behavior acceptable 
and justified. All of these show that ideology primarily 
functions to demonstrate the need for particular programs 
of action _!,o a<jli eve the desired ends of ~he ideolpgi st' s_ 
commi trnent _to his perceived grievances with th~ SC2_~ 
llStem. 
---------------- -TnTs-revTe-w-ofa Tew-or-'Ene-contr-ibutionst_o_-th-e ------ ----
understanding of ideology will, it is hoped, help to clarify 
the premise for this thesis. Primarily utilizing Parson's 
concepts, \-~'hi te feels that the sense of strain is perceived 
by two types of intellectuals, the moralizer and the 
reformer. Either group carries its mm ideas of how society 
ought to maintain· its basic institutional organization, 
based on its social values. There are many conditions to be 
satisfied in structured society and ho'IIV these may be accom-
plished becomes a source of strain. These strains will vary 
from condition to condition. For example, the methods of 
17 
how our economic resources are to be distributed, how 
political order may be maintained, or how our domestic 
socialization of role will be passed on to the succeeding 
generations will always require social organization in any 
society. Values will determine the focus for the im~9rtant 
conditions needing to be satisfied, but values will not tell 
us how to do it. And so strain will exist between these 
values and the means to satisfy them. This will vary from 
one part of the system to another and also at different 
times. In addition strain will increase during periods of 
rapid change. Strain will be perceived differently and 
those agreeing about a particular remedy will polarize "an 
ideological interpretation for its cause and cure.n2l 
Ideology itself becomes part of the source of strain 
and hence part of the definition of a social proolem .- Lack- -
of·recognition of this difficulty by the participant when 
analyzing his own society might affect his resultant .values. 
Objectivity for the theorist is difficult; it becomes acti-
vated selectively. Selectivity leads toward distortion via 
neglect or ignorance of the parts and hence it is relative 
to the available knowledge. (It may readily be seen that 
this paper itself will have to represent a selected and 
therefore distorted bias about the concept of leisure.) 
21Ibid., p. 8. 
White, however, justifies the search for greater social 
scientific knowledge even though this distortion will per-
sist, provided one attempts to perceive and note his 
ideological biases: 
It is not necessary that social science reach 
perfection before such an analysis is attempted, for 
the problem is a relative one--pointing out the discrep-
ancy between ideological beliefs and what is currently 
known to be significant and correct. Of course, social 
science, as well as all knowledge, is itself selective. 
in that we obviously do not know everything there is 
to ,know. 22 · 
1eisure 
It rapidly becomes obvious that there ~s no agreed 
upon definition of leisure today. Yet there is awareness of 
an urgency to understand the possible relationships between 
tbe scientific and technological developments and the parti-
·- --ctpation-of-·m-an-in-thi_s_ r·esultant chan·gin-g-miJ:i~u ;--·on-e ··of----
the variables becomes the concern about the quality and 
quantity of Western man's life. This may be expressed by 
the degree of control a person is able to garner over the 
uses of his own time and energy. These resources, available 
to all men, have concerned society through the ages. 
Josef Pieper probably has offered one of the most 
thorough statements of the origin of man's concern with 
leisure~ Hi~ orientation ~s a Catholic philosopher, steeped 
22Ibid., p. 11. 
19 
in Greek scholastics, places man's leisure .in the religious 
realm of divine contemplation "beyond the immediate sphere 
6f his needs and wants.n23 Since Western culture is a 
derivative of the ancient Greeks, leisure is one of our 
foundation stones. Quoting Aristotle's ideas about work, 
he believes "we are unleisurely in order to have leisure.n 24 
This becomes a primary consideration for the Western concep~ 
tion of work and the resultant distinction between "work" 
and "art" which will be explained more fully later. For 
Aristotle the ultimate purpose of any life was the fulfill-
ment of its proper function. Leisure's proper functioning 
exists when a person's total being, mental, emotional, and 
physical~ is in accord with his control over his environment. 
Leisure occurs when this total perception of internal and 
-- .. --
external competence is achieved or potentially capable of 
being achieved. The achievement of true leisure is contem-
plation. Life is divided into two .planes, "action and 
leisure, war and peace.n25 nschole," the Greek term for 
leisure, has become our word nschool" and is greatly altered 
in meaning. ' To the Greek the goal of nschole" was to educate 
23Josef Pieper, Leisure the Basis of Culture (New 
York: The New American Library, 1952), p.-r7. 
24Ibid., p. 24. 
25sebastian deGrazia, Of Time Work:. and Leisure (New 
York: The Twentieth Century Fund, 1962J;"p. 12. 
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or teach the free man to arrive at his fullest cultivation 
of the mind. Leisure became an end in itself, "a classical 
ideal of leisure for its own sake.u26 
Johan Huizinga's fascinating study of play in a 
culture reasons that the Roman idea of culture and play 
merits attention only in relation to Greek culture. To find 
the eternal truths was the reward of the Greek's leisure 
pursuit. Leisure was in no way related to an occupation. 
nFor the free man any time that was not claimed by State 
service, war or ritual counted as free time, so he had ample 
leisure indeed.n 27 To the Roman, however, the play element 
was marked by its ritualism. The Roman separated the act 
from the contempl.ation. To the Greeks, only the aristocratic 
-------el'ite-eould_a_chiev~~a state of leisure. The Romans, however, 
introduced the idea of rest fro!'!!. work as the purpo-se -o~r-:------------- -
leisure. Cicero stated, "A man is occupied ..• and then 
he rests and recreates himself. otium thus conceived 
is not for its own but for negotium's sake." 28 
The Christian world separated still further leisure 
from man's other activitiesor musings. Contemplation became 
associated with the divine. The qualitative fulfillment of 
26Ibid., p. 21. 
27Johan Huizinga, Homo Ludens {Boston: Beacon Press, 
1950), p. lly8. 
2Bct G · it 22 e raz~a, 2£• _c __ ., Pe • 
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man was to be obtained by seeking God face-to-face •. Thomas 
Aquinas pointed th~ direction: "Religious activity 
stands above secular activity, but contemplation above 
all else .••• n 29 
The Renaissance encroachment upon the Middle.Ages 
sought to redefine man's image in relation to his environ-· 
ment ·.away from the sacred orientation towards a more secular 
pattern. The reemergence of the elite class is seen by 
Huizinga as an attempt t6 separate itself from "the vulgar 
herd and live life as a game of artistic perfection.n30 This 
was not, however, tne ·return to the great philosophy of the 
Greek's leisure, but an invitation. to "a gorgeous and solemn 
masquerade in the accoutrements of an idealized past.n31 
This-masquerad~gn~y_served to temper the onset of a new and 
relentless attitude toward utilitariani s~---for-aii.- --Man ,_s_ 
real greatness was to be focused on his ability to "subdue 
nature and bend her to his will.n32 
The Eighteenth Century was the prelude to a new order 
in which work became the utopian goal for all, reflected in 
and supported by Adam Smith's ideas that idleness produces 
nothing and all should participate in useful production. 
These ideas broke forth just prior to the Industrial 
29Ibid., p. 28. 
31Ibid. 
30Huizinga, 2.12.· cit., p. 180. 
32deGrazia, QP_. cit. , p. 29. 
Revolution when work became the ideal of the age: 
This was a new order of things. The classical 
economists and democrats took over the idea, the anar-
chists found it just right, the socialists embraced 
it--all varieties of socialists: the communists, the 
Christian, utopian, and scientific. Of course, each 
used ·a different emphasis, but for all work was good 
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or would become so, was the right of every ~an, and a 
duty as well. 'l'he philosophic doctrine· they held in 
common was that through work and work alone does man 
produce and know. The doctrine was that of the 
Renaissance, the actual time was that of the Nineteenth 
Century, the ideal of leisure had long before taken 
its exit.33 
It is not within the scope of this paper to trace the 
rise of the work ethic. It is necessary, however, to realize 
that a dicl1otomy arnse, which still exists, between the ideals 
of contemplative leisure in the Aristotelian sense and those 
of t.lw religious reforrnen3 of the Medieval times vrho gave us 
o----t:he--:legacy-that_i_~~-e_!JeSS iS ev1l and thOS<3 of tho developing 
industrial age that labor achieves a more prosperou-s -nation,_ 
a more integrated, happy people. 
Joffre Dumazedier frankly disagrees with Pieper and 
deGrazia that leisure can even be defined in relation to the 
ancient past.- He feels that the Greek philosophers and the 
Renaissance aristocrats paid for their idleness with the work 
of slaves or servants. This form of idleness cannot be iden-
tified as leisure because nit doesn't complement or reward 
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work but takes the place of work altogether. 11 34 Two 
preconditions must exist before m6dern leisure can be so 
identified; they only have come into being since the indus-
trial revolutiori. The first is that society has ceas~d to 
control its activities via ritualistic forms. Some of these 
activities have become the "unfettered responsibility of the 
individual, even though the individual's choice in the matter 
may still, of course, be determined by impersonal social 
necessities. 11 35 The second precondition for a modern defi-
nition of leisure stems from the fact that work can now be 
separated from the other activities in a man's life. Work 
is no longer thE.: single dominant outlook in man 1 s !:;oc:i.al 
relationships. Both of these condition~ can only have 
emerged within the span of our inili1strial and post-industrial 
It becomes then the task of the sociologist to 9Xplain 
aspects .of human interaction that consist of p_atterns of· 
behavior handed down "within systems of meaning.n36 This 
then becomes the justification for studying the assumpthms 
34Joffre Dumaz.edier, "Leisure n Jh~. Inter.r.~at_iQJl_~..:l ~ncyclopecU:_§. o.f. the_ ~.Q.Cia~ §.ciences. ~New York: The Macmillan 
Company and The Free Press, 1968), IX, p. 249. 
35rbid. 
36I'Jlax Kaplan, Leisure in America (New York: John 
Wiley and Sons, Inc. , 1960) , p. IT~--·-
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related to leisure. Those intellectuals who follow either 
the moralizing or reforming approach to leisure arrive at 
. their "systems of meaning" via different emphases from the 
cultural heritage. Perhaps by exploring some of these 
systems of meaning and their ideological components we may 
better arrive at a concept of leisure itself. 
CHAPTER II 
THE MORALIZER 
INTRODUCTION 
The Moralizer's Position 
Utilizing Winston White's analysis of the moralizer's 
position, we shall assume that strain between the individual 
and society occurs when the social values are weakened; the 
individual defects from the normative premises of society. 
White clearly protrays the moralizer's concern: n • there 
has been a loss of the old values • • • on the part of the 
individual) the individual is in conflict \'lith society, and 
the individual must assert himself • • • nl 
Why does this defection take .place? The knowledge 
of means has weakened our commitment to ends. The "ideal" 
factors of the American social system, such as beliefs and 
values about God, free will, the sacredness of human life, 
and the uniqueness of personality, all have been undermined 
or deserted by the individual. An example frequently men-
tioned is the loss, or at least the erosion, of the Protes-
tant Ethic of individual hard work, self-reliance, thrift, 
and the. search for personal salvation, in favor of the social 
1Winston White, BeyGnd Conformity (New York: The Free 
Press of Glencoe, Inc., 19 IT, p. JO. 
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ethic in which the group is the source of creativity, of 
"belongingness" for the individual. William H. Whyte, Jr.'s 
indictment of large-scale organization is a moralizer's plea 
for the individual to resist the system--the social ethic is 
redundantt premature, delusionary, self-destructive and 
primarily static! 1Aibyte agrees with deToqueville that 
America could lose its equalitarianism and sense of social 
cooperation "by making the individual come to regard himself 
as a hostage to prevailing opinion, by creating, in sum, a 
tyranny of the majority.n2 
In Whyte's perspective the indivi9-ual ~ abdicated 
his responsibility for shaping social conditions to the 
IQ:Q..llP.· This slackening process is occurring with many 
persons simultaneously and meaningful leadership to set the 
needed di~ection is absent. As a result power has become 
misplaced; it now resides in the amorphous group rather than 
with the individual. The individual seeks security within 
social group participation rather than relying on his own 
ability, or "standing on his own two feet. 1' Whyte concludes 
that the individual must fight the falsely organized struc-
tures tlfor the demands for his surrender are constant and 
powerful, and the more he has come to like the life of 
2vHlliam H. Whyte, Jr., The Organization Man (Garden 
City, New York: Doubleday Anchor Books, 1956), "p:---4"39. 
organization the more difficult does he find it to resist 
these demands or even to recognize them."3 
The resultant social strain is also felt because of 
the increase in the functional capacity of the society, 
largely residing in the scientific, technological, and 
economic spheres. The moralizer recognizes that science 
and technology are powerful solvents of values and that 
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knowledge of the means, via these solvents, has reduced 
commitment to the final ends of human action: nthe vitamin 
replaces the crucifix; the tranquilizer reconciles man to 
God's ways."4 Relying on the less'abstract decisions of 
scj.ence permits the individual to avoid the more difficult 
problem of making moral decisions and evc; .. luative act:Lons. 
~or example, Whyte sees this choice betw(~en science and 
humanity an erroneous one. The danger exists that a false 
trust in science, 11 scientism," will be believed as the 
panacea for what we ough~ to do in society: "What I am 
arguing is that the real impact of scientism is upon our 
values. The danger, to put it another way, is not man being 
domj.nated but man surrendering. n5 
In the technological and economic spheres of society 
the loss of the "rugged individualism" of the past has 
3Ibic!_., p. 44EL 4White, 2£.· cit., p. 27. 
5Whyt e , 2£.. cit • , P . 3 5 • 
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occurred. This value has been replaced by one of security 
and conformity because of the growth of large bureaucratic 
organizations. Whyte sees the industrial revolution as "the 
great moral trag~dy.n6 The "false collectivization," or 
group, which results is the culprit. "Togetherness" is 
deemed regrettable. "People very rarely think in groups; 
they talk together, they exchange information, they adjudi-
cate, they make compromises. But they do not think; . they 
do not create.n7 Or consider the assumed values of group 
activity, such as consensus, cooperation, and participation, 
which are offered without meaningful ends--these empty means 
provided in group togetherness make it more difficult thari 
before for the individual to justify a deviation from these 
norms: 
It would be a mistake to confuse individualism with 
antagonism, but the burdens of free thought are already 
steep enough that we should not saddle ourselves with a 
guilty conscience as well. The hunch that wasn't 
followed up. The controversial point that didn't get 
debated. The idea that was suppressed. Were these acts 
of group cooperation or individual surrender? We are 
taking away frgm the individual the ability even to ask 
the question·s. 
David Reisman corroborates this view in his study of the 
other-directed man. Society replaces the functions which 
once belonged to the individual, such as hard work, saving, 
6Ibid., p. 46. 
8rbid., p. 65. 
7Ibid., p. 57. 
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and risk bearing. Because these challenges to the individual 
are now absent he regresses. The inner-directed youth of a 
.former age found his sense of security 
in moving to the periphery of the various frontiers 
and establishing an isolated and recognizable claim on 
a new piece of territory ••.. If he founded a firm, 
this was his lengthened shadow. Today the man is the 
shadow of the firm. Such long term aims as exist are 
built into the firm, the institution . • • 9 
A last example of the moralizer's explanation of how 
individual defection from values occurs involves what Winston 
White calls the "Hedonism of Consumptiontt syndrome. Again, 
to use Reisman' terminology, individuals have become victims 
of "softness." Our society has(turned from the frontier 
challenge of pi~oduction to the incipient exhibit of consump-· 
tion! In contrast to Veblen's man of "conspicuous consump-
tion," who followed an elitist's pattern, the present-day 
consumer is one who nseeks experiences rather than things 
and yearns to be guided by others rather than to dazzle them 
with display.nlO 
The solution which the moralizers offer involves 
placing the blame for our present problems on the individual 
who is morally responsible for resisting the seduction of 
the social conditions: 
· 9navid Reisman The Lone~y Crowd (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1950~, pp. lJS-39. 
10Ibid., p. 118. 
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Whatever structural conditions it sees as contributing 
t.o this undesirable state of affairs, the individual is 
responsibl~ for resisting them; his resistance--vii th 
that of millions of others--will bring structural con-
ditions into line. 1 Our salvation lies "in the h'e'arts and minds of men. 11 1 · .. · 
The real factors, such as the institutionalized orgahizations 
of society, should become the ~§J?2nders to the ideal factors, 
such as universal free will and :reason, instead of being the 
instigators of the society's beliefs and values. Too often, 
however, the moralizers are apt to be naive about the struc-
tural conditions and vague,about specific means of social 
programming as they condemn ·the withering away of ideals. 
Moralj.~f Leisure 
The foregoing gene~al explanation ~f the moralizer's 
sense of strain offers the ideological framework for many 
leisure writers. Three main divisions appear among these 
writers which will serve as a method to iden~ify their 
primary source of concern. 
The first group of theqrists, who will be identified 
as cultural and/or classical moralizers, ·are concerned prima-
rily.with man's loss of serenity and contemplation which 
should have great importance for man's true attainment of 
his humanity. The Classic Greek pursuit of the "good life,n 
for example, is summed up by the terms contemplation and 
llVJhite, 2£.· cit., p. 36. 
tranquility, both of which when properly combined become 
leisure. According to one writer the great meaning these 
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values have for us can be realized when we note that man has 
named two areas of the moon "The Sea of Tranquility" and 
"The Sea of Serenity.nl2 This Platonic search for eternal 
truth is the proper goal for leisure for the cultural~classiC:al 
moralizer. 
In this view, leisure is iricorporated also into the 
·arena of spiritual experience--it is understandable only as 
a mental and religious attitude. Its ideal form is silence;. 
its ideal behavior is non-active. The cherished goal of the 
state of "gracett·via religious experience is embodied in and 
through the concept of leisure for this group of moralizers~ 
The five main theorists to be considered cultural 
moralizers for th~ purposes of this pa~er are Josef Pieper, 
a Catholic philosopher schooled in Greek scholastics; 
Sebastian deGrazia, Professor of Political Science at the 
··Eagleton Institute of Politics, Rutgers University; Clive 
Bell, an outstanding English literary critic and author, 
especially of the art world; Johan Huizinga, a German socio-
historian of culture; and Robert Lee, a professor of theology 
at the San Francisco Theological Seminary. 
l2Don, Fa bun, ''The Leisure ~llasses, n Th£. .Q.ynamics of 
Chan.Te (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 
i968 , p. 24. 
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The second group will be described as :Q.sychological 
moralizers. Their main emphasis involves the self-
actualization potentials for individual man--health, knowl-
· edge, self -expression, character formation, personality, and 
self-adjustment are among the list of attributes which help 
make man known to himself. Leisure, via the use of these 
attributes, becomes a time when man can attain his greatest 
potential; Those attaining this goal are able to use more 
effective and, accelerated methods for knowing. They live 
with greater value criteria and so are better able to improve 
the condition of men. By being more able to conduct their 
own lives to achieve an improved sense of their own personal 
worth and enjoyment· they also more directly effect others 
whose paths meet with theirs. The resolution of the work-
leisure dichtomy into a unity in which a person is better 
able to fulfill his intellectual, emotional, and physical 
expectations permits time and activities to become useful 
tools rather than dominant forces in leisure pursuit. 
The democratic desire for freedom and respect for the 
j_ndi vidual is a strong pervading theme for this group. For 
example, two writers show that the word leisure comes from 
( 
the Latin nlicere" which has as its root meaning "to be per-
mi tted. n VJithin this context of leisure man must exercise 
his freedom of choice.l3 This psychologically-oriented goal 
l3Joost A. M. Meerloo, ~rhat Difficult Peace (New York: 
Channel Press, Inc., 1961), p. 152; and F'abun, 2.2.· cit., p. 21. 
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for freedom and autonomy may be accomplished by either 
. restoring old values QL reaching for new. "Uprootedness is 
freedom-giving, and freedom brings with it the task to find 
new values • • • even a new aesthetic philosophy must be 
sought.nl4 Social institutions are seen therefore to be 
barriers of comfort and ease against insecurity and.uncer-
tainty. They are barriers to freedom. Their damaging 
handiwork, according to one writer, is the enemy of 
psychological freedom: 
The social institution has so often b~~n chosen by 
the sick, the loveless and inadequate as the vehicle 
in which to careen .ruthlessly over the pro~Jtrate bodies 
of their ''friends" and "co-workersn towards a fatuous, 
hand-made illusion which they call ,the top.n But in the 
self -actualized there is no "the top" --only way·-stations, 
all of them marked by leisure--beyond a continuum of 
growth. and. adventure. Every man is by necessity inse-
- ____________ CU_!e_,__thi._l2_k~ng mar1___EX_ nece_~~:i._ ty __ uncertain ~ 15 _______ _ 
The foremost psychological moralizers for this paper's 
purpose are Paul Weiss, a professor of philosophy at Yale 
University, and Hugo K. List, whose dissertation for the 
doctor of philosophy degree from Michigan State University 
is the study of a leisure definition via the self-
actualization theory. Others whose contributions are 
similarily oriented include Don Fabun, the Publications 
14Fabun, ibid. 
15Hugo Karl List, ''Approach to a Definition of Leisure" 
{unpublished Ph.D. diss.ertation, Michigan State University, 
1966), pp. 64-65. 
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Editor for Kaiser Aluminum Company; Clement Greenberg, 
Associate Editor of Commentary and, an art critic; Robert 
Maciver, former President, The New School for Social Research, 
professor of Political Philosophy and Sociology, Emeritus; 
and Joost A. M. Meerloo, a psychiatrist in private practice 
in New York, born and educated in Europe. 
A third group of writers are identified as the social 
moralizers. Their chief anxiety involves the individual's 
abdication of values which relate to specific areas within 
the social system. Their basic concern is that the value 
judgments made by theindividual should guide the structure 
of society and, hopefully~ be reflected in that society. For 
instance, the question of leisure's relationship to work ,is 
o·f prime concern for the moralizer who does not perceive 
leisure as a release from the more dominant vaT1.ie-or-work~-- ---
Leisure should stand independent; an end in itself in man's 
valuations. 
The questions of the political-economic goals of our 
nation also concern the social moralizer. The men who wrote 
the Declaration of Independence expressed the basic right of 
humans to have leisure. It has only been of recent origin 
that "the right to work" was included in the Human Bill of 
Rights. This to the social moralizer implies that we have 
passed the individual, physically challenging frcmtiers, in 
which there was little spare time for leisure, to the 
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emotionally and socially challenging frontiers, in which the 
individual now has time to pursue the cultivation of refine-
ment, beauty, and wonder. Consumption patterns obviously 
become an important theme during this new time of challenge 
for these moralizers. The roles of play, idleness, the 
liberal arts, pure science, and even peace to achieve the 
desired ideals dominate these moralizers' anxieties. 
Those chosen who stress this sdcialmoralistic 
ideology include David Reisman, currently Henry Ford II 
Professor of Social Sciences at Harvard University; Bertrand· 
Russell, noted British ·philospher, mathematician, and educa-
tionist; Russell Lynes, editor of Harper'.s Magazine; Eric 
Larrabee, Professor of American Civilization, Columbia 
University, and an Associate Editor of Harper's Magazine; 
----
and Gregory P. Ston~---proTes-sor-or--scYcial- strat-if'-icat-ion-and----
social psychology at the University of Minnesota. 
Several precautions must be proffered for the reader's 
consideration. First, this delineation--cultural; psycho-
logical, and social--of leisure moralizers cannot be clearly 
definitive. Several writers are concerned with more than 
one area of emphasis. For instance, Robert Lee has been 
identified as chiefly interested in the cultural aspects of 
leisure. Obviously as a theologian he fs also critically 
concerned about the role of religion as an institution 
within the social structure. Joost A. M. Meerloo's particular 
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emphasis on the psychological needs of man brings him to a 
direct confrontation with the political goals of 'freedom for 
our society. Johan Huizinga's cultural interest in play is 
approached historically. As such its relationship to work 
involves concern with the changing ends for both. 
Second, this discussion is by no means meant to 
present a complete selection of those whose writings are of 
this ideological emphasis. The primary purpose of this 
paper is to present the vie~~oint of some of the major 
leisure theorists with the hope of clarifying the current 
interest in and anxiety about the role of lei~ure in our 
society. 
Finally, it is apparent that most leisure moralizers 
deal with similar concepts which pertain to their ideas of 
~----------- n8-9d€-d--d-9Tlniti-6nS- ana- ex}5Tanat-i-ons-o·r-·-t-rre-pr-o-b-l-em-~---The-se--------------­
concepts will be identified for the purposes of this dis-
cussion as time, its meaning and possible use; work, its 
development historically and the changes currently emerging; 
consumption, its relationship to production and its role in 
the supposed mass leisure phenomenon; the political and 
spiritual challenges which involve the moralizers' conception 
of man's basic nature; and lastly, the moralizers expecta-
tions for the future. Not all theorists speak to each of 
these areas but they are of sufficient significance to be 
dealt with separately. These common, pertinent ideas will 
3? 
be examined from the view of each moralizing group. The 
result should be a clarification of the ideological premises 
.involved in·each orientation to leisure. 
TIME 
The question frequently posed by theorists of leisure 
is, When does time become leisure? The related question 
also becomes pertinent, What are the measurements of time? 
As Sebastian deGrazia emphasizes in his definitive study of 
leisure, the modern world and its characteristic thought 
patterns runs primarily on linear time, a time .oriented to 
the space dimensions and a time which becomes independent 
of the inventor. This is clock time •. The Eighteenth Century 
poet, Giro di Pers, observing the significance of this change 
in man's "enslavement11 to· clocked time wrote: 
Noble machine with toothbed wheels 
Lacerates the day and divides it in hours • • 
Speeds on the course of the fleeing century. 
And to make it open up, 
Knocks every hour at the tomb~l6 
In addition the various quantity measurements of time 
(days, weeks, hours) can only have significance within the 
realm of qualitative measurements to achieve the desired 
goal. Concepts such as work, consumption, political and 
economic activity are influenced by the appreciation of 
l6seba stian deGrazia, Of Time ~ilork and Lei sure (New 
York: The Twentieth Century Fund, l962T, p. 311. 
"higher" goals. "Progress," meaning the expectation of 
social improvement, also becomes one of these concepts which 
is affected by the use of time valuations. So, to the 
moralizer, time quality has a special significance \'lhich 
must be understood. The moralizer's use of this concept 
permeates his approach to these other areas of existence and 
is best swnmarized as follows: · 
w·ork is the antonym of free time.. But not of leisure. 
Leisure and free time live in two different worlds. . • . 
Anybody can have free time. Not everybody can have 
Teisure. Free time is a realizable idea of democracy. 
Leisure time refers to a special way of calculating a 
special kind of time. Leisure refers to a state of 
being, a condition,of man, which few desire and fewer 
achieve. Disabusing leisure of free time is one of the 
principal cares of this book.l7 
Definition of Leisure Time 
As has been suggested, Sebastian deGrazia (cultural 
moralizer) ~resents a thorough and fascinating account of 
the development and function of time in relation to leisure 
·which will be the primary source for the moralizers' views 
about time. He ranges from this classical presentation to 
:i.nclude a helpful tale of the historical changes in our 
attitudes toward leisure and work as they relate to time. 
'rhe preferred ,lei sure goals of the classical world, according 
to deGrazia, contain seven dimensions that might alter our 
modern concept of leisure, but have come to mean unfortunately 
17 . I1:p.g_.' pp. 7-8. 
: .. ~ 
: ,' ... ~ 
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the mere attainmentof free-time segments: Time cannot be 
measured in leisure. Because leisure cannot be divided up 
by time it cannot suffer the fragmentation that free-time 
does. The behavior of leisure is primarily the activity of 
the mind, becoming its own goal. Free-time is the antonym 
for work, but leisure has little relevancy to work or time. 
Leisure is not capable of being organized and thus is not 
dependent on others. One who strives for leisure spends his 
time cultivating his mind in order to give his best thoughts 
to politics and religion. And, lastly, leisure is never 
dominated by the idea of "fun.'' What a man does when released 
from required action he does for its own goals, but not for 
the goal of a good time in itself. 18 
--.---
_deGrazia emphatically feels that modern society has 
lost a basic concept of civilization in its use of linear 
time. The modern world of clocked time requires action and 
choice that must ah'lays be referred back to the time machine. 
This automatic machine, which produces regular auditory or 
visual signals, makes of its user an auto~aton, a slave to 
regularity! Thus he feels that the use of clock time is an 
expression of collectivism, not of individualism. Modern 
feelings of tension and nervbusness are permitted to arise 
because these time units become interchangeable and also 
l.fJibid.' pp. 347-49. 
.... '· 
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commercially valuable. This kind of time means one's actions 
are capable of being constantly checked, adjusted, or meas-
ured. Today's industrial society operates on this linear 
image in which time does not repeat itself as it moves con-
stantly onward: 
Technolog~ it seems, is no friend of leisure. The 
machine, the hero of a dream, the bestower of free time 
to men, brings a neutralized idea of time that makes it 
seem free, and then chains it to another machine, the 
clock. If we but say "free clocked timeA" the illusion 
vanishes. Clocked time cannot be free.l~ 
In conjunction with this historical use of linear 
time two conflicting values developed side-by-side which 
have permitted a shift from true leisure time to a mere free-· 
time dimension--a loss Nhich deGrazia deplores. Industrial-
ism, the age of the machine, began with the Revolutionary 
·--------War-and- produced~a-sense -of.--uni-f~orm±ty--among-machineparts--- -----------
and men. The settlement of the frontier, however, produced 
a sense of individualism. deGrazia believes that the two 
behavior patterns joined "to steam-roller a lovely country, 
leaving it for the most part a mess of ugly cities and 
despoiled wilder~ess.n 20 Although education has kept the 
ideal of leisure from the early American tradition, it has 
altered its emphasis from the pursui~ of leisure to the 
.2._roblem of free-time badly spent. He shows that the goals 
of our founders, such as Jefferson, Jackson, Mason, and 
19Ibid., p. 325. 20Ibid., p. 263. 
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Franklin, have been changed to mean that only through work 
can man pursue happiness. The original ideal was the reverse: 
only through not having to work can men pursue happiness. 
Many of these men, the writers and approvers of the Virginia 
Bill of Rights and the Declaration of Independence, did no 
real day's work; they adhered to. the more class:i,cal inter-
pretation of work and leisure. In contrast, today's busi-
nesses, unions, physicians, churches, and advertisers see 
leisure as a problem of time badly spent or existin~ in-
~abundance: 
I said earlier that an ideal affects conduct. What 
we hp.ve just passed in review [historical development 
of leisure theory] is not an ideal of leisure. Such an 
ideal no longer exists in the United States ••. The 
commercial spirit in business and government both, has 
no interest that any such ideal, without spending 
attached to it, should come to prevail. Indeed, an 
ideal of free time, or the good life, has taken the 
---- ---1'-i-el-d-.-The-goo d--1-i-fe--consi-s:ts-i n-the--peo ple!s_en.joy__..._ _ 
ment of whatever industry produces, advertisers sell, 
and government orders. This seems to be what we have2J then. \'!ithin it, what does the future hold in store. · 
deGrazia sees the problem as a paradox which arose vrb.en 
free-time first became used in a "time-off-the-job" sense 
and became confused with a sense of freedom. By combining 
the universal duty of.the right to work with the goal of 
equality all are made beneficiaries-of free-time. All attain 
free~·time oill.Y in relation to work time. 'l'his requires the 
21Ibid., p. 283. 
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subjective feeling of having to have an activity in free-time 
and spoils the desired sense of freedom. 22 
Robert Lee (cultural moraLizer) agrees with deGrazia 
that free-time is an internal eneiny to the individual in 
modern society. Only to focus on time free from work or 
duty offers no explanation of the more important normative 
content of leisure. "The distraughtness that disturbs con-
temporary man is expressed in the revealing phrase 'killing 
time' in discussing leisure." 23 This implies the loss of 
the sense ·of leisure and for Lee ultimately becomes the 
expression of an alienated member of society. Thus, .free-
time cannot be synonymous with leisure because of the evi-
dence of many,. such. as the unemployed or the ill, \11ho have 
--- --free-t-ime-but-not-necessal"'ily_lei~mr_Q_!~!"ee_....tirl'l~- is only 
potentially capable of becoming leisure when 
leisure depends not only upon available time, but 
also upon the freedom of the nerson to use that time. 
Thus leisure represents the opportunity for a person to 
use a portion of time for ends which are designed by 
the person himself. Leisure is that time during which 
we are free to choose what v-re wish to do within the 
range of our"personal freedom.24 
Lee's real concern about the subject of time is how 
its use may solve the problems of ultimate meanings or values 
22rbid. , p. 411. 
23Robert Lee, Religion and Leisure in America (New 
York: Abingdon Press, 1964), p. 24. 
24Ibid., p. 28. 
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which were not attained in past history. .Time was seen in 
the classical culture as an'eternal, changeless model; in 
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the era of the Renaissance and the scientific revolution it 
was seen as a continuously evolving form; in the industrial 
society as an objective, precise measuring device; in the 
exchange world as a source of value for the amount of goods 
that can be produced and 'tvealth earned; in- community life -
as a response to the pressures and demands of work and other 
social organizations. None of these avenues serves to give 
a complete understanding of time. A dynamic frame of refer-
ence, which includes all of these views and will also include 
their meanings and ways to fulfillment, will give man a real 
perspective of time (including leisure time) and one which 
will help him recognize his responsibility for it. Thus, 
"time is the medi~;--of h~-~~~ri~t~-~-;- .~.---:---,,2 5--rt-takes~---
the following forms: all time is a gift; time consists of 
the content which fills it; because God has acted in time so 
are we required to act; the true essence of life is found in 
the sense of joy which can·be nourished in_creative use 
of time. 26 Both of these moralizers, deGrazia and Lee, not 
only lament the loss of the pure attitude toward time, 
unadulteratedby external, lesser goals of physical activity, 
but they underscore the need to find these greater ideals 
25Ibid., p. 222. 26Ibid. , pp. 23 5-63. 
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for leisure time use. Their methods, however, remain 
undetermined. 
A psychological moralizer, Don Fabun, agrees that 
leisure is a qualitative activity~ a synthesis of aesthetic, 
psychological, religious, and physical contemplation, but 
finds that these categories of,activity are all but absent 
in the modern American society. Man's search for ultimate 
truths of the use of time, in the classical sense, is turned 
toward man's psychological search for personal peace and 
worth amidst the unstable, transient structures of tpe 
social system. He artistically compares the use of time to 
the idea, derived ~rom the_study of an ancient Incan village, 
that the human being has only a certain nmnber of units of 
time at his disposal before he dies. How one choos~s to 
use these particles of time becomes the basis for our moral 
and social judgments. To Faburt these judgments, unfortu-
nately, have little validity in our modern world, where·the 
common distinctions between '\vork and play, between free time 
and leisure cease to be relevant. He feels that the deepen-
ing involvement in the mechanized and automated age makes it 
more difficult to understand what we are doing and what we 
should-be doing. " ••• our private and social clocks have 
dissolved into the anomalous topology of an old egg broken 
into a frying pan.n27 He compares human society to sand 
27F" .b . t J a un , .QJ?.. £.... , p • +. 
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castles--castles built from innumerable particles of sand 
which somehow cling to each other. Inevitably the tide comes 
to eat away -the foundations, but the particles will regather 
to become another castle another day and 
only the fun of it is left and the love that._went 
into its making. It may be that we should consider our 
own ephermeral society like that, too; a social structure 
where the work is only incidental but where the fun and 
the love that went into its making still linger as our 
shared and common heritage. 'Perhaps we already are 
beginning tg view our society that way. If not, perhaps 
we should.28 
Hugo K. List also seeks a psychologically holistic 
view of time. He feels that man's sense of se1f-.fulfillment 
may not be achieved solely by controlling time and having 
constructive activities. Man must join his physical and 
emotional resources with the rational and intellectual ones 
-~--tO-he- abl-e-to-aG-h-ieve-the· -eondi-t-ions-o£ rei-sure--and--se-lf.;;;------ ------
fulfillment. In this way he is able to synthesize the false 
dichotomy between work and leisure "into a potential unity 
and show that persons enjoying leisure are thus more wholly 
available to and more efficiently fulfill the intellectual, 
emotional and psychical expectations of the growth-producing 
d n29 T e ucative process • • • ime is insufficient in itself 
to create the necessary conditions to achieve this feeling 
content of leisure and so activities of unobligated time are 
not counted as leisure when action is a primary social base 
2gibid., p. 3. 291· t 't 1S , Q£• Ql_., p. ii. 
for man's personality. Power over life, freedom, time, 
activity, or pleasure, none by themselves are sufficient 
conditions to achieve this state of self-fulfillment or 
leisure. It can be attained only when man's "rational 
faculty is joined to his automatic scanning system to pro-
vide him with ongoing maximal content over his human and 
psychical environment.n30 
Paul Weiss (psychological moralizer), by combining 
the psychological and social possibilities of time use, 
stresses the importance of the idea that leisure time is 
made possible by \vork, could not continue to exist without 
( 
work, and yet is not a means to work. Leisure is a period 
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in which no work is done. He would appear to combine free-·. 
ttme with leisure, but he then makes a qualitative evalua-
the institutionalized recipients of public charity who may 
freely choose to "waste in idleness or to spend in some 
enriching activity" their time.31 He also identifies others 
who lack the capacity to engage in leisure activities; \'/ho, 
when freed from lifers daily requirements, find free-time a 
3°Ibid., p. 19. 
31Paul ~,'lei ss, "A Philosophical Definition of Lei sure," 
Leisure in America: ~lessing or C~.?, Charles C. Charles-
worth, editor (Konograph Number 4. Philadelphia: American 
Academy of Political and Social Science, 1964), p. 21. 
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burden to be avoided: 
Leisure time for them is a period of exposure, and 
sometimes of self-discovery, when they are anxious, 
anguishE)d, and defeated, gaining little except an awar~­
ness 6f their limitation and comparative iriferiority.J 
To Weiss the goal of leisure is to make possible the greatest 
meaning to all other activities of a man's day. One's work 
life will be enhanced through the attainment of the more 
whole man via the qualitative use of leisure time. And work 
will become the beneficiary of leisure. 
Different Views for Time Measurements 
The complexity of arriving at a single dimension of 
time and its use becomes readily apparent when the theorist 
tries to 1itilize this concept for an empirical analysis of 
l.eisure. ·The moralizer has as. his prime concern the anality 
of a time dimension rather than its measurement into fixed 
segments of activity. For example, the empirical approach 
used by two moralizers to describe the waysin which man 
divides his time segments reflects the ideological orienta-
tion of these researchers. Sebastian deGrazia, for one, has 
spent a good portion of his effort in time dimensions and 
asserts that there has not been an appreciable amount of 
increased free-time since 1850. Compared to ancient Greece 
and medieval Europe, "free time today suffers by comparison, 
3 2Ibid., pp. 24-25. 
an:d, leisure even more.n33 Day time is divided into four 
categories: work, work-related time, free-time, and subsist-
ence time. Work time equals eight hours with approximately 
one and one-half hours for. travel, car service, and parking~ 
Subsistence, which includes sleeping, cooking, shopping, 
church, repairs, clothes, and dressing, equals ten and one-
half hours. Free-time thus amounts to about two and one-
half hours. He sees the problem area for study to be 
subsistence time because the qu~stio~ of motives appears: 
is the time being·used aesthetically, such as newspaper 
reading for information· about one's community, or for work 
purposes, such as newspaper reading for ads? 
Don Fabun, on the other hand, utilizes the Incan 
~---~con9ept of a man's total time all_otment and____I_epre~ents ___!.he --··~-··­
above divisions by percentages: 45.8 per cent in subsistence; 
3.8 per cent in commuting; 15.6 per cent in work; and 34.8 
per cent in free time. In both instances free time is what 
is left of the time allotment and both deGrazia and Fabun 
hesitate to identify it as.leisure. Both point to the 
polarity between "workn and "free'' \'lhich they feel reflects 
a loss of domination of work over all other values, but 
which does not relieve the problem of free-time becoming 
leisure. Both are concerned with whether time can be lost. 
33deGrazia, QQ· cit., p. 90. 
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If so, it represents a loss of attainment of the more 
important goal--true leisure. Fabun says the answer lies in 
our value of time, in what we feel we ought to be doing. 
Benjamin Franklin's advice that time is.money has become 
the valued goal, meaning that we do know how time should be 
I 
employed. For example, the child soon learns that the answer 
to the question, "What did you do today?" is whatever shows 
the greatest manifest activity. "Nothing," or ttplaying," in 
the sense that the world was happening to the child, is soon 
altered to the realm of some purposeful behavior. Leisure, 
as a contemplative activity, is only acceptable for the very 
rich or the sick.34 (deGrazia reports the same type of 
response for the child when queried about its behavior. He 
also suggests that if a man is thinking and smoking, he will 
------·---·----
answer that he is smoking when questioned about his behavior. 
This is the accepted social response.)35 
In addition, these theorists, especially deGrazia~ 
emphasize concern about the normative content of time for 
the individual when empirically analyzing other time use 
dimensions. Studies which show the purchasing patterns 
involved in household expenditures, recreation, vacations, 
and even business, medical, and enhancement spending may 
reveal more than one type of time-alloted dimension. How a 
34 . Fabun, QQ· cit., p. 6. 35ct G · · "t 95 e raz1a, 2E· £1_., p. . 
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person feels about the activity will often decide whether it 
belongs to work, subsistenc~ or free-time categories or per-
haps overlaps them. For instance, entertainment is an 
obvious example of time use for multiple reasons, such as 
for work enhancement, health improvement, escapism, etc. 
Studies dealing with consumption patterns of time 
also reflect the moralizer's concern about the qualitative 
factors of time use. Questions arise as to whether telephone 
usage is work or leisure, whether church participation such 
as meetings, church socials, and time necessary in food 
preparation is subsistence· or leisure activity. Is food 
preparation subsistence or leisure when other than necessary 
foods are offered by the housewife? Is the time spent in 
purchasing and upkeep of .clothing confined to work, 
subsistence, leisure, or a combination? 
Time to the moralizer must not be defined in a narrow 
sense of easy segmentation between work and leisure. Activi-
ties cannot be readily divided into the alloted time parcels 
of wor:k and nomvork. Evening time, eating. patterns, national 
holidays prompt many more questions about a concept of time 
use for empirical examination than they resolve. deGrazia 
suggests that these increasing number of holidays cause 
discomfort runong the leaders of great technologically advanc-
ing nations. The attitude of the Sabbath as a day of rest 
from work, for example, is observed by modern life, yet 
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certainly it is not a religious holiday. One form of the 
Sabbath as a parcel of time appears nowhere else in the 
industrial world: "The ones who chiefly profit from this 
idea today are the professors, the possessors--but by no 
means all of them--of one of the rarest blocks of free time 
in modern life, the sabbatical leave.n36 Or, view the 
commonly held idea that the executive rarely separates work. 
from play and has the least amount of free...:time. "If execu-
tives are so powerful a force in America, as they indubitably 
are, why don't they get more of that free time which every-
body else, it seems, holds to be so precious? Strange.n37 
The moralizer thus has as his concern.the loss of the 
classical sense of pureness of experience, or the search for 
a. better way to comprehend one's own command of time in the 
modern life. To regain the more ideal values of the social 
system time must again Q.Q made the tool for the individual's 
~· It is.significant that to the moralizer--especially the 
conservative moralizer--the task is not so much to gain these 
values, but to r.egain them; apparently as they once were. 
WORK 
A Brief History of the Work-leisure Dichotomy 
No study of leisure omits some discussion of its 
relationship to work. The moralizer's concern is that the 
36Jbiq. , p. 122. 37Ibid. , p. 138. 
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domination of work over leisure will stifle the higher goals 
of individual and social fulfillment. They assert that in 
th.e present-day industrialized society the individual has 
lost his ability to pursue these more meaningful goals. The 
individual has abdicated his responsibility to maintain the 
necessary balance between his economic needs and his leisure 
expressions. 
The changing function of work as a result of the 
incredible growth of the machine process· has produced a 
strain within the social system between the basic needs of 
the individual c:md the .economic goals of the sy·stem. Work 
becomes a det.rirnent. to the attainment of nran 's most cheri she'd 
goals of freedom. It produces over-conformity, a highly 
undesirable degree of security striving, and a compelling 
passion for social approval. The ideology of the moralizer 
judges these as undesirable. By the same token the higher 
goal of individualism, or_autonomy, cannot be served solely 
through .the work experience, if at all! Leisure must be the 
more meaningful possibility for achieving this enriched 
position. 
It is certainly not within the perimeters of this 
paper to·trace the cultural and historical aspects of work. 
However, some story from the past is necessary to understand 
why the moralizers feel this anxiety about the role of 
leisure in our contemporary scene and how they envision that 
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the dichotomy between work and leisure has occurred. We 
know that in the most simplistic societies work was not 
separated from other activities. A man did what was expected, 
whether it be production, domestic duties, ritual perform-
ances, sleep, singing and dancing, conversation, etc. Primi-
tive man probably had more nonwork time than modern man. The 
process of task differentiation (an interesting exploration 
itself) is of interest to the theorist of leisure because it 
permitted the development of the economic division between 
wo'r·k and non work in a man's life. Differentiation ultimately 
led to the growth of specialization and mass production, 
which was the social invention necessa.ry for the industrial 
revolution and eventually our technologically oriented 
economic system. 
In 6onjunction with this growth toward the division 
of functions, or specialization, the longing for the earlier 
II days in which work, as work, did not exist arose as a revered 
myth. The cultural moralizer relates to this earlier experi-
ence with yearning. Pieper (cultural moralizer), for 
instance, feels that the Golden Age of the Greeks best exem-
plifies the relationship between work and nonwork; one should 
only be engaged in work to achieve the more valued ideal of 
leisure, not the reverse. The existence of the dominant 
work value to him means the loss of the real meaning of human 
existence. This distinction between leisure and non-leisure 
has resulted in an unwant~d separation between the goals of 
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the liberal arts and servile work, between the intellectual 
worker and the manual worker: 
Intellectual activity used always to be considered a 
privileged sphere, and from the standpoint of the manual 
worker especially, appeared to b.e ·a sphere in which one 
did not need \'lork. • • • But nowadays the whole field of 
intellect~al activity, not exempting the prbvince of 
philosophical culture, has been overwhelmed by the modern 
ideal of work and is at the mercy of its totalitarian 
claims. 38 
Today we mistrust all that is not work and place contemplation 
within this sphere of mistrust. Only that which is gained 
·by effort of toil and trouble is valued; nothing is valued 
that is a gift. Pieper feels that unfortunately the "worker" 
today is characterized by three undesirable trait~: 
••• an extreme tension of the powers ~f action, a 
readiness to suffer in vacuo. unrelated to anything, and 
complete absorption in the social organism, itself 
rationally planned to utilitarian ends. Leisure from 
·-t:rris-pc:rint --e>f--vi-ew,---appears-as··-someiJhing-whe±-ly-f'or .... tui---
tous and strange, without rhyme or reason, and, morally 
speaking, unseemly: another word for laziness, idleness 
and sloth. 39 
Leisure should not exist for the sake of work. A break in -~~~ ~~~ --- ----- --- ·---· ---- -- ----
one's work is a pause for work but this is not leisure. 
Leisure therefore is contrary to the ideal of work; it is a 
mental and spiritual attitude.4° This classical moralizer 
yearns for us to return to a former age! 
38Josef Pieper, Leisur~ the Basis of Culture (New 
York: The New American Library, 1952), p. 24. 
39lbid .• ' p. 38. 
40:l~ic!., p. 40; and Johan Huizinga, Homo Ludens 
(Boston: Beacon Press, 1950), pp. 5-10. From a totally 
different orientation the introjection of Huizinga's study 
The Golden Age of contemplation with its intrinsic 
value for the pursuit of truth was eroded by the advent of 
Christianity. Work took on the concept of penance. It 
became a huJnan duty for the release of sinfulness stemming 
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from the Garden of Eden, which was a place of no toil. Thus 
work should be painful and unpleasant--this evaluation still 
operates! The moralizer concludes that in our culture work 
is a necessary condition in order for the Christian to 
achieve some happiness in his temporal life. An important 
division is made between life on earth and the goal of eternal 
happiness in Heaven where he will be freed from work for con-
templation. Work is a moralistic blessing which will prevent 
ot play in culture offers a stimulating approach to this 
------cont-est-bet-ween-work-and-1-ei-sure--.---P-lay-presuppeses-a-deep--;----
involvement with our mental existence; it is not merely 
matter or action. According to Huizinga: 
It adorns life, amplifies it, and is to that extent a 
necessity both for the individual--as a life function--
and for society by reason of the meaning it contains, 
its significance, its expressive value, its spiritual 
and social associations, in short, as a culture function. 
Huizinga's historical study of play shows how the relationship 
of play to work, developed in the ancient Greek's conception_ of 
leisure. Leisure in Aristotle's opinion contained in it~elf 
all of the delights of existence and was to be pursued and 
enjoyed by those with the highest aspirations of nobiljty. 
Leisure became the object of work. Play-was reduced to thE:J-
idea of repose from work or mere childish activity. Huizinga 
disagrees that this limited definition should be permitted 
and would wish that its original meaning be, restored--a posi-
tion consistent with the moralizers' desire to reestablish 
better values for our social system. Its meaning extends 
beyond being non-earnest and rion-serious and surely must 
include the idea of seriousness. The rationale for play 
carries special meaning for man's way of knowing and exists 
"in the very deep layers of our mental being." 
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man from misusing his time and energies. Sebastian deGrazia 
traces the growth of this attitude from the Medieval Age of 
St. Benedict's edict that "idleness is the enemy of the 
soul n41 The monks first developed this new philosophy 
that manual labor was itself valuable. The innovation of 
the clock was used to "pull monks out of bed, to send them 
off to prayers and then to the fields, to mark off the time 
for work and prayer and contemplation.n42 
r.l.'he importance of this change in the meaning of work 
through history is perceived by most major writers of leisure 
whatever the1.r ideology. deGrazia succinctly· states the 
phenomenon (he sees it as a problem) that to be without. a 
job in America today is to be a misfit, to lack status: 
__ __ ____ _ Perhaps the linking of work to God is no longer so 
cTearas--it once-was;--ye'Lwe can ce1'tainly- see-cha~ -cne 
shadows of the great reformers fell over the idea of 
work in America. Here, all who can must work and idle-
ness is bad; too many holidays means nothing gets done, 
and by steady methodical work alone can we build a great 
and prosperous nation. Here, too, work is good for you, 
a remedy for pain, loneliness, the death of a dear one, 
a disappointment in love, or doubts about the purpose 
of life.43 · 
'l'oday the dual development of this work ethic with the 
industrial revolution is readily recognized. Because of the 
need for more labor which has to be specifically oriented to 
the factory space system and structured in time to the 
4ldeGrazia, 2E· ci~., p. 41. 
43Ibid., pp. 45-46. 
42 . . 
Ibid., p. 45. 
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Glock-oriented technology, the requirement that work become 
an intrinsic value to the society was almost an imperative. 
The relationship that this meaning of work has to lei$ure 
today is the reversal of the ancient Greeks' ideal :i.n which 
one works to attain leisure. Leisure has become a dependent 
function of work and changes as the nature of work changes: 
To the exact extent of greater productivity, 
capitalism, Protestantism, and industrialism have brought 
about a separation of 'iJork from all that is not work 
which is infinitely sharper and more exclusive than ever 
in the past. And as work has become more concentratedly 
and actively work--that is, more strictly controlled by 
its purposes, more efficient-·-i t has pushed leisure out 
of the foregrqU,l1d of life and turneclj_·~ j_nto the nega-
tive in::'tead ({f positive complement' of itself. ' .... 
Lei. sure, in compensation; hB.s become much more ernphati-
cally the occ:asion for flight from all purposeft.!lness, 
or rest~ respite, and recuperation.44 
We now achieve leisure (actually f're(~ time) only in order to 
·----work;-regr·Trts-·th-e····moral-izer.--··--- --. ---- ------
With the moralizer's understanding of this historical 
change in the meaning of work he looks upon the machine as 
a source of great irritation which deflects the worker .from 
realizing his wholeness. This highly structured division of 
labor utilizes only a portion of man's abilities. His need. 
to define what he does with the unused, unwant ed-for-v.rork 
portions of time is the source of this irritation. Machine-age 
44clcment Greenberg, "lvork and Leisure Under 
Industrialism,'' f.!!J..SS _!:,eisure_, Eric Larrabee and Rolf 
Meyersohn, editorSl"Glencoe, Illinois: The Free Press, 
1958), p. 39. 
man loses his self-identity, gives up perhaps the real 
meaning of his existence. Don Fabun effectively summarises 
this moralizing attitude: 
But if ostensibly the whole man is bought by the 
employer, and only a part is used, or parts "\\ITrongly used, 
and the worker himself is denied right use of his own 
parts, then his sanity, in the sense of the fullness of 
his p~rsonality, is in danger. Either the unwanted parts 
atrophy for sheer lack of use, or they are mutilated by 
misuse, .and he ceases to be a whole man. 45 
deGrazia, the supreme classicist and cultural moralizer, 
takes the extreme position which laments the advent of the 
machine and the industrial revolution. Authorities predicted 
glorious increased spans of free-time. He feels they wer~ 
in error because this fine dream of increased free·-time 
which was to be provided Qy_ the stimulus of the machine has 
- m::>t -been-a-glorious ~r_ealiz~a_t_:lQn._T_he~_:i,nd~.vidu~~--~i~!'l-~t"-_~_ad. 
finds himself divorced from his greatest dreams of individu-
ality and creativity. "The tender of the automatics may in 
time have the dull, nerve-racking life of the croupier in 
the casino. Emaciated, he will watch with alert, lifeless 
eyes.n46 
This partial 1mfolding of man because of his 
machine-oriented work existence is also deplorable to David 
Reisman, the social moralizer. He feels that we have 
45Fabun, 2£· cit., p. 14. 
46deGrazia, £!?.· cit., p. 295. 
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remained too tightly tied to industry, knowing withal that 
automation may destroy our cultural values, to now be able 
to resort to leisure as a counter-balance for the ills of 
ttmrk: 
The hopes I had put on leisure (in The Lonelx Qrowd) 
reflect, I suppose, my despair about the possibility of 
making work in modern society more meaningful and more 
demanding for the mass of men--a need '\lrhich has come 
upon us so rapidly that the taste of abundance we have 
had in the past now threatens to turn into a glut.47 
Don :F'abun (psychological moralizer} more pragmatically 
carries forward the leisure moralizers' felt responsibility 
to shore-up the goal system by recognizing the differences 
which exist in the work world today and showing hmV" these 
differences affect the individual's need for self-identity. 
He identifies work as the requirement of a person to show 
'U~ _at:_~--~-E!rtain_:Q_]_~~~ , _ __§.t __ a _g_~t,ain_t:i.l11_~, __ j:;,o_perfol~m a 
specific task for a specific number of hours. Whether this 
activity is meaningful to the individual is not relevant. 
"We have constructed a society in which participation in 
this activity almost becomes the goal of life itself. n4·8 
There are present and available two major kinds of work: 
"object-oriented" work directed toward transforming natural 
resources into some useful object to man and "people-
oriented" work directed toward services to others. He feels 
New 
47navid Reisman, Abundance for What? (Garden City, 
York: Anchor Books, 1965), p. 161.-----
48Fabun, QQ. cit., p. 15. 
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the first, which is repetitive and utilizes only a portion 
of one's ability, will be replaced by automation and cyber-
nation. The rationale for "progress" via work will continue, 
however, in our society. This rationale stems from an 
ideology oriented to the intrinsic value of human activity. 
This will become "people-oriented" rather than machine- . 
oriented. He regrets that this outdated ethic of work via 
human action has not yet been adequately comprehended. 
Studies of horsepower production since 1850 show that in 
1950 humans produced less than one per cent horsepower equiv-
alents. Ninety-eight per cent horsepower equivalents were 
derived from machines and thus: 
We are beginning to see the consequences of that 
changed energy flOI'l, and with it the demand for new 
ways of looking at work and the role it plays in our 
- - s 0 ciet y ~·-vincrt-:ncrs-h-app-ened--an d-i-s- happeni-ng--i-s -t. hat-- -
the necessity for individual human labor as a means 
toward progress has begun to change over to the 
management of inanimate energy sources.49 
When will we realize th~s, asks Fabun? When will we begin 
to let go the old work ethic in order to arrive at a new 
social system with institutionswhich will value leisure, 
not work, as the acceptable and desired goals for man? 
Establish new goals with which the individual may identify, 
says this moralizer. 
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The Problem pf the Work-leisure Dichotomy 
As was suggested previously, all leisure moralizers 
consider work a problem in our contemporary society. A 
social problem may be defined as the creation of inconsist-
encies existing between what the social system requires and 
what the value system prescribes. As one such inconsistency 
the moralizers indict the work institution which fails to 
give moral and emotional support to the worker and yet has 
not permitted an adequate substitute in nonwork activity. 
Our modern society has been built on the value system that 
\'lork is more honorable than play. This traditional value 
originated, as has been shown, from the Puritan ethic's 
emphasis on: production rather than consum:r-ti.on and is most 
o pserved in the middle-· class; therefore, lei sure as a problem 
' has been emerging more slowly than has the work problem 
because a change in the value systems occurs more slowly 
than a change in th~ means systems, such as the impact of 
technology. 
Johan Huiz-inga ( cul. tural moralizer) interestingly 
demonstrates a fresh insight v1hen _describing the changing 
relationship of work to play; for play is seen as the mother 
of culture. It provides the satisfaction of basic needs and 
it permeates all spheres of social life including work. An 
important part of our social attitude toward work came from 
the "agonisticu form of play competition in which every game 
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or. contest had its own reward. The word n gage," the symbol 
of challenge, was originally synonymous with the word "wage." 
This meaning of challenge has changed from the play-oriented 
idea to a more narrow economic-oriented concept. It has 
become synonymous, instead, with nsalary." Now, Rqizinga 
points out, ttwe do not 21.§y for wages, we work for them.n50 
This represents an over-seriousness which smothers the former 
play values. This has occurred because of increasing 
cultural complexity and the more finely organized technology. 
This 11 over-seriousnes~" Huizinga feels is a fatal shif~ in 
:al!_ ~ecJ~s Qf cultural life; sports, games such as bridge; 
recreation activities, even art, as well as business show 
this atrophy of the pure play factor. With the advent of 
i~dustrialism play has become a detour or an escape rather 
than being the central value of our culture. For example, 
the use of statistics to establish competitive comparisons 
permits business t·o inclt1de play. . Furthermore, play has 
become business; industry forms sporting groups within its 
ranks, viewing potential employees from their physical abili-
ties more than their professional capacities. This loss of 
the pure play form from our cultural values represents a loss 
of the individual's ability to develop what Huizinga con-
siders the desired and constructive pure competitive 
orientation to work. 
50IJ . . . 5J 1UlZlnga, .2.£• Clt~, p. -• 
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It appears that Clement Greenbere.; has adopted this 
same criticism of the loss of the pure play element. He is 
quite critical of the present seriousness toward work: 
If serious work--not leisure--can oe infused with 
something of the spirit of the hobby, with something of 
its unseriousness, well and good; but not the other t1ay 
around--not as long as leisure remains peripheral, as 
it must, and the hobby finds its only existence there.51 
Greenberg ~'leeks to reunite culture to work and religion. He 
feels therefore that man must find a way to better control 
his mastery over work. Man can only attain his greater 
possibilities and potential within this united sphere of the 
non-material culture with the economic: 
Industrialism, imposing work on everyone ..• has 
confronted us more explicitly than ever before with work 
in its aspect as a limi ta.tion on human freedorn~···-the 
aspect the author of Genesis must have had in min~ when 
. he described the fall of man (and th~'~ beginning of 
-~~-- -------:nJ-st·ory-)--a-s -a ·fal-J:---int·o-reprod uct-±o n-, -wor k--,--and-de-a t.-h.5.2 ___ _ 
The psychological moralizer's theme is heard again; rebuild 
individuality .Qy restoring the ideals to man's idea of work. 
David Reisman (social moralizer) presents the problem 
of work more as a social phenomenon. Man has been alienated 
from his most important goals which involve the quality and 
meaning of existence in his work experience. The Great 
Depression's impact was to increase the enhancement of the 
work morality, leaving the right to play only to those who 
work: 
51c · b · t 4J rreen erg, 2£.• .£!_., p. _. 52Ibid., p. 42. 
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It is significant that we have now taken full 
employment rather than full nonemployment, or leisure, 
as the economic goal to which we cling in desperation. 
'rhis is not surprising when we realize how stunted were 
the play opportunities for the man unemployed in the 
depression. \'Je could see then, in the clearest form, 
how often leisure is defined as a permissive residue 
left over from the demands of work-time.53 
In summary then, each of these moralizers views work 
as an obstacle to leisure experience. Leipure must be 
relieved of its diametrical opposition to work because work 
is too limiting an experience to allow the more ideal values 
of the system to dominate and adequately support the indivi-
dual. Leisure must be "disabusedn of its relationship to 
work as \'Tell as of free time if it is to achieve its great~est. 
a.ttri butes. 
With the relatively recent changes in the society's 
work process, a concomitant change is occurring in all other 
social processes. ·Consumption of both goods and services 
has become as equally important as production .of goods and 
services, particularly in an economy based on goals which 
stress individual fulfillment. This increasing groltrth of 
the "nonwork existencen appears to carry the same emphasis 
on the value of action that has been intrinsic to work since 
its Puritan origins. This vast area of copsumption therefore 
53Reisman, The Lonely Crowd, p. 288. 
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necessarily involves the promotion of leisure time activities: 
with the non-essential elements of living; with the unobli-
gated segments, as well as with the "free time" compon~nts 
~ 
o.f the society as it is now structured. 
~fuy is there this uneasiness about our increased 
opportunj.ty to constmle? What should this change in our 
economic process offer the individual? \Vhere should the 
individual look to find the needed direction in this chang-
ing milieu? The leisure moralizer finds this new world of 
abundance in things, time, and services fraught with conflict 
and challenge. The individual has abdicated his independence 
to an amorphous group which determines where and lmw he will 
perform when not engaged in work. Conformity, via this 
-"-:togethe~ness!f_p_rgc_e_~-~ results in stultifying the ideal 
goals of individual freedom. The phenomenon -ofmass-lei-sure- -
now present occurs because the individual can no longer find 
his personal identity in other important living areas, 
especially in work. 
This sect-ion will describe some of the more salient 
aspects of non-\'Iork existence about. v-;hich the moralizers 
feel strain~ Idleness, arising from mechanization, is seen 
as a major problem. :tvlass leisure, which permits the indivi-
dual to give up his responsibility to the group, endorses a 
lowered standard of values which the moralizer sees as 
undesirable. Either a return to "individualism" or the 
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creation of an elitist group are possible solutions to relieve 
this dreaded phenomenon. Mass communication necessarily is 
the corollary to mass leisure. Its effects on the individual 
and his conformity needs must concern the leisure moralizerj 
And lastly, a special segment dealing with play is included 
because the moralizer views this concept as much more than 
mere activity. Indeed, he reasons that its cultural impor~ 
tance in establishing and maintaining the higher social 
goals should influence the individual's ability to regain 
his personal identity and freedom. 
Idleness Versus Actio~ 
'llork' as previously shown' became a separate and 
dominating value for our social system as industrialization 
--------a'evelope-a.~----rn-dustri:-a-1-ism--a-lt-ered-the-f'oF-mElr-agr.a:r'-ian_life _____ _ 
style toward a more marked differentiation of work and non-
work periods. Coupled with this change was the impact of 
the Reformation's requirement not to work on Smidays. The 
worker had a form of free-time not known to him before the 
emergence of these events. A new group appeared on the 
scene eager to take advantage of this increased amount of 
free-time ·in the economic market, the consumer. The worker 
became the spender, the consumer of the frivolous and the 
unnecessary. Sebastian deGrazia finds this important change 
primarily one of an increase in a different kind of time, 
not ~growth of .9£_ality in existence. "From this time on, 
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with opportunity knocking, the word idleness crawls out of 
its ugly cocoon to turn into a beautiful butterfly--
leisure. n54. Unfortunately a moth .called free-time actually 
emerged, not the butterfly of leisure. Free-time to deGrazia 
1s the opposing norm of work; it is really an expression of 
hostility to the old ethic of work. He feels that we chase 
after this idea of more time from work only to find ourselves 
caught in the chase after time to "catch up" or "get done 1' 
in the other segments of living needs. Our suburban life 
styles exemplify this supposed gain of time and space and 
yet \"le usually remain deplorably una'\'rare of how to utilize 
thi.s gaj_n and hence remain committed to this suburban pattern 
.as a means to escape the w·or·k syndrome in wh:1.ch idleness is: 
evil. But this is the problem of the work--free-time 
syndrome and cannot be classified as l€~1sure .-- --- --- --
Another classicist, Josef Pieper, agrees that idleness 
only in opposition to work cannot be called leisure. Accord-
ing to his view idleness is the source of many personality 
faults, the most prevalent being a lack o~ calm and a feeling 
of despair. Both of.these faults, revealed in the saying, 
"work and don't despair,n make true leisure attainment impos-
sible. 55 'rhus the problem to be solved is that of reclaiming 
the rights of leisure while the claims of work remain so 
54deGrazia, Q£· cit. , p •. 203. 
55Pieper, 2£· cit., pp. 38~40. 
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prominent. Work now dominates and therefore obliterates a 
true leisure experience. Work, expressed in the term 
"proletariat,n is a negative value from which the worke'i--
should be freed if this ttproletarianizationtt serves as the 
reason for the gulf between the worker and leisure.. This 
"deproletarianization" would take place by enlarging the 
goals of life beyond the work concept and widening the work 
concept to include the liberal arts. This process might be 
accomplished "by giving the wage-earner the opportunity to 
save and acquire property, by limiting the power of the 
state, and by overcoming the inner impoverishment of the 
individual. 11 56 As a classicist he percei·1res the intellectual 
as the guardian of true leisure. Therefore the one vmy· to 
achieve thi sis t 0--d-esi-gna:t-e--t-he--in'tel-~eG-t ual-PI'-O_c_es--"'L9.__§___~-­
"intellectual work 11 in order to make it belong to the common 
denominator of work. 
Robert Lee also is adamantly convinced that leisure 
and free-time are not synonymous; that leisure is a state of 
mind and a spiritual attitude which does not exist neces-
sarily in spare time.· He thus sees the concept of time as 
having potential negative influences on leisure. Two attend-
ant problems may be anxiety and boredom. He shows that the 
condition of the retired group in our society is fraught 
------·---
56Ibid., pp. 51. 
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with a loss of meaningful life goals. This loss may create 
such anxiety within the non-working retired person that 
hostilities toward his community and its projects may 
materialize; "Retirement, more thanmenopause, is a 
sociological death.n57 
In summary these cultural moralizers view idleness as 
work's problem which evolves because the machine permits 
increasing parcels of free-time. This extreme position finds 
idleness the culprit of free-time, not leisure. Their concern 
is the ~ransformation of this potential gain of time _tnto the 
!Q.E2,9ningful _goals £2£ the ind~vidual_ :'!Yhich only real leisure 
Q£..!2 Ef.OV1ge. 
Robert Maciver (psychological moralizer) offers a 
-d:tfferent-app~oach_ct_Q___t_h~£!'~~:L_~m of those vvho do no·t knotrl 
how to use this new release from work. He is not conce-rn-ea -
with the cultural definition of free-time as much as with the 
~ndividual's psychological response to the resulting restless-
ness, which he calls the "great emptiness.n He suggests that 
t~ro individual responses are presently available to this 
emptiness, neither of which will probably relieve the anxiety 
aroused. One is through activity--amassing wealth via prop-
erty, money, or power. This pragmatic position implies t'hat 
one must be going in a linear and measurable direction. One 
never permits the emptiness to break through his active 
----
57 Lee, ££. ci_~. ; p. 205. 
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pursuit of nothingness. The other course pursues a brief 
momentary flight into a higher state of excitation, of escape 
from the harsh reality of meaningless time, of seeking for 
seeking's sake and not for the thing being sought. One 
travels a course from excitation to momentary full freedom, 
which eventually leads to new tensions and a return to empti-
ness. For the sophisticated few of this second group who 
have ample opportunity to cultivate this, seeking leisure 
time presents no problem. But for the many who have no 
training for leisure, no strong hobbies or interests, no 
liberatj.on in their ·Work life, who lead dull, drab existences 
in closed, confining circles, the increase of free-time 
becomes a threat: 
Now, when so many have leisure, they become detacl'l_ed 
----~-f'rom-themselve-s--;--n-ot ·rue:r-ely-fromtne-eart'h-.----:- ~ • The 
leisure is ours but not the skill to use it. So leisure 
becomes a void, and from the ensuing restlessness men 
take refuge in delusive excitation§ or fictitious visions, 
returning to their earth no more.58 
The alienation which occurs, a primary source of concern for 
either ideological camp, presents itself within the sphere of 
leisure. For this psychological moralizer the individual's 
inability to use this newly achieved parcel of time occurs 
because the needed shift in values from idleness to leisure 
is not being properly achieved. 
58Robert Maciver, "The Great Emptiness," Mass Leisure, 
.2.12.· cit_., p. 122. · 
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Joost Meerloo, as another psychological moralizer, 
echoes this sense of estrangement for the individual in this 
cold, push-button world. He feels that mechanized living 
causes feelings of inferiority which may permit the growth 
of cowardice and decrease the opportunity for challenge. 
Challenge is required to keep orte from becoming part of the 
automation process and thus indispensably bound to the total 
machine process. Unfortunately leisure, instead of being a 
challenge in this technical age, is an empty time space. 
Instead of being active and creative leisure surrenders to 
passivity in play and mentality. It becomes a diversion in 
wh_ich goal attainment ceases to operate: 
'rhe tension of the emptiness of boredom is not well 
understood in our era. When the mind cannot fill the 
feeling of emptiness and deprivation, war may burst out 
if only to break the tension of boredom and misused 
~---------- 1 e -i sure~-----:f\~anR_i_na.-na-s ___ t_o--g-e t--a way-from--t-h-e---s-edu-c-t-i-v-e--------
call for leisure and laziness telling us that lack of 
challenge is the best life.59 
59Meerloo, _QQ. cit., p. 101; and Lee, .2£· cit., 
pp. 106-23. The delin~uency problem, which might be· des-
cribed ~s a different form of war, is ascribed to boredom 
and is seen as ~ consequence of the new leisure society. 
Boredom, a response to the overabundance of free time, is 
associated with a sense of meaninglessness and emptiness. 
Delinque~cy is the attempt to correct this time filled with 
nothingness. Lee examines novels which portray this convic-
tion that boredom results in individual delinquent behavior: 
The Young Manhood of Studs Lon:h.g_an, The Catcher in the Rye, 
and Compulsion. The problem of gang delinquency is also 
attributed to boredom which social reform projects, such as 
better housing and supervised recreation, will not success-
fully alter. "Boredom is essentially a condition of the 
spirit, and idleness of the despair from weakness .•• " 
Idleness is also a primary concern to the social 
moralizer who wishes to change the value judgments made by 
the individual to guide specific areas within the social 
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system. For example, Bertrand Russell's famous essay, "In 
Praise of Idleness," attempts to place our virtuous ascrip-
tion to work in a secondary place. We have two orientations 
to work: one is the process of altering the natural world; 
the second is providing service which involves interpersonal 
activities. The first is unpleasant, degrading, slave 
oriented; the second is pleasant, rewarding, and capable of 
permitting individual growth experience. This sec:ond is 
attainable now by the many, not just the few, if we will 
reduce the work hours and make work available to all: 
--~-----___ . _______ 'fhe _ _.indi vj_dual ,_in our society, works for profit; but 
the social purpose ofhis--work--lies-in-tn_e_corisillnpt-fon ___ _ 
of what he produces. It is this divorce between the 
individual and the social purpose of production that 
makes it so difficult for men to think clearly in.a 
world in which profit-making is the incentive· to indus--
try. We think too much of production, and ~oo little of 
cdnsumption. One result is that we attach too little 
importance to enjoyment and simple happiness, and that 
-we do not judge vroduction by the pleasure that it gives 
to the consumer.oO 
Men can be taught the wise use of this available time. Bore-
dom from sudden idlenessJ when: he is out of work, will not 
need to ensue. Not to reach for this leisure state, a product 
of civilized man, is to deny him the greatest fulfillment: 
60Bertrand Russell, "In Praise of Idleness," Mass 
Leisure, QJ?.· ci~., p. 103. 
It will be said that, while a 
pleasant, men would not know how 
they had only four hours of work 
In so.far as this is true in the 
condemnation of our civilization 
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little leisure is 
to fill their days if 
out of the twenty-four. 
moderg
1
world, it is a 
. . . 
Idleness then is seen as a problem which is produced 
by the change in the work process. To the moralizer this 
condition reflects the loss of important value concepts for 
the individual. Leisure cannot be achieved until we either 
r~store old values of serenity and contemplation in non-work 
periods or establish new values of creative challenge in. 
which the individual may realize his greatest potential. 
Mass Leisure 
The moralizer feels that the focus of society's values 
should exist within the individual. When individuals aggre-
·-~ gat.e-the--masses gain_control._S>_f_ th~ value standards. Too 
often these values are effaced and the individual either is 
limited in choosing his values or has his values undermined. 
This phenomenon which occurs in the nonwork, non-obligated 
time parcels is called mass leisure, and means the surrender 
by the individual to the group of his opportunity to make 
choices. The moralizer, critical of mass leisure, feels the 
individual ought to exercise his responsibility of choice in 
the consumption proce·ss. 
61
,J:bid.' p. 102. 
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How does mass leisure become possible? There are two 
variables present today which affect our attitudes towards 
the obvious growth of increased consumption possibilities. 
One is the growing abundance of things far beyond our sub-
sistence needs. Advanced production methods have resulted 
in this accumulation which requires us to be consumers of 
the excess. This permits the opportunity to make choices 
never before available. The second variable is the abundance 
of free-time for the masses because of the machine process. 
Both of these variables will condition the response to 
leisure living because both involve the possibility for the 
individual to choose his values. When the individual fails 
to choose he permits the group to assume this privilege 
which results in the phenomenon of mass leisure. 
-------- -- -------- --~- - ----- - -- -
· The moralizers who view this mass leisure process as 
destructive to both society and the individual suggest two 
methods to correct the resulting strain. One involves the 
establishment of an elitist group whose exclusiveness ought 
to be maintained because they then can <?.nd should set the 
standards for the larger society. The ot~er group, agreeing 
that mass society deteriorates st~ndards because of its low 
quality of demand and that the individual feels alienated 
with a loss of the sense of "community," nonetheless does 
riot wish any special group to hold the key to maintaining 
cultural standards of taste. These democrats feel the 
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individual has ultimate responsibility for demanding better 
quality in his consuming life.62 
deGrazia, for example, takes the extreme elitist 
position that probably only a few can achieve true leisure. 
Maintaining his cherished ideal he feels that no culture has 
seen a majority of its people achieve the best standards of 
taste or demonstrate the greatest intellectual activities 
that reveal l~isure's pres~nce. · This means then that just 
two classes exist, the majority and those who love ideas and 
imagination~ "If we can't be philosophers, we'd be bored 
with leisure.n63 Thus the democratic ideal of equality is 
inconsistent with the best standards of leisure. For a demo-
cratic system to achieve a state of mass leisure would 
concept which dominates work. 'l'his would require a break-
down of the value in social "progress." It would require, 
too, the permitting of one to work when he pleased, supported 
by a guaranteed subsistence. deGrazia finds therefore that 
democracy is inconsist~nt with elitism and ther~fore with the 
attainment of leisure because 
to take the improvement, the ethicizing, th~ busily 
active, the always chasing-something quality out of free 
time means ~tealing the doctrine of progress away from 
62Whi te, .21?.· cit. , pp. 52-63. 
63deGrazia, 2£· cit., p. 379. 
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democracy, of melioration, of opt-imism, of the very 
mobility it prides itself on: that anyone can rise from 
the bottom &o top (and, less proudly, skid from top 
to bottom). 4 
Clive Bell (cultural moralizer) also recogniies as 
.. necessary this requirement to maintain a critical attitude 
and a taste for excellence on the part of a few. It is basic 
( 
to a society's becoming highly civilized. Civilization is 
based on material securi.ty which can only be achieved through 
the support by the many for the few who w·ill thus have the 
needed security and leisure. 
If you feel that such inequality is intolerable, have 
the courage to admit that you can dispense with civili-
zation and that ~quality, not good, is what you want. 
Complete human equality is compatible only with complete 
savagery.65 · 
'l'o have this civilization the community must be willing to 
i>_cq for _:i~_v:i._~_ a supported leisure class, the same as it does 
schools, universities, museums, and art galleries. · " 
• • .e 
·unless men are capable of such enlightened generosity, democ-
racy and civilization are incompatible.n66 Unlike deGrazia, 
however, with whom he here shares the designation of cultural 
moralizer, Bell feels that an elitist group is not incom-
patible with democracy--a curious twist of values to 
accommodate an ideological bias! 
64Ibid., p. 303. 
65clive Bell, "How to Make a Civilization," r-1~ 
Leisure, QE· cit., p. 32. 
66Jbid.' p. 3$. 
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Russell Lynes, social moralizer and democrat as .judged 
by the above dichotomy of elitest-democrat, would replace 
deGrazia's philosopher-kings of leisure with the "dilettante," 
the specialist in directing standards of taste. He suggests 
that we refer the problems of urbanization, automation, 
changing sex roles, and the increased premium on consumption, 
with its accompanying changes iri the Calvanist ethic that 
leisure is only a reward for toil, to the dilettante. This 
specialist can be assured of seeing the problem from our 
goals of "life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness." 
(Thus, workirtg from such basic premises, he is not an elit~ 
ist.) 'l'he dilettante originally was the lover of fine arts, 
the intelligent cultivator of the arts and sciences, the 
utilizer of the resources of leisure and____intel]__Qgi:;ll_al_Qatis~ ____ _ 
faction. Today's dilettante needs to be the ideal consumer, 
ideal from the standpoint of maintaining standards of quality, 
whether material or cultural. His function would be to 
encourage a high degree of performance in whatever his field 
of interest: he-is to be a "watchdog." When we have both 
the dilettante and the consumer combined the quality of our 
culture will grow: 
The nature of our new-found leisure is rapidly 
changing the old stereotypes. The businessman who 
doesn't make some pretense at an interest in culture, 
who doesn't support the local symphony and muselm, who 
isn't on the library board or out raising money for his 
college is looked upon as not doing his duty, much less 
serving his own interests. Babbit isn't Babbit anymore. 
Babbitt is by way of becoming a dilettante. A lot worse 
things could happen to him. In no time at all 6being a dilettante will not be considered un-American. 7 
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A psychological orientation to the pitfalls of mass 
consumption allows Lee to focus on his central concern: the 
morality of choice to each person. Democratically committed, 
he feels that a group mentality is occurring in which self-
surrender to th~ crowd causes man to experience anomie and 
individual impoved. shment. Instead of extending personal 
choice, this gain in time and things permits "an increasingly 
. mechanized response;, one that is routini~ed and compart-
mentalized; one that denies man's self-transcendence and 
makes him a playthin~ of m~ss conformity to current moods 
a.nd .fads."68 To Lee this represents a loss of personal free-
dorn; a crucial loss to the mean:Lng of life, ,especially now 
_whenc_th.e_ diC1gD_Qsi_§__Of_Q_ur ---~~ ci_§.~_ill~-~~fin~S_(lliena tion, 
boredom, and meaninglessness as the enemies of man's self-
fulfillment. He finds that the analysis of statistical facts 
pertaining to the use of time and money in consumership 
usually omits reference to, or concern for, this more 
-
significant value. 
Another democratically-oriented moralizer of mass 
consumption is Reisman, one of the most prolific writers of 
67nussell Lynes, 
.9.2.· cit., p. 351 .. 
68L 't ee, 2.£• Q.L_. , 
ltTime on Our Hands," IV!ass .Leisure, 
p. 23. 
this process. He recognizes its effect upon the social 
processes involving class and status identities. He per-
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ceives that a general lowering of barriers is occurring 
among age and sex groups and social classes in which a uni-
form life style emerges--the middle-class majority consumer. 
This represents a filtering~down of leisure class patterns 
from the leaders of taste stahdards as well as the promotion 
of uniformities of consumption patterns by the lower-class 
similar to the middle-class. Many evidences of consumption 
activity are cited to demonstrate this two-way pattern--the 
blurring of the casual clothing of the worker off the job 
with the simple clothing of the office worker, while their 
wives both read the same woman's magazin·e in the same beauty 
parlor and their children all wear blue jeans. Does this 
process of equali_zing--the---'-con~surnpt;iori patterns provide an 
-~---
endless potential for the achievement of a meaningful iden--
tity? Or will we become sat.ed with attainment of possessions, 
travel, and recreation activities? "No doubt, adult educa-
tors look eagerly and hopefully at the prospect--for they 
are in the business of selling intangibles for which the 
market is totally elastic. n69 In The Lonely Crov1d automation 
was seen to be the culprit for the alienation problem. The 
answer to the loss of meaning in the work experience was to 
be accomplished in the leisure experience. Now Reisman feels 
69Reisman, Abundance for What? p. 153. 
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that increasing additions of leisure might prove nmore 
stultifying than satisfying and that the mass of men would 
be incapable of absorbing any more.tt70 He is concerned that, 
as millions of Americans come suddenly upon abundance ofc 
things and time in conjunction with the evaporation of the 
meaning of work, lei sure \l'lill become primarily a search for 
satisfaction and status for those previously denied in the 
social order and a loss of goals for leisure and consumption 
in the better-educated strata. -In the latter groups this 
loss is seen in the search reflected in psychoanalysis, self-
help books, in adult. education pursuits which are non-
vocational, and in the growing body of serious non-fiction 
' ' 
paperback books: 
• • • such Americans tend more and more to secure 
their children t s future, not by large~Gapi-tara-cqul.si­
tions an_Q_jnheri-tances-,-bu'E~oy giving them a good educa-
-~ t:to-:nana the motives for achievement that go vfi th it. 
• • • It is in such relatively sophisticated Americans 
that we cart see foreshadowed a decline of interest in 
material goods that may be a long time appearing in the 
working class and lower white-collar groups.71 
It seems that Reisman curiously yearns to combine the 
democratic view of consumption with the elitists' to resolve 
his sense of conflict. Although he fears that mass culture 
will cause people to lose the important life meanings, he 
nevertheless is encouraged by the modern college student who 
70IQ.id*, p. 159. 
'11Reisman, "Work and Leisure in Post-Industrial 
Society, tt -Mil~§. Leisure, o:e,. cit., pp. 378-79. 
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holds a deep concern with·current problems, with reading~ 
music, drama, and literature. He feels that. although most 
first-generation children of the abundant life misuse its 
energies in aimlessness, the succeeding generations may be 
able to see that leisure is not a "dangerous abyss." 
••• today, we find among the best of our students 
many who do not think of themselves as an ascribed elite 
or even an ambitiously achieving one: they are demo-
cratically oriented and they are capable of solidarity 
and social concern. In fact they are an elite, but one 
which by its nature may show the way for others. The 
students may represent a pattern that will flourish, one 
that will break down the boundaries between work and 
leisure without getting rid of either.72 
Effects of Communication Methods 
---
No discussion of nonwork existence could be dismissed 
without some reference to the role of the various mass-
communication media. In an ea:r:_~I_stugy_(l9-5-5-)- Forturramaga-
-------~ -z-ine-edTtors-found the market for leisure to be a rapidly 
expanding enterprise, $30.6 billion at that time. They con-
cluded that the consumption which occurs during nonwork 
experience would continue to show tremendous growth regard~ 
less of whether or not the rest of the economy did; and that, 
because this market is dependent on time, extra leisure time 
would result in extra leisure spending. They predicted that 
this market may become the primary component for our entire 
72Reisman, Abundance for V.Jhat? p. H~J.... 
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economy. "For while consumer appetites for necessities may 
become sated, where is the limit to the market for 
pleasure.n73 
The moralizer fears--if not deplores--the eventuality 
of this expansion since he primarily feels that the methods 
of mass communication require mass conformity to standards 
which are nsold'' to the individual. These standards for 
consumption patterns are viewed as having little potential 
for what moralizers would term the genuine leisure experi-
ences. They therefore conclude that the pressures upon the 
individual's ability to choose via the mass media should be 
curtailed. 
How is it possible that we have allowed ourselves to 
be so enticed by mass media, asks the moralizer? deGrazia 
' 
-cOJruffiunities eliminates many possible needed social contacts. 
Urbanization requires people to seek free-time activities 
"in commercial, roofed-in buildings, and increases the 
dependence of public opinion on central~zed, h0use-penetrating 
means like the radio and T-v.n74 In addition, our urban, 
anonymous life style has become controlled by production and 
money instead of the traditional status symbols of property 
-·--------
73The Editors of Fortune, n:~30 Billion for Fun, n ~-ass 
Lei~, .2E.· cit., p. 172. 
?4deGrazia, .9.£· .£J t. , p. 177. 
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and aristocracy. The American has not turned into the 
consumer whose 
old ideology of parsimony and thrift, parodied in the 
I.W.W. song as "work and pray, live on hayn has now 
changed to nwork and spend, to the end." The advertiser75. now have many hats at hand and put on one after another. 
deGrazia criticizes the function of advertising 
because it not only presents a new item but.proceeds to 
define what it should be good for. The value..-producing role 
of the advertiser thus comes under fire. He does not own 
the product being advertised and therefore is unable to guar-
antee what he says it promises. Instead he must constantly 
be ready to sell the new item because the older one no longer 
exists or has become too expensive. This also makes the 
advertiser a vulnerable consumer dependent upon advertising's 
self-perpetuating goals: 
- ----Timeand space mark a man's position; position 
presupposes a stability of intercourse which we call a 
community; that stability expresses a way of life, and 
an idea of what life is worth living for. If leisure is 
the answer, or even part of it, then we must know what 
leisure is before we can tell anyone how to make life 
worth living. The ftdvertiser has na free time, loses 
hours of it daily to win a little sp~ce, and in his 
harried existence must leave tn1th aside for untruth.76 
How, then, can he possibly know what leisure is and how it 
should be used? deGraziars primary complaint is that con-
stant innovation requires the consumer to accept the conform-
ing st.artdardization of some supposed value about "progress. n 
75Ibid., p. 229. 76Ibid., p. 239. 
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He argues that variation for variation's sake may miss the 
truer values of freedom and happiness. Thus constant striv-
ing may result in the loss of leisure which, in the ad.ver-
tisers' hands, becomes conformity and the loss of 
individualism. 
In addition to censuring advertising's function in 
producing mass conformity, deGrazia criticizes other insti-
tutions: government, business, and education, for example, 
for their involvement.with communication media. The business 
world utilizes its influence to bias consumption patterns via 
installment buying, consumer credit, ttobsolescence and 
disappearances of commodities ••• n Government has become 
business' ally in these ventures via legislation which permits 
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advertising to influence the consumers' use of these 'purchas..:. __ -1 
ing methods. 
tion because its goal is the enlightenment of the masses. 
liberal education, one devoted to the disc-overy and drawing 
out of the greatest potential in the individual, is not 
attainable with our goal to educate all1 
But both in their search for entertainment and in 
their building and work, men imitate whatever is around 
thern. Therefore it is important that their environment 
be fitting and beautiful. In a leveling democracy, 
standards that are not coarse are hard to find, for it 
asks men who are all right ·as learners to wear the hat 
of creators. School learning and book learning, 
specially on a mass scale, must be superficial things. 
As a result, at those times when the cultural level of 
the people is to be brought up to the highest point, it 
brings. down instead whatever standards exist to the 
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level of mediocrity, a level so low that the work of 
artisans--wherever they have managed to survive--is 
regarded as art.77 · 
And so, to deGrazia, advertising.stands in direct opposition 
to leisure, as do democracy and socialism. Permitting mass 
consumption via mass conformity techniques prevents the 
possibility for lei sure accomplishment. t?The argument for 
leisure belongs on another plane~ One barrier is work. The 
other is equality. The'plane is aristocracy.u78 
Concern about advertising's role in leisure is not 
limited to the elitist. Reisman, a democrat by our designa-
tion, is also concerned particularly about the. changing . 
patterns of consumption in the social area of class struc-
ture. He feels work has failed to provide needed satisfac-
tion for the masses who have only recently been released 
.-~·~ 
from the restricting chQice_in- subsrstenc'e-experience. They 
------
-----------
---lOOk to consumership activity to appease these unattainable 
satisfactions which our goals of social mobility have 
instilled. And so, although there is a decrease among upper-
middle class norms of an obvious interest in bounteous 
spending, 
the zeal of the previously underprivileged to make 
up for lost time brings into the market for gaudy c6n-
sumption more millions than education presently removes 
{of course, only in part} from the market. An enormous 
77 . Ibid., p. 407. 78Ibid., p. 357. 
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expenditure for research and budgets have helped postpone 
the specter of satiation.79 
David Reisman also speaks with concern about 
education's possible role in advertising's grip on leisure. 
The konely Crowd repeatedly describes the evils of mass 
media in determining the consumption patterns of the American. 
"The child must look early to mass media tutors for instruc-
tion in the techniques of getting directions for one's life 
as well as for specific tricks of the trade. n80 Reisman'· 
challenges those advertisers and interested producers for 
the child market to establish a fund for experimentation on 
consumer activities among children. In his interest to 
achieve self~fulfilled persons he says: 
It would be interesting to see whether children who 
had had the luck to express themselves through free __ 
consumer choice r el ~~ __ fr_om_ethni-e-and -ci:a·s-s--antl._pe-er::. 
__ ------------g-roup-timi-nrcionS,-might develop into much more imagina-
tive criti(;s of the leisure economy than most adults of 
today are. Bl 
In summary·, in the moralizer r s view, the mass media 
have become mass consumption's collaborator, witingly or 
unwitingly assisted by other powerful institutions. The 
individual must wrest his privileges of choice from these 
powers. Some moralizers, Reisman for example, do sense a 
decrease in the undiscriminating commitment to mass-media 
79Reisman, Abundance for What? p. 288. 
80Reisman, The Lonely Crow~, p. 149. 81Ibid., p. 302. 
induced mass consumptlon in the better-educated strata where 
there are signs of a decrease in leisure consumption goals. 
These are being r~placed by a search for life's meaning via 
the moralizer's coveted goals of individual autonomy. 
A discussion of non-work existence as viewed by the 
moralizer would have no significance without some analYsis 
being given to play, to activities which do not encompass 
work or solitude or obligated-time allotments. A study of 
various recreational pursuits--sports, hobbies, games, enter-
tai.nment, and amusement activities--is beyond the scope of 
this paper and does not circumscribe the concept of play as 
used here. Play as viewed here is a part of the cultural 
- --~-
--------- -process an-a-fortha~reasonmust-.fiave--signfficance in the 
affairs of a society. A social system's need for social 
cohesion and social continuity in its quest for perpetuation 
is best served by the advan·cement of its cultural traits 
which help to define its higher goals. Play, a culturally 
defined process, therefore is important ideologicallr to the 
moralizer's desire to see the individual achieve his freedom 
by regaining control of these more ideal values. 
Huizinga's book presents a major attempt to describe 
the cultural importance of play which he feels operates as 
a main premise for civilization. He identifies six social 
manifestations of play to emphasize the fact that all play 
88 
means something; all play has a significant function. It is 
not to be confined only to the activity or material aspects 
of society: 
Summing up the formal characteristics of play we might 
call it a free activity standing quite consciously out-
side "ordinary" life as being "not serious," but at the 
same time absorbing the play intensely and utterly. It 
is an activity connected with the material interest, and 
no profit can be gained by it. It proceeds within its 
own proper boundaries of time and space according to 
fixed rules and in an orderly manner. It promotes the 
formation of social groupings which tend to surround 
themselves with secrecy and to stress their difference 
from the common world by disguise or other means.82 
If play serves as .an inherent part of culture, how 
does Huizinga feel about contemporary use of play in society? 
He feels that many of these ~forms have been lost. Thus 
we can recognize the familiar moralizer's cry that that which 
strife, in the cultural process which Huizinga feels has 
become distorted. The competition of a true play spirit 
which support-s culture is being caught up and diverted into 
the larger contests of modern society. This can be seen by 
our growing tensions and ambivalences. For example, the 
transition of the free voluntary forms of play into the sys-
tern of organized clubs and matches which serves as the start-
ing point for modern sports means that the proper play spirit 
is lost in the argument between amateurs and professional, 
82H · · 't 13 tuz1.nga, 2..2.· £L_., p. . 
inferiors and superiors. "Between them they push sport 
further and further away from the play~sphere proper until 
it becomes a thing sui ~eris: neither play nor earnest.n83 
This indictment of atrophy of the pure play factor is carried 
even further in Huizinga's example of non-athletic games 
such as cards or chess. Bridge has become an earnest game, 
one in which the modern social techniques dominate the 
agonistic (contesting) style of the game: 
Proficiency at bridge is a sterile experience, 
sharpening the mental faculties very one-sidedly without 
enriching the soul in any way, fixing and consuming a 
quantity of intellectual energy that might have been 
better applied. The most we can say, I think, is that 
it might have been applied worse. The status of bridge 
in modern society would indicate, to all appearances, 
. an immense increase in.th~ play-element to-day. But 
appearances ar.e deceptive. Really to play, a man must 
play like a child. Can we assert that this is so in the 
;~;~u~f~~~-c~0~~--~~~e~}o~~e g::e ~§4brrdge?---rf-noce-;--tne -- -- --- -
To this atrophy of the play factor is added two other 
possible misunders~andings which Huizinga labels false play 
and puerilism. The first uses play forms to cover up some 
social or political design; the second involves a blend of 
adolescence and barbarity which has run rampant over much of 
ci~ilized life recently. The puerilism is seen in the habits 
of gregariousness, via yells and loud greetings, wearing of 
political badges and signs, and in a desire for sensationalism 
through mass meetings and demonstrations, clubs which serve 
84 Ibid., p. 199. 
as flattering self-love organizations: 
We have seen great nations losing every shred of 
honour, all sense of humour, the very idea of decency 
and fair play. This is not the place to investigate 
the causes, growth and extent of this world-wide 
bastardization of culture; the entry of half-educated 
masses into the international traffic of the mind, the 
relaxation of morals and the h~2ertrophy of technics 
undoubtedly play a large part. ) 
90 
Let us go back to Plato's spiritual search for truth, pleads 
Huizinga. God only is worthy of seriousness. Man; as God's 
plaything, .should seek to live the noble life by playing the 
noble games which will propitiate the gods and win the con-
test. Seldom has an ideology been more succinctly stated! 
Lee, also id~ntifi~ble as a moralizer although less 
an elitist than Huizinga, agrees that play is an important. 
agent in the development of culture; play helps in the trans-
of the parallel development of social processes. He also 
offers a list of social manifestations for the play element. 
However, he disagrees with Huizinga that the traditional 
play fonns atrophy and are smothered by techniques of produc-
r 
tion and organization. Lee feels that if civilization has 
been enhanced by the play spirit then it must be expected to 
continue to offer nne\"1 cultural enrichment, nmv forms of 
relatedness, to emerge from the new leisure opportunities in 
American society.n86 What are these functions which might 
------·---
85rbid., p. 205. 86Lee, 22· cit., p. 80. 
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permit the emergence of a new 1 ei sure, a ne\'l motivation for 
play? Lee lists five reasons a man might play: for self-
expression and communication; for the sheer joy of play 
itself; to find a security, to escape reality, or as a sub-
stitute for work satisfaction; to fulfill a desire for 
community; and lastly, to find a sense of wholeness in 
freedom.$? 
Both of these cultural moralizers provide the 
ideological base for play's importance to leisure. Other 
.moralizers p~rceiye play a~ more of a social than cultural 
process, primarily available in relation to the work struc-
ture of our system. One would expect such a position from 
a social moralizer such. as Eric Larrabee, wh.o ~mpports the 
idea of the work-play duality in hi~ de~-~d._ption_gj:' _ _._~he QUI'·:_ 
rent scene of hobbies. He feels that now work and play may 
intermingle, both becoming play and, most important, both 
aiding the individual to realize himself. 
Happy the society, perhaps, whose members can no 
longer tell their hobbies apart .... the use of leisure 
time is a growing national preoccupation, and the vocabu-
laries of behavior which th~ hobbyist once had to himself 
are now widely understooct.BB · 
Gregory P. Stone is yet another social moralizer who 
identifies the changing play spirit as an intermarriage with 
87_;rbid., pp. 81-89;.and deGrazia, 2.2.· cit., p. 376. 
es Eric Larrabee, "vlhat' s Happening to Hobbies?" Mass 
Lei~; .Q£· ci~., p. 273. 
work; one in which play has lost ·its purity of cultural 
function. The production and consumption characteristics of 
various sports are traced in which he sees an unwanted bond-
ing of play and work: 
Long pants no longer signify the adult male, and, as 
the symbols of adulthood are captured by children, youth 
creeps into middle age--men of 45 are "boys.n Women are· 
now engaged in all occupations, and boys and girls enter 
the schools hand in hand through the same doors. The 
factory becomes a ranch house; the home, a tool shop. 
The leisure class that inspired the irony of Veblen has 
become a leisure mass. Religion embraces science and 
psychoanalysis, and diverse churches unite in national 
committees. Increments of pay lure the working man out 
of the day into the night. Saturday no longer mobilize~_; 
the household. All these mitigations of distance are 
ramified in the world of sports and play·. For with the 
loss of the social frame that once insured their sepa-
ration, work and play have spilled over their former -·· 
bounds and nii.ngle together in American life. 89 
He feels that this historical tide is not to be reversed. 
Continued mass grov-rth and consumption of sports is to be 
expected. However, as a moralizer he ponders "how the spec-
tator becomes caught up in the dignity of the game he wit-
nesses to the extent that his consumership of sport is 
ennobling rather than debasing.n9° 
The role of play thus has psychological as well as 
social importance to these moralizers. Reisman feels this 
stems from our past ethics about work. Play may prove to be:: 
89Gregory P. Stone, "American Sports--Play and 
Display," Ivlass Leisure_, 212.· cit .• , p. 257. 
90Jbid.' p. 263. 
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the one area where the autonomous individual may reclaim his 
personal character from the demands of his social character. 
However, this may be because we know little of roan-the-
consumer (and/or player); whereas we know considerably more 
about roan-the-producer. Reisman suggests that perhaps "a 
conspiracy of silence about leisure and play is its best 
protection.n9l. The "other-directed" person, however, cannot 
tolerate a lack of sociability. This need leaves hi~ anomie 
and filled lvith a sense of boredom. He feels responsible to 
contribute to the fun of the play-group so he utilizes fixed 
rituals to guarantee the arrangment and organization of play 
forms to permit subjective _participation for all. Feeling 
guilty if he.does.not contribute to the fun·of the group, 
:f?.ei sman says the other-<!_i!~~_!.~d -~ne_~ds_to_l ear-n -to-di stin= 
guish between the loneliness he understandably fears and the 
privacy he might occasionally choose."92 
This fear of loneliness stems from t·he Great 
Depression, according to Reisman, when the play opportuni-
ties were poorly used and understood. Our continuing pre-
occupation with work rather than nonwork originated from the 
experience of this psychological deprivation of the absence 
of work. Great apprehension abounded about the gain of 
91Reisman, The Lonely Crowd, p. 277. 
92rbid. , p. 2S7. 
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unoccupied time with no concomittant replacement of a leisure 
value. Our present understanding of leisure is permeated by 
this residue left over from this former period of work 
demands: 
Thus it looks as if the task of restoring competence 
to play is almost, if not quite, as difficult as that 
of restoring it to work. While a change in income rela-
tions, or even in the organization of industry, might 
make for fairer distribution of leisure and a lessening 
of guilts, it could not of itself teach men how to play 
who have historically forgotten how and who have turned 
the business over to professionals. Are we right, then, 
in supposing that play offers any easier channels to 
autonomy than work;. are not both equally "alienated.n93 
In summary, one can view the moralizers' concern about 
consumption and nonwork patterns as an inherent part of 
leisure achievement. They identify as problems between the 
_______ indi v~?ual~l1_?_~o_9_2-e_~Y __ t_!1_e ___ e_~p_~ri~nce~_ of'_l:_dl-_enes~ ,_(!_'?_!]_['~~~-- __ __ 
ity to leisure consumption activity, mass communication 
methods, and the loss of the pure play form in culture. 
These are viewed from the position that the individual has 
relinquished a cherished inner state or has failed to achieve 
the desired ,personal f'reedom because the superordinate goals 
have been diminished by the dominance of lesser goals. They 
plead: restore to the individual his right and obligation 
to make the necessary moral choices in his consuming 
experiences. 
95 
THE POLITICAL AND SPIRITUAL ASPECTS OF LEISURE 
At this point it is appropriate to look at how the 
moralizer perceives the basic nature of man as being relevant 
to achieving the self-realized personality which leisure 
activity is supposed to permit and enhance. In addition, 
the concept of freedom, as it is imbedded in political organi-
zation, is pertinent to achieving this desired goal; as is 
the religious and spiritual emphasis in the social order, 
which the moralizer sees as necessary to strengthen values 
at Qll struetural lsvels--values to serve as effective 
guides. Throughout this portion of the discussion, it 11\fill 
be apparent that there is vagueness about specific programs 
to be follm·1ed a.nd a great empha~is on ideal factors dealing 
-----; --------. w·rtn moraTS,-vail.ie-s ,- and-beirefS. ___ Mo'st-oT-tfie --va.Tue-sais_,.;;_ ----
cussed are not empirically traceable in the literature; most 
of the discussions deal with ends and exclude the means to 
achieve them. 
The Nature of Man 
Most of the classical moralizers do not speak directly 
to this issue of the nature ,of man~ It seems safe to assume 
that their position would correspond to the elitist eoncept 
that only the selected few are able to achieve a fully self-
realized personality, and hence leisure. However Clive Bell 
does express the heart of the classical moralizers' thinking. 
96 
Begging the issue ent1rely he pleads for a return to the 
type of society exemplified by the ancient Greeks as the only 
basis for human civilization. Civilization, in order to 
exist at all, presupposes two groups of men--the leisured-
class and the slave-class which is needed to support them. 
In response to Bell's question as to what form of government 
would be most favorable to this kind of civilization, he 
confusedly suggests a combination of oligarchy and democracy: 
Human envy and suspicion being what they are, is it 
conceivable. that men should ever support freely, \'rith 
eyes wide open, for their own spiritual good, but to 
their material detriment, a privileged group of appar-
ently idle, happy, highly civilized people? Only poli-
ticians and police-court magistrates cari tell for certain 
of what human nature is or is not capable; and to them 
I gladly leave the task. Only this I know: unless men 
are capable of such enlightened generosity' democ:t~.:lcy 
and civilization are incompatible.94 
--~!!_~_b:_~ __ p_~y c}l_()_].Q_g:i__Q_ al moral i ~_ii:r_?_i2_yi_ev-r ,_ how_ever_ ,_wE.:_ __ ----
have little or no idea of whether r,.,e can or how we can train 
people for a life with leisure and as a society we are doing 
little to become prepared for this ne't'l dimension in human 
existence. Yet we do have reason to rejoice at the upheaval 
resulting from the breakdown of monolithic dogmatic authori-
tarianism which has hampered the release of the liberal 
humanistic nature of man. If this rejoicing is valid it is 
because the moralizer believes man's basic nature is capable 
of reaching toward the ideals he sets. 
94Bell, rJiass Leisure, 2..12.· cit., p. 38 a 
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Hugo K. List, when a candidate for the doctor of 
philosophy degree, wrote· that he felt man's nature is neutral, 
or pre-moral, "as gifted with open potentials and as only 
temporarily limited by what he is able to perceive and 
conceptualize and by what his environs are capable of offer-
ing and communicating to him."95 This holistic concept of 
m9,nts nature views leisure from an existential's perspective 
in human philosophy. Thus leisure attainment becomes synony-
mous with self-fulfillment and the state of maximum control 
over man's total environment. In the process of this self-
.fulfillment, the individual needs autonomy,. freedom, time, 
activity, and pleasure. Counterfeits to thj. s feeling of 
competence and control are relief and relaxation. 
-------
This psychologicalapproach-to--leisure- i-s also ___ _ 
supported by Paul Weiss, a philosopher who feels that leisure 
time is available when one has satisfied minimal conditions 
for his intellettual, spiritual, biological, and emotional 
demands. These conditions are not actually known and, 
"because so fBw people do anything to see to it that they 
have and use not only a body but a mind, personality, and 
self as well, comparatively few could be said to have any 
leisure time at all.n96 
95List, 212.· .£it., p. 60. See also deGrazia, Q£• ci.!_., 
p. 9. 
96vleiss, 212.· cit., p. 23. 
Taking a quite different psychological position of 
man's nature, Meerloo feels that man is both a tyrant and a 
slave: a slave to the outer social system, a tyrant to his 
inner destructive, aggressive drives and will for power. 
Technology champions the slave response; the passive, sub-
mitting response. Man needs challenge and self-assertion to 
become a person. The basis for the development of our valued 
cultural patterns is this ability to utilize man's aggres-
siveness toward constructive goals,.such as channeling the 
child's undirected activity into play or sports. Our 
technologically-oriented society offers us more ease and 
luxury yet does not provide the needed challenge and resist-
ance which are important to the development of healthy egos. 
'!Higher goals can only be attained via effort and ___rain. n97 ~--
Obviously these moralizers view man as an entity for 
whom the best psychological environment should exist in 
order to achieve his greatest natural potentia~. Reisman, 
the social moralizer, also seeks this end. He believes man's 
nature is capable of reaching this goal of individual auton-
omy, but a greater surge of creative, utopian thinking will 
' 
be required. The sense of uprootedness which occurs in 
autonomous behavior tends to be avoided by many because 
character-structure formation is more tenacious than social-
structure formation. Over-conformity ·is often a response to 
97rvreerloo, .91?.· cit., pp. 101-·02. 
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this tenacity, but leisure offers more varieties of attitudes 
than other social avenues to alter character-formation. He 
suggests that because much of this is mysterious and unmeas-
urable Americans might be able to become more aware of their 
own feelings and aspirations if 
the enormous potentialities for diversity in nature's 
bounty and men's capacity to differentiate their experi-
ence can become valued by the individual himself, so 
that he will not be tempted and coerced into adjustment 
or, failing adjustment, into artomie. The idea that men 
are created free and equal is both true and misleading: 
men are created different; they lose their social free-
dom and their ind:i,.vidual autonomy in seeking to become 
like each other.98 
Political Involvement· 
Two political ideals which the moralizer wants 
. strengthene-d-are freedom--;::ma.-in-dividua~--respeGt.-,--If __ man_1_s ____ _ 
nature encourages the best possible leisure state then he 
will devise a political structure to accommodate this. Can 
the democratic process as presently conceived permit access 
to the real leisure .state? Two moralizers view this question 
from opposing~positions. 
deGrazia, the classicist, fearing that the ideal of 
leisure might be mistaken for free time and swallowed up on 
the opposition to work, again stresses the fact that we have 
historically valued the "good life." He feels that political 
activity denies this goal. Design on the world, intent to 
98R · e1sman, Tge Lonili Crovrd, p. 307. 
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alter the situation, results in only a partial perspective 
and a weakened pursuit for truth. The applied scientific 
method of "theory-plus-practice looks on man and earth as 
malleable objects, whereas the theory of knowledge for :i.ts 
o~m sake has no such intent. n99 The ·ideal of leisure is to 
be able to achieve serenity in order to clear the path to 
truth, to be able to detach oneself from the everyday neces-
sities. Leisure's gift to science therefore comes from the 
divorc~ment of life's necessities. "The idea of freedom from 
necessity or of 'for its own sake' implies no purpose, 
exploitive or utilitarian or otherwise on obj,ects or persons 
in sight.nlOO 
If freedom is a major benefit of leisure it can only 
qccur in the absence of_n_e-cessiTy~---our-demoGr~atic ___ systeQ1_ is 
not prepared to offer this kind of freedom because we still 
believe it is a luxury. We are not ready, says deGrazia, to 
give the masses the same sense of freedom from necessity and 
so are not ready to give them the possibility of cultivating 
their minds, of-being sensitive to inspiration and beauty. 
Therefore he feels that: 
In this contemporary view the life of leisure is 
antidemocratic, antisocial, against organization, opposed 
to work and to most of the things men work for and indif-
ferent to home, Mother, and perhaps even country. 
·• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
'I'he life of leisure cannot be justified to the state and 
99deGrazia, ££· cit., p. 421. lOOibid. 
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perhaps also. it has exaggerated its independence of the 
state. It still makes little difference. If it could 
be justified in terms of the state, then we could speak 
of its function. If 0e cbuld do this, the life of 
leisure would no longer be free. It would have a deter-
mined relation to the sta.te. It would become a state 
functionary. The same subservience would strain leisure 
were it to be justified in terms of any other society. 
Should it be possible to confine philosophers and 
artists in a retreat and say to them, Produce? The life 
of leisure may accomplish many things; it can promise 
nothing. Freedom, truth, and beauty are its religion. 
Let those who will go whoring after commodities and 
money, fame, wars, and power, too .101 · 
This extreme view which several of the classical 
moralizers take, based on their allegiance to the Platonic 
§earcl}. for absolute truth, is contrary to other moralizers 
who view democracy as the best hope for leisure achievement. 
Meerloo ably describes how the democratic value of freedom 
and respect for the individual operate to enhance leisure's 
·-------quaJ..i-ty.- -He-cont!"asts-these-democr-atic __ goals_to_the ________ . ----· -·--·--· ·-· 
Oriental's primary goal of freedom from physical want. 
Leisure, in the Western concept of freedom, means being 
allowed not to be occupied in duties. "Democracy appeals 
only to the adult side of man; fascism and totalitarianism 
tempt his infantile desires."102 Leisure, then, as a basic 
component of our democratic society, requires man to exercise 
his fre~dom of choice. Both groups of moralizers remain 
committed to the concept that individual freedom and choice 
101Ibid., pp. 431-32. 
1021'-ieerloo, .Q~· _git., p. 153. 
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must be intrinsically a part of any real leisure goal in any 
political setting. 
Re:Jigious .Ernphasi~ 
Manymoralizers emphasize the superordinate goals 
found in spiritual or formal religious activity as an integral 
part of the leisure experience. These essentially form the 
group identified as cultural moralizers. Their sense of 
strain derives from the perceived loss of cherished spiritual 
ends by the individual as he gains the opportunity to 
su~cessfully achieve the leisure state. 
Huizinga, tracing the historical development of play 
in culture, emphasizes its relationship to the nature and 
origin of religious concepts. Play i.s inextri;.cab]J_ bound to 
the moral commitment of an individual, \~hi ch includes his 
awareness of the purposiveness of life. One must discrimi-
nate between benc~ficial pursuits and those which devalue the 
individual. The development of helpful pursuits becomes an 
individual religious act which can be related to the play 
form basic to all cultures. Religious representation in play 
form is traced to the sacred performances of ancient, groups; 
to the function of the ritual which helps ·the worshipper to 
participate in the sacred event; to the use of feasts and 
festivals as sheer play forms of religious celebration; to 
the development of the myth or the sacred symbolism between 
two thirigs of different kinds, such as his example of the 
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dance in ·which the savage ~ecome~ the kangaroo and the 
distinction between knowing or belief and make-believe merge; 
to modern man's involvement with the mask and disguise which 
carries one beyond ordinary existence into a purely aesthetic. 
experience. Huizinga adopts this religious expression for 
play and hence for leisure as well: 
Play, consecrated t~ the Deity, the highest goal of 
man's endeavour--such was Plato's conception of religion. 
In following him we in no way abandon the holy myster~, 
or cease to rate it as the highest attainable expression 
of that which escapes logical understanding.l03 
The ritual act remains the act of sacred play. 
The importancG of the formal religiou13 act inherent 
to leisure is of prime concern to these moralizers. Lee's 
writing mo~t effectively establishes the view that, although 
~..,rE3_l1_?.ve_a t tg_i_ne_d_Yia_ science -a- vast-deg-ree o-~-control--ove-r- ----------
our natural world and eliminated much superstition and fear, 
we are nevertheless concerned with the basic mystery of where 
we came from and where we are going. Trying to resolve this 
question by rational means has left us anxious and without 
the sense of \vGnderrnent. Therefore the evolution of "holy 
days," ritualistic celebrations, are important in our modern 
concept of religion. Holidays have become only time free 
from work. Lee suggests that we should seek a better under-
standing of the origin and meaning of these hdly days and · 
103Huizinga, !2.£· ill·, p. 27. See also Pieper, QE.. 
ci_!.., p. 59. 
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festival behavior. By providing a conscious link with our 
past the desired joy, self-awareness and wholeness of life 
might provide 
times for re-affirmation of meanings and rededication 
to future actions and motivations. In short, if we blov1 
a fresh breath of life into our holidays and festivals, 
the historical tap root of leisure, they can become for 
us sources of true leisure.l04 
deGrazia essentially agrees and consistently has 
attempted to place leisure .§:pave the social institutions of 
our society. He is concerned that dedication to both polit-
ical and religious values is declining as new demands are 
made for more free time. He is apprehensive ~hat the expres-
sion of leisure in formal religious experience is giving way 
to a plural:i.sm in which no one component of society, such as·· 
_____ the_chur_ch,_has __ any _greater-claim_ on _the_indiJLiduaL-than __ ---
another. This leaves the striving for leisure subject to all 
pressure groups, particularly the commercial interests. 
I Religious dedication is declining. Hedonism is gaining: "In 
this life happiness is possible (no religion says this). In 
the next life, oblivion.nl05 
deGrazia hopes that leisurists will be permitted to 
help our society learn about itself and its politics in rela~ 
tion to the ideal of freedom. But this is a limited 
l04Lee, QP..· cit., p. 192. See also deGrazia, QQ.· 
cit., p. h35. 
l05deGrazia, ibid., p. 160. 
perspective vd th boundaries established by the state. He 
believ·es: 
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A man can hope for more, that through leisure he may 
realiz~ his ties to the natural world and so free his 
mind to rise to divine reaches. Man's recognition of 
himself and his politics in the universe is essentially 
a religious discovery. It transcends politics.l06 
In summary it must be recognized that although the 
challenge for individual moral commitment is urgently 
stressed, these moralizers seldom make reference to specific 
programs. This is consistent with the moralizers' wish to 
reestablish the "higher" goals which are readily verbalized 
but difficult to study empirically. 
SUiv'iMARY OF THE MORALIZERS 1 GOALS 
One of the oldest rule_§__o_f_ r>olit_ical __ science-holEis-
---that-merr_c-om.e-t.og-e~ner-to keep alive; they stay together 
to live a good life. In this country men have refused 
to budge from the first stage; they have acted as if 
there were a wilderness yet to conquer, some great work 
.to do, that keeps them from the second stage. What is 
this great w6rk? The frontier ended with the 20th 
century, and the 'wilderriess long before.l07 
This statement poses the question about the future of 
. 
leisure for the.moralizer. A society cultivates what it 
honors. When our nation was expanding there was little spare 
time and so leisure had little opportunity for development. 
Now that expansion has diminished it is possible for an era 
of cultivation and refinement to ensue. The liberal arts and 
l06Ibid. , p. 434. l07Jbid., p. 5. 
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pure sciences, whose goals like leisure pursue beauty and 
wonder) may be able to flourish in the absence of national 
eJ...'Pansion . 108 
Meerloo, particularly, suggests that this opportunity 
is available only during the peaceful periods of the nation's 
history. It is necessary during these "breathing spells" to 
instill the desired ideals. If this is not accomplished at 
these periods new forms of terror may allow the people to 
surrender or lower their critical barriers. The contemporary 
system of communication, as seen by 
the overflow of words and ideas that threaten to 
drown us, drugs which prolong life span and lure us into 
passivity; mental manipulation by advertising and propa-
ganda; and the extreme methods of brainwashing,,_ genocide 
and mentocide--to these man is only a robot.lO, 
How _rnj-_gh~ _!hi s __ yea_:rping_ fo_:r_the~indiY-idual- to--fi-nd-hi-s----- - -
fullest expression of fr.eedom occur? To review the ideolog-
ical framework of this position one finds the stress pla~ed 
on strengthening the values, the vague ideal factors which 
appeal to one's "higher11 sights. The commitment to the 
-- ----
goals, rather than emphasizing the means to achieve them, 
is to be kept constantly in blazing_ .~Lights. In addition the 
individual is the agent_ to accomplish these goals; hi.s self-
fulfillment is a basic requirement to establish the ideal 
conditions for a leisure sociBty. So the moralizer requires 
108Ibid., pp. 392-93. 109Meerloo, QE_. cit. ; p. 11. 
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an emphasis on the abstract personal behavioral needs. This 
is often stated as the need to live a "meaningful" life which 
consists of. experiencing a sense of completion of a goal~ 
These experiences of fulfillment are viewed as answers to 
abstract needs, hopes, and expectations of the individual. 
The moralizers suggest several areas which the 
individual might pursue to reestablish or alter his values 
in the search f6r leisure. Educatibn certainly is touted by 
almost all. (It serves as the great panacea for both ideo-
logical camps.) Religion necessarily carries importance for 
the moralizer because its abstract, non-empirical aims sup-
port the moralistic bent of these leisurists. The work 
experience.cannot be avoided for long by leisurists. Its 
. --- ---chang-ing"- n0rm-s -Fe£lect-and-wi-l-l-be-re1"'l·ect-ed- by -}ei-surist-s; ----:-- -- --
especially the moralizer, whose orientation to superordinate 
ends causes him to be anxious lest the unnecessary or already 
accomplished production goals will stamp out the individual's 
capacity to.reach higher. 
Education 
As suggested, education is advanced as a primary hope 
for both ideological crunps. The moralizer wishes this experi-
ence to be aimed very perceptively toward the individual. 
Lee, for example, feels that, "As plays the child, so lives 
the adult. nllO Therefore teach him attitudes \'Thich lead to 
1101 e e , .9..2.. c it • , p • 10 4 • 
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full and creative imaginative use of time. Be less concerned 
with scheduling activities and behavior. List specifically 
requests an anticipatory and optimistic environment so that 
the person who emerges will be his desired "democratic" 
character. 
The leisure hypothesis, as applied to education, 
suggests that the impulse toward self-achievement is 
congenital and needs only sensitive guidance and_a 
helpful atmosphere to actualize its emergence.lll 
The personality to emerge will have a desire to effect the 
long-range objectives of the social institutions and those 
others for whom this. perception is permitted to incorporate. 
The person will come to govern himself internaJ.ly and thus 
avoid becor~ing dependent on the external :socj_al system. 
__ W.e_i_s_s_f_ee_l_s _w_e_must_us_e. some_of_our -increased-lei sure-
time to accomplish this task of making leisure more effec-
tive. "The awareness, for example, that men's interests need 
awakening, refinement, expansion, and direction points up the 
necessity for an education program. 11112 On the other hand 
Fabun says we have no real concept of ho\'r to train for a 
leisure life. We are not even sure if people are able to 
accept this style of living. He sees the pluralistic diver-
sity of values as the best hope to find new aesthetic values 
and relationships between men. 
lllList, 2£· cit., p. 67 .. 
112weiss, 2£· cit. , p. 25. 
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These moralizers consistently E~Wlt ~h~ goal_~ o.f 
leisure education in abstrac.tion. Only Lynes' suggestion 
for the dilettante offers a specific course of action in 
formal education, but this semi-elitist position is not 
supported by most moralizers and certainly by no other 
democrats: 
Our most effective know-how has been in the production 
of leisure, a commodity filled with promise and booby 
traps. It is the engineer with his slide rule who knows 
how to produce leisure, but it is the dilettante who 
knows how to. use it and make it productive. 
It will be as dilettantes and consumers that we will, 
in the long run, determine the quality of our culture. 
We will determine not only the gadgets of our civiliza-::-
tion but the fate of its art as well. We will determine 
whether th~ pursuit of happiness has, after all, been 
worth it.ll3 
Eveh Reisman finds that secondary and university 
--··-education-la-ck-organrzatTonal-Torm-"wnfcn-wo-tiTd -permit--the 
channeling of our surplus in 'ways which would improve the 
quality and texture of daily life.nll4 However in a later 
paper he feels that m'any of our best college students use 
leisure admirably by involving themselves with concern in 
current issues, in music, drama, art, and literature. These 
college students, representing the democratically-oriented. 
citizen, may develop the necessary synthesis between work 
and leisure, between the individual and the social system to 
1131. •• L . . 't 353 ynes, ~~ _e1~, 21?.· £1:.__., p. . 
ll4Reisman, Abunpa!2.£§_ for \•!hat_? p. 172. 
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achieve the desired aim. But again is heard the bleating 
call of vague hopes, cloud~d designs and ambiguous methods 
wh:i.ch ''education'' is supposed to offer the individ.val. 
Ef.lig:i.on 
Religion's importance to leisure, having been 
established, needs only to be reinforced in the future, 
according to the moralizer. Pieper, the classicist, for 
example, finds the combination of religion and education as 
the essence of leisure's future. The original source for 
Pieper is the ancient Greek "schole." 
Lee emphasizes' a needed psychological reformation: a 
new statement of purposes a.nd ideals of what has value, based 
on a spiritual experience in which per:son_al .£h'!.:Q..&§ A:22 _§tt~­
-~------ tucle__and_indiv-idual--Feevaluav-i-on-occurs.--nBestilr;--a.nd--
know that I am God, 11 from Psalm 46:10, serves as Lee's con-
cluding statement about the future need for man's highest 
attainment: 
Surely the work/leisure rhythm is one where new 
values must be realized; the perception of what is 
important in life is another; what it means to "be 
still" is yet another .•.• We must learn that man is 
a plaler who renews his strength by waiting upon the 
Lord. 15 
In chorus with Lee, Huizinga, to the question of what 
is the right way of living, responds, 1'The human mind can 
ll5Lee, 2£· cit., pp. 260-61. 
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only disengage itself from the magic circle of play by 
turning towards the ultimate. Logical thinking does not go 
far enough."ll6 At the bottom of all serious searching 
remains an unanswerable problem. It is in this sense that 
Huizinga sais, "All is play," because it is as this point 
that logic ceases: 
Work 
One drop of pity is enough to lift our doing beyond 
intellectual distinctions. Springing as it does from a 
belief in justice and divine grace, conscience, which 
is moral awareness, will always \\rhelm the question that 
eludes and deludes us to the end, into a lasting 
silence.ll7 
Our valuations toward work must change to make leisure 
possible, insist the moralizers. We have the economic sur-
plus; we must cultivate the system so as to be able to relin-
quish the concept of work as the dominant worth for a man. 
With the goal of leisure, work "becomes prostitution, the 
bending of mind and money for hire." deGrazia urges one to 
abandon this work-nonwork ethic: 
Work, we know, may make a man stoop-shouldered or 
rich. It may even ennoble him. Le'"isure perfect.s him. 
For those who do like that future, the ne.xt thing is to 
lean back under a tree, put your arms behind your head, 
wonder at the pass we've come to, smile, and remember 
that the beginnings and ends of man's every great 
enterprise ·are untidy.ll8 
ll6Huizinga, 2.1?..· cit., p. 212. 
llSdeGrazia, 2.1?..· cit., p. 387. 
ll7Ibid., p. 213. 
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Greenberg, certainly no classicist, nevertheless 
corroborates this attitude that work has a limited relation 
to human freedom. He feels that if man is to continue 
expanding his potential and rliscovering his historical possi-
bilities he will have to gain mastery over his work, particu-
larly industrialism which has imposed work on everyone: 
Five thousand years of urban history have gradually 
separated these activities, with their implicit ends, 
and sealed them off from each other, so that we at last 
have art (or culture) for its own sake, religion for 
the sake of things knowable only outside life (or, like 
art to some degree, for the sake pure and simple of 
states of mind), and wo~k for the sake of exclusively 
practical, "objective" aims. The problem now is to 
restore intimate_ relations betv1een the thr~?.e, or--vvi th 
religion, a~ I think, ruling itself out as a social 
form--bet-v1een the two. For if culture cannot again be 
closely related to work, it cannot be related closely 
enough. to that reali tv 'ivhich has again become fundamonta1 
for all of society.ll9 _ 
Re:ismana-dvances-tnis -posit:ion a1so-by-att-emptin_g_t_o_ 
correlate work to leisure on a more co-equal basis. He 
eventually amends the position taken in The Lonely Crowd that 
leisure will reverse the trend toward automation and achieve 
a more meaningful existence. Unceasing additions of leisure, 
he has concluded, could become oversatiating.l20 He doubts 
whether we can provide an "infinitely expandable package 
deal" for the satisfying expenditure of time and energy and 
for the attainment of an adequate personal identity: "'I'he 
ll9Greenberg, f/Ias_~ Leisure, QQ. ci ~·, p. 42. 
120Reisman, Abundance f£.E:. What? p. 159. 
future seems 'impossible~ ' li'Thichever way we look at it. 
Leisure marches on, while the understanding of its impact 
escapes these reporters, and invention and design of its 
opportunities escape all of us.nl21 
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In a collaborated article with Robert A. Weiss, 
Rel.sman has tried to advance the changing issues of leisure's 
future. Recognizing the problem of increased amounts of 
leisure for the industrial worker, who because he is unpre-
pared i1'ill experience aimlessness, they ask what sort of 
adult education should be utilized, what sort of changed 
perspectiye of both his work and himself are needed, in order 
to achieve the greater goal of individual development? If 
- --1-e:i::sure--is_suppg§ed to be informal, spontaneous, and unplanned 
--~-----~ 
and unobligated time, then any movement towaras-p~-anning-----~ 
represents a reversal toward these unfettered goals. On one 
hand, Reisman and VJeiss feel that this planning tends to 
"overideologize particular leisure-time activities, ex~gger­
ating their importance and their potential contribution to 
individual character and the fabric of society.n122 On the 
other hand, just a short time later they feel that: 
When we confront such problems, we are inclined to 
think that significant changes in the organization of 
leisure are not likely to come in the absence of changes 
in the whole society: in its work, its political forms, 
and its cultural style.l23 
121Ibid., p. 153. 
123Ibid. 
1221bid. , p. 180. 
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In other words, they recognize the paradox of trying to plan 
for what should be an uncommitted part of life. This closely 
effects the different class strata. The middle-class ideology 
opposes too much planning by others and would oppose a 
government~sponsored program for leisure which the industri.al 
worker would accept. But the working class would oppose too 
much planning for self-expression. The authors feel obliged 
to suggest that there are many variations possible which, if 
we could become aware of the pleasing qualities of our modern 
existence, would permit a greatly varied and individual 
latitude of planning. "Very likely, people h~ve different 
rhythms or personal 'seasons' of work and nonwork which they 
should learn early in life and to VThich they should seek to 
adapt their careers."l24 Leisure can be packaged in many 
-.-- -- -- -- -- - - --- -- -- --- -- ----------
ways, such as delayed entrance into the labor force, shorter 
work days, commitment to voluntary organizations, more time 
spent at home, longer weekends or vacations, alterations of 
educational periods with work periods, new occupations, or 
early partial retirement. These suggestions represent a 
distinct shift from Reisman's earlier contention that leisure 
will be the single best answer to the alienation from tech-
nology. But his adherence to the moralizer's goal of per-
mitting the individual to determine the ways to reach the 
124 Ibid., p. l$3. 
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objective of self-fulfillment through leisure experience j~ 
in no way jeopardized. 
Each of t;hese moralizers, from the extreme classic:i ::~· 
to the psychologitally oriented theorist, to the socially 
structured exponent, feels the future must provide means for 
the individual to gain, or regain, control of important ide 
goals. These higher values must first be thrust upon the 
individual and wrested away from the group. Only then migl-;~ 
the individual and the society experience a nev1r growth and 
added insight into how to relieve the existent strain bet~· 
the two. 'l'he tthow" is left for the individual to ascerta:L ·· 
for himself. 
The Reformer's Position 
CHAPTER III 
THE REFORMER 
INTRODUCTION 
To the reformer ideology is seen as a process of 
interpreting, selectively, a particular idea of wha.t society 
should become. This conception of ''ought to be" involves 
the tesolution between the values of so~iety and the condi-
tions presently existing; a resolution of the 11 strain" which 
has developed. The reformer, the person Winston White calls 
the "social structure-oriented" ideologist, feels that str,:Etn 
is the result of social conditions which need. reforming. 
- ·-- - 'l'lie-reforf:1er--acfes-n-o-t fe-e-1-tl'rat the--va-lues of--the--
system are the basis for concern. Given the proper social 
conditions, man is essentially good. For example, the eco-
nomic institution, the political institution, bureaucracy, 
ot the mass culture syndrome are so overpowering to the 
individual that they shape or mold his entire outlook toward 
his environment. There is too much control over man because 
the ends which man desires are subverted by the means being 
used by the social system. To use 'White's explanation, man 
has arrived at a state of purposelessness in life; 11 • 
this purposelessness has come about because means have 
become dissociated, or alienated from ends and, in the 
process, have displaced them. nl 
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The key concept for, this reform ideology is alienation, 
the loss of personal identity, as it is for the moralizer. 
The moralizer sees alienation as the result of interference 
with the on-going social processes or disintegration of the 
structural units which give the individual a sense of iden-
tity via his ability to understand what is expected behavior. 
When these processes, such as labor, personal relationships, 
use of property, and political concern, beqome'· disrupted the 
individual suffers a loss of identity. For ~xample, 
c. Wright Mills describes the breakdown of the former prop-
erty value. Property, which was independontly owned and 
__ --9--~l11~(!_rat,ic~~ly_~perC1!_ed by the _o_\>J_~er, has given way to the 
class property or managed property which others are hired to 
operate. It . . . the owner manages the 't'lorking life of the 
non-owner. Democratic property means that, in order to live·, 
man must submit to the authority vThich property lends its 
owner." 2 
White suggests several explanations for this strain 
between means and ends which causes alienation.for the 
1VVinston White, Bevond Conformitv (New York: The Free 
Press of Glencoe, Inc., 1961), p. 41f~---
2c. Wright Mills, White Collar (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1956), p. 114. 
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individual. The economic factors of production and 
consumption effect the .choices available to the individual. 
They operate to force one to consume the products of the 
over-abundant economy. The society has become so efficient 
that the individual is dulled from recognizing that within 
the economic structure production becomes the end in itself. 
~t no longer serves the individual but is served by the indi-
vidual. This structural control .Qf Qroduction and consump-
tion is pot seen hY the reformer to exist because of individ-
ual ~kness, .§:.§_ the moralizer £Q££eiyes it. Instead it 
represents _!;he victimtzat~:S?.Q .9f' the indiv~_9Ea1_. To Herbert 
Marcuse this becomes an even more advanced stat.e of aliE.mation 
which is related to the whole system: 
In a provocativ-e--form;-tnTs--proposi-tien--reJJ"eals_the~ _ 
political aspects of the prevailing technological ration-
ality. The productive apparatus and the goods and serv-
ices which it produces "sell 11 or impose the social system 
as a whole. ·The means of transportation and communica-
tion, the commodities of lodging, food, and clothing, the 
irresistible output of the entertainment and information 
industry carry with the prescribed attitudes and habits, 
certain intellectual and emotional reactions which bind 
the consumers more or less pleasantly to the producers, 
and through· the latter to the whole. The products 
indoctrinate and manipulate; they promote a false con-
sciousness which is immune against its falsehood. And 
as these beneficial products become available to more 
individuals in more social classes, the indoctrination 
they carry ceases to be publicity; it becomes a way of 
life. It is a good way of life--much better than before--· 
and as a good way of life, it militates against qualita-
tive change. Thus emerges a pattern of one-dimensional 
thought and behavior in which ideas, aspj_ration, and 
objectives that, by their content, transcend the estab-
lished universe of discourse and action are either 
repelled or reduced to terms of this universe. They, are 
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redefined by the rationality of the given sy~tem and of 
its quantitative extension.j 
Freedom is curtailed by the modern industrial society in 
which the technological instruments become ends in themselves 
and limit the possibility of the choices available to indi-
vidual man. The status quo of this growing production of 
technology and science in our industrial society becomes the 
desired end; one which closes the system against alternatives 
and becomes static. 
Concurring with Marcuse about the stalemated position 
of the economic conditions, John Kenneth Galbraith feels that 
having advanced beyond the era of "poverty, inequality). and-
economic peril of the past," we have failed to replace an 
inadequate econornic theory with one \'Thich places a lesser 
should adjust its social policy so as to remove the existent 
poverty instead of merely adjusting to it. He assumes the 
reformer's position that we have failed to secure for all 
the minimum income needed for decency and compassion when 
the means are available.4 
Another source of strain for the reformer resides in 
the political features of bureaucracy and industrialism, 
3Herbert Marcuse, One-Dimensional Man (Boston: Reason 
Press, 1964), pp. 11-12. -
4John Kenneth Galbraith, The Affluent Society (New 
York: A Mentor Book, 1958), p. 257. 
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according to Winston White. Th~se involve the questions of 
power and authority. Alienation occurs because these large~ 
scale organizations take from the individual the powsr to 
choose what he wants for himself. The greater the degree of 
organization at society's level the less the range of indi-
vidual freedom of choice and opportunity to exercise personal 
control. In addition, the power source becomes anonymous. 
In the present impersonal and anonymous system of control 
such concrete, specific responses are no longer possible, 
resulting in anxiety and tension for the individual. 
C. W. Mills describes the feeling of impotency or manipula-
tion which results: 
Manipulation as we have suggested~ arises when there 
is a centralization of power that is not publically 
-- just-i-f'-i-ecl- and-tllose--who-ha-v-e-it--dGn_!_t-beJ.-i.e-ve-they-could ___ _ 
justify it. Manipulation feeds upon and is fed by mass 
indifference .... And so insecurity and striving are 
not attached to political symbols, but are drained off 
by the distractions of amusement, the frenzied search 
for commodities, or turned in upon the_ self as busy 
little frustrations.5 
The last source of strain involves the reformer's 
focus on the lowered quality of standards which are offered 
the masses by high-preisured techniques. "Mass culture is 
the result of the 1oss of consumer soverejgnitY.: the masses 
do not get what they want but are 'oversold. rn6 As consumers 
they are controlled by either the producers of mass culture, 
5Mills, 21?.· cit., pp. 349-50. 
6rvVhi t e, 21?.· cit. , p. 63. 
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represented by Madison Avenue, or by the nature of the 
intricacies of the economic market itself to which they feel 
impotent. In contrast to the .moralizers' approach to mass 
culture, the reformers feel tha.t the masses ~ ~h~ Sp_Eacity 
to kno1 .. 1 and strive for the proper standards for .21ll: society 
bu~ are thwarted E.Y. the external conditions-of th~ society 
itself. When power is transferred from the individual to 
the system the_individual becomes a commodity in the economic-
political arena. He is sold to the ~arket of interpersonal 
relationships just as much as he has been sold to the economic 
market as the result of advanced division of labor. Man has 
thus become a conformer because he is powerless to resist 
the social condition of bureaucratic enslavement. The indi-
vidual--i-s--unab±ec-tG--con-tinue __ thS3 _ _1l§)eded self -evaluation. He 
experiences the sense of alienation as his personality is 
swallowed up in the mass culture: 
At the level of society, the alleged priority given 
to productivity and organization detracts from the 
emphasis on human needs; the n system'' ( 11 everything is 
just too big these days") is running along--if not 
running away--on its own standards _.at the expense of 
individual decision (the more "system," the less 
jndividual autonomy).? 
The resultant strain is seen by the reformer as a 
fail.Jrr..§. of past ~cial conditions to make possible the 
desired future goals. The paramount focus is upon the "hard 
?Galbraith, 22· cit., p. 14. 
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realities" of the given situation which are in need of reform 
to accomplish the desired values. The existing social struc-
tures prevent society's members from attaining the "good 
life." The cure is seen to be possible via the method of 
dedifferentiation which should reduce the alienating effects. 
That is, power should be restored to each man by involving 
all in joint decision-making, especially in politics and 
economics. The sense of community, now lost, will be restored 
because each individual will participate both physically and 
intellectually and the anonymous authority of the social 
structure will be diminished or cease to exist. 
R.eformers of Leisure 
The foregoing explanation offers the basic ideological 
--·----premises for the reformer. The leisure reformer utilizes 
this framework with some individual alterations as he con-
siders the problem_of leisure today. This group is essen-
tially divided into two camps which for clarity will be 
ide~tified as the extremists and the moderates. 
The extreme reformer primarily is desirous o~ 
involving the political institutions to a greater degree in 
leisure pursuit, to the end that the sense of communal ties 
which are important to the individual's need for belonging-
ness and identity may be restored. The source of guidance, 
so often lost in the alienated, anonymous, and impersonal 
bureaucratized social system, can best be regained via 
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changes in the political structures. For instance, the 
needed personnel to achieve leisure in political spheres 
will consist of many diversely trained persons whose combined 
efforts will afford more democratic solutions to leisure 
living. In this way the political structures will more 
effectively respond to the individual's growing opportunity 
for leisure experience. In addition, hindrances from exter-
nal forces, such as urbanization and unemployment, may more 
adequately be diminished and/or controlled '\'Then properly 
planned leisure programs are instituted. Finally, the indi-
vidual's ability to ~nhance the meaning of his existence will 
be best abetted when various institutional means are altered, 
ultimately allowing needed change in the institutional goals 
to permit the augmentation of personal leisure experience. 
~~--~----------~-- -------------- --- -- --
-- ------- ------ --- --
Family, community resources, education, and recreation are 
some of those institutions whose goals will profit when their 
means become altered in leisure existence. 
The reformers designated-here as extremists are Nels 
Anderson, professor of education and head of the Department 
of Occupational Information and Guidance at the North Carolina 
State University; Charles K. Brightbill, late professor and 
dean of the Department of Recreation and Municipal Park Admin-
istration, University of Illinois; Marion Clawson, Director 
of the Land Use and Management Program, Resources for the 
F'uture, Inc., and formerly with the Department of Agriculture; 
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James C. Charlesworth, Professor of Political Sciences, 
University of Pennsylvania, and a member of the Board of 
Trustees of the National Parks Association; Paul F. Douglass, 
former president of Amerfcan University and presently 
Professor of Political Science and Director of the Center 
for Practical Politics at Rollins College; Robert W. Crawford, 
Commissioner of Recreation, Philadelphia, and formerly of 
Oakland; Martin H •. Neumeyer, Professor of Sociology, Univer-
sity of Southern California, and his wife, Esther S. Neumeyer; 
Jay B. Nash, Chairman of the Department of Physical Education, 
Health and Recreation, New York University; Norman P. Miller, 
Professor at the University of California at Los Angel~s; 
and Duane M:. Robinson, Professor at George Williams Cc)1l.ege. 
As may be noted, many of these leisure reformers are involved 
-±n--th-e forrrra:.l:-i:z-ed-recreat1on inst;j_tu'ETons and--o-tners h-ave --
had direct relationship with political structures. 
The second group, the moderates, are so labeled 
because, although they are structure-oriented, they present 
a less distinct commitment to the political processes. To 
the moderates man's alienation via the economic process 
prevents the ,enjoyment of his fruitful capacity. They wish 
to make work more pleasant and individual, to lessen its , 
centrality and dominance of individual's needs by increasing 
the importance of leisure experience both ·within and without 
the work experience. Conformity, a major concern in all 
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ideology of leisure, is viewed by this moderate group as 
being compulsively forced on the individual. One's role as 
wife, worker, spectator, or child is formed by the riorms 
\'lhich the institutions require for expected behavior. These 
become the concepts needing study and redefinition to relieve 
the strain which has developed because of social conditions. 
This group would restore the individual's control through 
joint participation in leisure activity, and through educa-
tion to make one more aware of the operation of the institu-
tional process and his role in it so that he would be freer 
to make his choices or alter the structures in leisure att~in-
ment. The reformers representing these wider, less restric-
tive views include Max Kaplan, a former professor in both 
~--- - --mus±c-ancl--see-iology __ at~the __ Uni v_~:rsi ~y_gf_Ill~_nois, who created 
and directed the Arts Center of the School of Fine and Applied 
Arts at Boston University, and is currently a full-time 
lecturer, writer, and. consultant; Bennett Berger, chairman of 
the Department of Sociology, University of California at 
Davis; Kenneth Robie Kimball, whose dis-sertation for· the 
Doctor of Education from State University of New York at 
Albany attempts to describe leisure as a new and dominantly-
emerging institution;, John Kenneth Galbraith, noted Professor 
of Economics at Harvard; Robert Dubin, sociologist and Pro-
fessor of Social Research, Oregon University; Lawrence Lee 
Suhm, whose Ph.D. dissertation from the University of 
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Wisconsin studies the economic and social implications of 
mass leisure in South America; Margaret Mead, noted American 
ant.hropologi st; Harvey Swados, nov eli st-wri ter and currently 
teaching professor at Sarah Lawrence College; and Alfred C. 
Clarke, professor of Sociology at Ohio State University. 
As -with the moralizers, the reformers shouldnot be 
rigidly confined to either described group. For example, 
Kaplan's most comprehensive study, of major i~portance to 
the sociology of leisure, views the wide spectrum of the 
social system's processes involving leisure and Nels 
Anderson's commitment to the importance of the political 
process does not prevent his exploration of other major 
social structures needing reform beyond their political 
__ ---~-_implLc_ati_on_g_~ ___________ _ 
Finally, as with the moralizers, so also do the 
reformers deal with simpler concepts which pertain to their 
approach to definitions and explanations of the problem. 
These concepts will be identified as time, its quantitative 
dimensions and uses; the role of work and its relationship 
to prestige and status needs; urbanism and its resultant 
sophistication, anonymity, challenges of mobility and pro-
grammed recreation; the social implications involving the 
family, community responses and political behavior which 
organize a hierarchy of values and solution~ for leisure 
behavior; and lastly, what the reformers want planned by the 
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existing .social structures to achieve a better leisure 
state in the future. These ideas will be examined from the 
view of each reform group which should help to clarify the 
ideological premises involved. 
TIME 
rrhe leisure reformer' like the moralizer, addresses 
himself to the concept of time. To him the leisure experi-
ence is primarily quantitative. Although he is concerned 
about the aesthetic qualities of time use, he is ~ssentially 
preoccupied with how the society measures time to achieve 
its goals. For example, Kenneth R. Kimball, Jr., (a moderate) 
feels that the change in time use has and -will cause ehanges 
-------in-'the-re:tationshi-r>-ef-wGr-k-and--pla~_in __ our_ __ cultur~_._li_E:3_ 
defines leisure as time not gainfully employed and not engaged 
in obligated duties such as eating, sleeping, etc. It is 
"unrnortgagedn time.s Time represents a segment of life's 
experience which, if used efficiently, releases the indivi-
dual from work to leisure. Nels Anderson (an extremist) 
succinctly draws this juxtaposition when he says, nwe sell 
time so that time not sold may be used as we like. We find 
8Kenneth Robie Kimball, Jr., "Leisure and Education 
for Leisure: A Study of An Emerging Priority" (unpublished 
Ed.D., Michigan State University, 1966), pp. 9-10. 
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that production and consumption are opposite uses of time 
and in both kinds of activity time may be measured in money 
values. n9 
Time Dimensions 
----
Our attitude toward time will obviously influence·its 
role in leisure. The extremist's concern about changing the 
social structures views the time concept as essential to the 
prevailing importance of the work process. Because modern 
mart is success-driven and progress-oriented, both·positive 
value concepts to Nels Anderson, he must receive more value 
out of time as well as more production out ·or work. Anderson 
feels that modern work~rs are showing this capacity to satisfy 
____ ~_he __ \'V~-~~mands of management while at the same time. foeling 
"in command of their-~~ time out-sict-8:1'10- Tlil-sreformer-main--------· 
tains the attitude that the individual is not sacrificing his 
values to the system; a far cry from the moralizer's view! 
However, Anderson also recognizes the compelling 
quality of mechanical time in our modern, industrial, urban 
society. He is concerned about the compulsion to be time-
bound even on vacation, thinking and acting in precise time 
segments and always li'rearing a watch "as he must, for all 
others do the same.nll The first sign of conformity's evil 
9Nels Anderson, Work and Leisure (New York: The Free 
Press of Glencoe, Inc., 1961):--i). xi. 
1 0J.p i q. , P • 7 4. 11 . Ibid., p. 55. 
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force is raised, but unlike the moralizer Anderson feels the 
individual is compelled to submit to the clock instead of 
»going soft." 
This importance of conformity to time in all spheres 
of social living is reiterated by Marion Clawson who presents 
the extreme view that conformity can be made helRful by 
involving the political structures nationally to relieve the 
alienation found in unbounded use of time. _He calls leisure 
»choosing time," because it affords greater choice of action 
than time required for subsistence. This opportunity for 
ind~vidual expressio.n, however, presupposes a society which 
is highly organized. f1uch of a person's leisure activity~ 
such as T-V programing, education and-work hours, and recrea-
~ional facili tie3 ;are--opera·ted-ancl-~detennin~d _ _l)y_1:;_}1~tim:Lng 
of diverse social organization.l2 
Clawson, following the extreme position that political 
institutions should be more involved in leisure pursuit, 
feels that because this "choosing time" often results in a 
state of anonymity, freedom, and nonconformity, social con-
trol mechanisms are more j,.mportant and necessary today than 
before. 1 3 He takes the definite position that we should 
--------
12rvTarion Clawson, "How Much Leisure, Now and in the 
Future?" Leisure in America: Blessing or Curse.? (l1onograph 
No. 4. Philadelphia: American Academy of Political and 
Social Science, 1964), p. 15. 
13r~id. , p. 16. 
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become concerned on a national level with time--it will 
become a more important resource and vltal element than money 
in our fut1.ire economy. Therefore, to this extremist reformer, 
the role of time should be the fuajor reBponsibility of the 
social structures, most especially the political institution, 
in order to accomplish the growing opportunity for leisure. 
This position. was also taken by the extremiBt Char·.les 
K. Brightbill who felt that those in society who have acc1..Imu--
lated some wealth and time should give direction to the 
greater and deeper goals of our society. In sug~esting thjs 
solution he recocnized the importance of nonwork activjty to 
1. ,. .J.~ t r 'l :::') . y .• ,. .) t·' ) • ' ,-, c~ • 1'" .•. ,.. c·t ~--. rt .(.-. ,p·' ~ ] ) ~ C' ...... , ·:· our vO a .. cconony anc; .nc 1ncrec.)ln£:, .unpcr ar.~, ... e o.l. .... nc .E-•. ~•1<~ u 
;ne.rkct,. I'hj s at.titu.di? !>t>"ms from t.ht::~ di:;fj nit ion of lc-;d.su:;-·c 
---·~-4 .. -~ -~ ...... _.~ .... ·~--- ~ .. ---····-·-~··-· --.. --··-·---- ~---.. ... __ .. ,·-·~---·---·--··-·- --- -~-·~·~----·--·---·· 
----,'""""-·-~ .. - .. __ _ 
best we can say is thut time which does not need to be spent 
:in accumulatj_ng \'.'ealth is ave:Llable as leisur<'.:. 1111+ Time in 
this sense become's the quantitative tool of leisure to be 
utilized as social organization requires. 
The more moderate position of the reformers views 
time as one of man 1 s tool inventions which becomes <c1 p2.1rt 
of the lan~er cul tu:re, Its uses and meanings b'~co1ne impor-
tant to the activities· of that culture. Because leisure 
att:l tudes arc clo;Jely related to the culture, time bE) comes 
1 4-ch·cr~·le"' -1' ')r.'rrnt·bJ .. 1.1 'l'h C1 "]1 n 
r· • • a . - ' "' \ . tJ 1 ·"' . - .. - , ___ .§. -~~~~ p :....£'.:..§. (L':ng:Lewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 
p. JO. 
-,. --·- l 
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a basic tool as well of the culture in which it functions. 
For example, Max Kaplan {a moderate) feels that in addition 
to our interest in the manipulator of leisure, as seen in 
the organizer and professional leader and salesman, we 
should.include also the consumer and the user of time who 
is also a complicated man for whom generalizations 
may not apply; he, too, is necressarily tied in his 
outlook on time and its uses to the social controls of 
family, education, mental and emotional dispof~tion, 
income, place of residence, health, age ... ' 
L. L. Suhm 1 s study provides an imr)ortant insight into· 
this, larger cultural implication of time, vrhich as a moderate 
reformer h•~ hopes will usefully permit our f?Ociety to experi-
ence leisure in greater depth. He feels that our North 
American culture has been so preoccupied with the quantita~ 
tive aspec~ts · oJ.'~ei-sure~,~d&~eling__l;!:i._~h free ti.me from work, 
------ ~---.-·-
etc., that the study of tpe qualitative aspects have been. 
hindered or nonexistent. These qualitative aspects exist in 
all se,gments of life; no one has total leisure but no one is 
without some leisure. This became apparent to him in his 
study of the Latin Americans' preoccupation with leisure 
value in opposition to work values. Their strong value 
orientation toward leisure should help us realize that the 
degree of freedom from externally-imposed obligations on time 
is provided by the individual perception and hence c6mplete 
15Max Kaplan, Leisure in America (New York: John Wiley 
and Sons, Inc., 1960), p. 13. 
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scientific objectivity in the study of leisure is impossible. 
"The degree of leisure depends upon the degree of control 
individuals are able to exert over the uses of their own time 
and energy, the two resources of which all people everywhere 
are possessed.nl6 He hopes that this type of cross-cultural 
study of leisure will help our own cultural studies to be 
freed.of the culturil norms. 
The Significance of Time Use 
Employing the reformers' overall definition of leisure 
as a component part of the time element in man's culture, it 
is easy to stipulate the uses of time for leisure acti.vities. 
Modern time is concretely measurable in economic lj_ving as 
well as in the obligated and non-obligatod segments uPrelated 
-----~o wor~~-~s Ne1~_ Anderson 11as -~~L~L_rl~t~-traJ_-___ tirY\~tH:1~~--l1~~n ________ _ 
replaced by mechanical time in the modern urban industrial 
society. The effectiveness of time use in the work world, 
plus automation, has forced industry.itself t~ accept and 
adjust to gains in leisure time. "Unwittingly industry, in 
adapting itself, contributes to a new conception of time 
use . . . u17 Industry finds that its increased efficiency 
capacity in work offers new leisure outside work but also 
----------
l6Lawrence Lee Suhm, "Leisure in Latin America: A 
Preliminary Inquiry into the Economics artd Social Implications 
of a Mass Leisure in Underdeveloped Areas'' (unpublished Ph.D. 
dissertation, University of Wisconsin, 1962), p. 16. 
17 Anderson, 2.1'2.· cit. , p. 67. 
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offers leisure within the work arena. Witness the increased 
facilities for meetings and food consumption, the encouraged 
intergroup social communication systems which include extra-
curricular sports, games and clubs sponsored by the industry. 
A second and more important aspect of time use for 
leisure deals with the obligatory segments, other than work, 
of man's life. The moralizer feels that the aesthetic per-
ception of this part of existence 1-vill determine its value 
to the individual. The raformer is more concerned with how 
the i!D,P_!'OY.§I)ent of. societD e.;oal~.· Anderson feels that too 
many have been overconcerned about people receiving more 
leisure than they know how to us0 prO).!er1y. He feei~; that 
this conc~rn (primarily that of the moralizers) overlooks 
- -- -
--------
---- Tne--anfouh-roTn-onTiiorK.-and non=-lei ~~ure--demands made on most 
people's ti~e. It is in this sphere of tjme that the major 
portion of social integration occurs. 11 In the performance 
of his obligations the individual is integrated into family 
life, group life and into the life of the community, partici-
pating variously in the community with interest.n18 His sum·-
mary position states that adults today are under the greatest 
pressure from obligatory time segments other than work, not 
from leisure time segments: 
l8 Ibid • , p . 41 • 
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It seems that the better-adjusted and the more 
socially-integrated the individual becomes the less his 
central, life-satisfying interests are identified with 
leisure. He may spend more time ori his family, social, 
community, and other obligations than on his work. Some 
leisure may afford diversion, but it does not constitute 
a central life interest.l9 
And so this leisure area of one's life should constitute the 
major emphasis for achieving the goals which society desires 
as a result of time changes, according to thi.s reformer. 
Thirdly, when examining the non-obligated sections of 
modern time experience, the rnformer is primarily preoccupied 
with its quantitative availability, rather than its aesthetic 
qualj_ ti e;3 which engross the moralizer 1 s concern. The reform 
position is more likely to be similar to that of t1'"l(?. JYorJst~r.te ___ ,..._ __ .. __ __ 
cdi tor,s nwnt:Loned earJ.ier·-··tha t t:1 me more 
of leisure into daily use, a weekly pattern, vacation time, 
and the variations available to different age groups. He 
predicts an increase in leisure time primarily because of 
the :i.ncreased number of people in our -nat-ion, their age 
differentials, and positions in the life cycle. For example, 
there will be many more youn~ and old who will require 
l9lb:i.d.' p. 258. 
20The f~ditor~? of fortun~, 11 30 Pillion fnr Fun, :r Mas2 
Leisure, ~kic Larrabee and Eolf Ivieyersohn, editors (Glencoe 
Illinois: The Free Press, 1958}, p. 172. 
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leisure in greater amount and variety. There '\'Till be greater 
choice also in the length of the work-week based on group 
decision. I~ conjunction with the possible varieties of 
work time comes the possible varieties of leisure size and 
timing. Clawson feels that increased daily leisure would 
be wasted in the total accounting of the individual's year. 
To increase leisure time in large packages will necessarily 
be reflected in the community and business world, as well as 
education and recreational worlds. However, the most impor-
tant concern for Clawson is that time will become more 
important to man's leisure activities than money. Barring 
any major catastrophyJ income levels will continue to rise 
but economic growth will not increase the totr;l t:ime avail-· 
able. As an extremist concerned with the st~tus of the social 
structure he has been concerned for a. long time with the 
national income as measured in money and asks: 11 should 
we not now become equally concerned with natjonal time, 
measured as a resource and as .the :vital ingredient of life. u 2l 
The moderate position among reformers, which is more 
concerned vd.th the quality of this increased segment of man's 
existence, is best depicted by an early study of leisure done 
in the 1930s. This study apparently represents a major land-
mark in leisure concern. It was an attempt to explore the 
2lclawson, 21?.. cit. , · p. 20. 
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change in leisure value as a result of masses of people 
obtaining greater' amounts of free time via union benefits, 
an increase of workersJ spending power~ and the breakdown. 
of exclusiveness for a leisur~d few. The authors explained 
that the distribution of time expenditure is as important to 
the .analysis of the social pattern of the group and its well-
being as is the distribution of the money pattern: 
The justification for such study is found in one of 
the most general and deep-seated beliefs of the race, 
namely, the conviction that the maih satisfactions of 
life are to be found in the time and the activities 
which remain when work, ... sleep, and.the activi-
ties necessarily incidental thereto are done. On the 
basis of this a~iom, implicit in the behavior of people 
themselves, questions of the social well-being of 
groups must ultimately be measured largely ib terms of 
the amount of leisure which they have and the uses 
they make of it.22 
In their summary they stress the significance of 
but the Variations found in the qualitative uses of the eight 
types of leisure-time activities tabulated: eating, visit-
ing, reading, public entertainment, sports, radio, motoring, 
and club activities. For instance, they stressed the impor-
tance of not only notin~ hbw much time was spent listening 
to music on the radio, but also the quality of the music 
selected. There is a socially significant difference in 
22George Lundberg, Mirra Komarovsky, and Mary Alice 
Mcinerny, 11 The Amount and Uses of Lei sure, 11 Iv1ass Lei sur~, 
2£· cit., p. 194. 
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listening to a symphony or to a rock group. The classic 
statement of the reformer's ideology is put by these authors 
when they ask: 
• " • shall the guidance and the opportunity be 
provided by such agencies as the school, the public 
library, and the recreation commission or by cheap 
magazine stands and cabarets. We have .shown that the 
qualitative variety in pursuit of leisure is perhaps 
greater and more significant than the quantitative; 
the latter is lareely beyond local control and hence 
outside the province of recreation and park commis-
sioners. The true opportunity of such organizations 
lies in the possibility of improving quality.23 
In summary, the r.eformer fer~ls that J?ec_~USQ. !-i~~ i~ 
§:. !~ool_ of man 1 s S:2.ltu_r..§_ 1-t ~houl£ be :gsed ~.Q. tl~ grea~-~-~t 
advanta_cr .Qy the j.r1di "l{"id23a~ _to_ mo.l.g_ .bl.Y: ~oc;_i aJ __ str:0.~.tl.!Eg§_ t~o 
serve hJ.~ J?~!'Y_<2,~-~£· Brightbill best described the potential 
value of timE-; for the reformer whm1 he· said, !l'.l~ducation for 
teis_ure_takes_tJ.rn_e._1~ 21~- __ Educat_ion _ _il3_1l ___ §o ci a]__p_roG__e_::;_s by_ ___ _ 
which one attempts to gain social competence, maximum indivi-
dual development, control and selection of one's environment. 
These goals may bA accompli shed in the use of "di scretione:ry-:1 
time. They shOJ:!.:1d be made available via the means provided 
in the social system. 
23Ibid., p. 196. 
21.:-charles K. Brightbill, Education for Leisure-
Centered Livg)g (Harrisburg, Pennsylvania: The Stockpole 
Company, 196 , p. 162. 
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WORK 
The historical development of our Western society's 
attitude toward work was traced in the preceding chapter. It 
can be concluded that the modern position is one in which 
leisure has become a by-product of work. In contrast to the 
more simple society ours is one of strenuousness 1 evidenced 
by our striving to extend our work areas into all facets of 
life, to make work the chief value in life. Paradoxically, 
however, leisure time results from this strenuous, all-
absorbirig interest in work. The benefits, via efforts in 
technology to improve the work sphere, have provided the 
means to. achieve more leisure time. f"''any examples of thNJe 
efforts to achiave more free time can be seen in the factory 
--------sy-st,em,-c-i-ty-cGFlple-x-it-ies,-t:r-anspo:-.ta-timi-,--and-commun-icc:Lt.iorl----
improvements, In addition, we have been able to produce more 
with less labor which gives both more free time and an 
increased need to consume the products of our strenuous woTk 
efforts. 
In the ideology of the moralizer this free time and 
an increased need to consume represents a threat to the indi-
vidu~l of the loss of dignity and identity which ultimately 
undermines his ability either to establish his own goals or 
to achieve. those most valued by sociE';ty. The reformer, on 
the other hand, recognizing that mass production, which 
necessitates mass conswnption, often requires conformity and 
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uniformity, feels that a coordination of efforts and interest 
and a call to collectivize work and play can diversify the 
society, provided it remains adaptable and flexible in 
accepting new skills, habits, and manners--innovations to 
relieve the tension created in an affluent society in which 
work will remain an important value regardless of what may 
be said to the contrary. Th~ Netrneyers' study of recreation 
represents an example of this need to create oq~~anized solu-
tions to'the changed work-leisure perspective. They show 
how the recreation movement grew from the extension and 
commercialization o.f leisure as a result of the birth of the 
machine with its myriad of attending problems, such'a~ 
monotonous working conditions and overcrowded livind in 
urban situations. These extremist reforn1ers, wishing to s2e 
the social structure altered to better serve the individual, 
feel recreation '' ... is a positive movement rather than a 
negative one because it seeks to bring about adjustments to 
2r 
situations through the organization of activities'' J--a 
classic statement for the leisure reformer. 
The Problem of \'Jork Prestige 
The importance of the work-leisure problem to the 
reformer follows a continuum from one extreme, which vievlS 
25r.1artin H. /Neumeyer and Esther S. Neumeyer, Leisure 
and Recreation (New York: A. S. Barnes and Company, I93or,---
p :-·249. 
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leisure as the secondary character to the more dominant work 
value, through a median position which hopes to integrate 
the two experiences more equably, to the other extreme which 
views the desired relationship to be dominated by leisure. 
'I'he position take1i by these reformers will vary, roughly 
with whether or not they can be identified by our categories 
of extremist or moderate; that is, depending upon whether 
they are committed to maintaining the traditionally-established 
social systems or synthesizing a new set of processes. In· 
either case they adhere to the ideological position that the 
focu_£ should b~ plas:ed on ~he mean~ t~ acs;om.rlish the 
inevitable 0!:_ the~ gesirecJ. changes in s~iE:!Y· 
James C. CharleswDrth, for example, views the leisure 
time values a~ more important because. of the failure of work 
to provide man 1 3 cherished goals. He, representing the 
extremist reformer, would replace the work means for leisure 
means by utilizing the political systems. He makes two very 
startlingly strong value judgments concerning leisure which 
permeate his ~deological position. First, leisure is growing 
more rapidly than our capacity to use it wisely. Second, and 
even more arresting, is that the more monotonous the workers' 
employment the more monotonous will be his recreation pursuit 
in free time. 11 'l'here is no question that automation and 
semiautomation have created not only a problem of unemployment 
ll,,l 
but also·a problem of barren boredom." 26 He suggests five 
principles to b.e followed to achieve better leisure which 
include: 
1. Avoiding empty time for idle hands by using the 
nmore wholesome, creative and elevatinga leisure 
rather than work. 
2. Instigating programs by the gov~rnment for the 
side use of leisure--a public responsibility. 
3. Repudiating our preoccupation with the growth of 
the gross ·national economic product~-we need 
better distribution than production of good.:>. 
4. Substituting the value of leisure for the value 
of work so that the wise use of lei~ure is 
education and can be its own reason for existing. 
5. Refusing to imitate a leisure pattr-;rn from t>e 
past, but developing one compatible 1.vith our 
economy, 11 our cultural pluralism, our feth>hir.;m 
of equality, and our social intelligence.n27 
These goals are premised on this reformE:r1 n ideology tha:t:; 
the government, t~hat is p·c)litical ·.LnstitutJon~>, E3hou~ld.'bE~ 
------the~pr:Lme agent :\.n achieving this ~>tate of le:isun~. Fe fur--
---·--·-----------
ther suggests that we should have a state department of 
leisure with the needed legal and financial status as in 
other state departments, such as education, health) or 
transportation. 
Another extrc"!mist who views the political institutions 
as the most effective source to procure leisure is Nels 
Anderson. He, however, takes the view that not only is vrork 
26,Ja:nes C, Charlesvwrth, 11 A Comprehensive Plan for the 
':rdse Use of Leisure, 11 Leisur~ in £"mer~c~: Blessing 2£. Cur_I?_Q? 
Charles C. Charlesworth, editor (Monograph No. 4. Philadelphia: 
American Academy of Political and Social Science, 1964), p. 32. 
27rb~d., p. 36. 
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the dominant value but that it must remain so in order for 
·leisure to exist. He feels that both work and leisure must 
be viewed from their functions as agents of social integra-
tion. He traces the rise of nprestigc-'lful patterns of leisuren 
for the lower-middle and upper-lower classes as the result of 
industrialism. For ex~mple, unemployment has became a social 
evil, dreaded by bath ~he idler and the worker. Status is 
achieved in our society not only from the kind of work one 
does but merely from the fact that he has work, even though 
it may be dull, monotonous, and unrelated to the worker's 
personality needs. This has created a problem for our chil-
dren because this double standard results in an artificial: 
situat~on where the child is indoctrinated to prepare for. a 
life ot work but has little:opportunity to eain first-hand 
experience. Anderson suggests, therefore,- th~1t !!the-youn_g _________ _ 
person must be educated to use his time and to get satisfac~ 
tion out of it, not his work time alone. 1128 However, if 1t.!Ork 
security is an absolute necessity to man over which he has 
very little control, man can really have no leisure unless he 
has this security in the middle years of life. Recognizing 
the onslaught of the machine in the future world of the worker, 
Anderson suggests that citizenship activity might be able to 
replace material production as a way to earn a living. Public 
services can become, therefore, a means to maintain the status 
2f5 "\. d - . t lL 7 fn erson, QJ?.• ~ , p. ~. 
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values. (However, this citizenship might also absorb much 
of the leisure time which the machine has afforded, he 
cautions.) 
Anderson also feels that because the goveinment exists 
to serve the people it has a great opportunity to accomplish 
this ai~ with respect to work. 
Because of the increasing global interdependence of 
work and the now recognized inability of free enterprise 
to ensure full employment or free markets, national 
governments must asm1me greater leadership in overall 
work planning and in promoting global relationships 
favorable to trade.29 
In addition both private associ.ations and public services 
for leisure are suggested as solutionf.J to the leisu:t'f: side 
of this work-leisure integration. Private associations occu--
pied with leisure problems should operate to establish stand···· 
and the public services. 
This position, wb.ich is here defined as the median 
point in the work-leisure continuum for,the reformer, main-
tains that both are necessary factors in the social system so 
both should achieve a tlose interrelationship, rather than 
the dichotomous roles too often presented. Thi~ integrating 
factor, which a reformer feels inherent to the work-leisure 
context, suggests the possibility that new attitudes toward 
work may be brought from the nonwork spheres of life and vice 
29rt·d 
___ :?.:__.' p. 226. 
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versa. Max Kaplan, a more moderate reformer than Anderson, 
offers examples of this possible interrelationship in the 
growing number of professional government workers and others 
whose work permits their participation in nonwork activities. 
For example, the different roles a man plays in such diver-
sified experiences as home, office, church, and recreation 
permit a blending of similar values. Attitudes such as 
11 industriousness, perfection, rewards, response, gratifica-
tion, etc. n30 are now stressed in nonwork as v..r8ll as work 
activity. In addition there are an increasing number of 
recreational fa6ilities aimed toward mass appeal which will 
be reflected in the work relationships. Certainly the force 
of working women has altered the'.concept of le1sure. Use of 
labor-saving devices, pleasant working conditions, needed 
facilities for dependent children outside the home have 
posed questions about what, where, and how much leisure 
action should be utilized by women. HeforrJl of work g..2_als is 
Kaplan-is also concerned about 'the depersonalization 
of the individual and the problem of unemployment as a result 
of the impact of automation, which requires the individual to 
seek other ways to obtain his needed psychological satisfactions 
30 . Kaplan, QQ· cit., p. 43. See also George C. Homans, 
The Human Gro~D2_ (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Co., 1950). ·. 
and avoid alienation. Kaplan describes the four types of 
leisure with which man was formerly concerned: 
1. The permanent, voluntary leisure of the rich. 
2. The temporary involuntary leisure of the 
unemployed. 
3. The regularly scheduled leisure of those on 
holidays or vacation. 
4. The temporary or permanent incapadity of the 
disabled or retired. 
14-5 
To this last group must now be added those who by the social 
system are deemed "unneeded" or "unable" but who do not per-
ceive this incapacity themselves--the unemployed from auto-
mation. A fifth group emerges whj_ch Kaplan identifies as 
11 those to whom increased automation will mean cycles o.f 1t.rork 
and nomvork with no stipulation or psycho1or:y of uneJYq)J.ov-· 
ment, wi t,h continuing pay, and wit.b a drarrati c :intervreaving 
of frE:e time anc~. work time. tt3l The v.rorker vvho will be 
retained on the .:oayroll f3chedule because his experience is 
needed only at certain times to support or supplement the 
machine, such as is now seen in some food-processing plant~, 
exemplifies this fifth group. Kaplan supplies us with one 
of the most comprehenBive analyses now available from a 
leisure theorist of the function of the family, the urban and 
the rural con~unities, the state, and religious groups which 
should be available to reorganize and r:eorient our leisure 
values and permit man to gain his creative potential and to 
31Kaplan, ibid., p. 47. 
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relieve the sense of alienation. As a reformer he sees the 
need for the system to alter its methods to achieve its goals. 
From a more historical approach Margaret Mead traces 
this Bame integrative force which may exist between work and 
leisure in the middle of this continuum. Leisure in the 
past always had to be earned, even by the child who through 
learning and growing earned the right to play. Unearned 
lei sure 11 comes under the heading of vi ce---·where the pleasure 
comes first and the pain afterwards--instead of virtue, 
where the pain or work precedes the reward. 11 32 The term 
"recreation 11 is the,epitomy of this vmrk-leisure sequence. 
It comes from Latin which means to restore or refresh in 
order to revitalize one so that he may be more prepared to 
return to activity that is non-recreational, meaning work. 
has had to expend great energy in order to survive. However, 
many conditions have emerged since World War II to alter this 
concept of work:· a rising standard of living; rising wages; 
altered conditions between work done, money earned, and 
products available to buy; a lowered standard of work profi-
ci~ncy; easy installment pu~chasing; a fear that prosperity 
will not last, that atomic war will ensue, and that automa-
tion will produce a terrible depression. In response to 
3') . "·Margaret Mead, "The Pattern of Leisure in 
Contemporary American Culture, 11 ~1ass Leisure, .2.£· cit_., p. 10. 
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these conditions the emphasis of values has been shifted 
from work to the home which now becomes the focus for work-
ing; a shift from the religious sphere to the home for commu-
nity services; a shift of vacation and holiday use from the 
value of work release to the value of family solidarity. 
Mead asks if this shift to family life has really become 
leisure. If so, then family life should be easier by defini-
tion tban it is in the play-leisure concept. The job, how-
ever, is becoming recreation in the physical sense--a relief 
from the demanding home cond:\. tioM>, 11 a chance for a little 
peace and quiet, a quiet, small time to collect one's 
thought. n33 The career is becoming the t3ubsidiacy segment 
of the work-play sequence. A;.; a moderat(~ refu:cmer Mead 
----~--sug-gest~3-a __ chang~- in_ this relation ship in which the role of 
-----------
recreation (or leisure) serves to alter both the economic 
and.family institutions makipg them more meaningful to the 
individual; 
1'his must be a revlsJ.OD [in recreation] which will 
make the members of society--where delight in high level 
proficiency should now replace dogged willingness to 
work long hours for very limited rewards--able to inte-
grate shorter hours of work and the new engrossing home 
rituals into some kind of a whole in v-.rhich these outmoded 
seauencesj ~eritage of an age of scarcity, can be 
overcome. 4 
Moving along this continuum of work-leisure values one 
observes a recognition of the growing importance of leisure 
34Ibid. 
activity. One of the most important writers on ~conomic 
sociology, Robert Dubin, in an essay devoted to the worker's 
significant perception of his world, states that his research 
shows first that three-quarters of the industrial workers do 
not derive their primary life interests from their work 
sphere. This is occurring, he feels, because the role of 
secondary relationships in our highly-urbanized, impersonal 
social system permits work to become s~condary. Secondly, 
the significance of .his research shows that because ninety 
per cent of the workers preferred primary relationships away 
from the industrial job, the relationship between the indivi-
dual and the complex, bureaucratic economic organization can 
hardly fail to be disrupted and l8ss than a satisfying source 
of human social experience . 
. -·(3!1(; h yp.ot-h esi.s--I5u b fnTe-st e d -was ... the a s·surn ptTcin-thi'ft:- E.t-
person's participation may be necessary to him in some aspect 
of his life experiences but may carry no significant impor-
tance to him. This hypothesis is important because of the 
grea~ concern about the meaninglessness of the work experi-
ences resulting from technology which makes work monotonous 
and repetitive. This, it has been repeatedly stated, brings 
human alieriation, disorder, and indifference. Dubin finds, 
however, that industrial ~ork has an important focus for 
integrating the technical environment to the larger society. 
This interdependency, rather than being alienating to the 
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individual, 11may be functional for society because it sharply 
etches for the individual some awareness of the division of 
labor and its resultant interdependency.n35 Urbanism is a 
very het~rogeneous, often isolated and diverse experience 
which has resulted from the division of labor. And so it is 
on the job that this urban'ite may learn more acutely than 
anywhere else how dependent he is on others, but social 
concensus among the workers is not necessary to achieve the 
desired results within the technolo[,ical experience. 
Of wltat significance are these conclusionH to leisure? 
Dubin (a moderate) feels that this realization will help 
reduce the strain created by our changinG technological con-
clition by placing the modern work experience in a redefined 
position. 'l'he vJorker' s cEmtral life interest need not. be 
-------
work and yet he has a well-devE";lo};ed -sense--oT-tl:ie -frnpcfr--ran_c_e_ -
of work and the work arena. Dubin feels therefore that much 
of·management's efforts in personnel and industrial relations 
to restore work as i central life interest operates contrary 
to the social development of the individual's desire to find 
his main expression at the community level. He concludes 
his study by evaluating this social movement in positive · 
terms: 
------------
3 5R.obert Dubin, 11 Industrial Workers' V·lorld, rr F;a ss 
Lets~, 91?.· ~it., p. 225. 
Weber emphasized the impersonality and efficiency 
of modern bureaucratic organization. The efficiency 
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dan remain along with the impersonality, providing there 
are other points in the society [such as leisure activ-
ity] where the primary social relation-s can be 
experienced. 
~ . . Our great social inventions will probably not 
come in connection with work life; they will center in 
community life. This research certairily suggests the 
importance of this insight.36 
Nothing could better demonstrate the divergency of views of 
theorists of leisure than a comparison of this with the 
positjon of, say, deGrazia. Not only is release frcm the 
work ethic d(:?sirable, it has l.H~gun! 
Harvey Swados 1 study of Akron 1 s Gooclyc:!ar rubber plant 
corroborates Dubin's·vie~~oint. One of the first laree 
industries to parmit a shortened work-week, GoodyeAr's experi-
ence has aroused interest and concern about whether people 
. will use increased leisure time w5..sely, v.1hether moonlightin[ 
will increase, what social effects will result to the family, 
etc. Swados 1 study shov.,red many variables which operated in 
use of time, including high female employment on a permanent 
basis; seniority expectation, paid vacations, and retirement 
pensions; high consumption rates, especially of autos and 
homes; extensive use of recreational facilities; and active 
church participation, mostly revivalism and fundamentalism. 
This would seem to agree with Dubin's contention that one's 
central interest less and less is in the work sphere. 
36Jbid., p. 227. 
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One startling observation caused Swados to sound the 
reformer's call of the need for change in the social struc-
ture of our higher goals: extensive moonlighting. Not alone 
is moonlighting widespread. It is also complex. It exists 
not so much from boredom as from a recognition of the needed 
shift to a service-oriented job in order to hedge against 
automation. In addition, the worker is a servant to his 
union who has engineered this shorter work week and with 
whom he must agree. His employers look the~ other way when 
h~ moonlights because this absorbs his energies and makes 
him more malleable .to their needs than the worker whose sole 
reliance is on one job. Lastly, he is primarily the result 
of the Depression or is a young man with a family who has 
made commitments for exten::;ive payments for consumption 
productf3, who i ;_; basically insecure and who wishes to make, 
save, and spend while possible. Swados is gloomy and dis-
mayed at this aspect of future leisure based qn a shortened 
work-week: 
When the dust has settled--and a good many hmnan 
beings have suffered in the struggle to achieve it--we 
will probably .find ourselves in the era of the shorter 
work-week. 1:_hen Mr. Achlesinger's warning of a populace 
trained to work but not to live wjll be seen in all its 
force-~and in all likelihood it may be too late to do 
anyth:Lng about it in a missile-maddened, consumption-
crazy society premised on lun~cy and buttressed by 
hypocrisy.37 
37Harvey Swados, 11 Less Vvork---Less Leisure, 11 Ivlass 
~eisure, QE.· cit., p. 363. 
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What does he as a moderate reformer suggest to resolve 
this type of strain in our society? We must incite the 
imagination of our social scientists, in much the same fash·-
ion as physical scientists' imagination is stirred to conquer 
other spheres, to 
... break free of the internal isolationism, the 
exclusive concern with career and fan1ily, which has pre ... 
occupied them in c6mmon with most Americans for the past 
decade and more, ... [so they] will undertake auda-
ciously ·the task of outlining a social order in which 
both work and leisure will be rationally based. What is 
needed is a social order in which, most important of 
all, the masses of man will be protected against the 
swelling flood of 11 entcrtainmentn opiates in ordc~r that 
they may be Anergized to search freely for new patterns 3g of spontaneous ·living for themselves and their children. 
As we move tmvard the le:L sure end of the \<rork-1 ei sure 
continuum in which the. reformer hopes to sec-; the ernerguncf-3 
of leisure as the dominant value over work, theorists become 
society is and should become can best be relieved when the 
individual is release·d from the now unnecessary work ethic. 
For example, John Kenneth Galbraith--the economist v1hose con--
cetns for the social order are numerous--feels that we have 
not adequately understood what has resulted from achieving 
greater than sustenance levels economically. The only action 
which has resulted in our economic institutions in response 
to affluence has been a reduction in the work-week. This 
reflects a decline in the 11 marginal urgency11 of goods, a 
38·rb · ct 
_l __ .' p. 362. 
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decline in the importance of goods. This has not been 
understood and instead has been explained as a change toward 
the growing importance of leisure as- a value. Galbraith sug-
gests that other methods than reduction in the work-l'leek 
should be implemented as a response to affluence. Work can 
be made more pleasant and easier. He feels making working 
conditions more pleasa'nt is as important as making the home 
pleasant because 11 to a degree, he [the worker] can escape 
the latter but not the former.n39 Another alternative 
response to increasing affluence in the work-leisure , ' ;:;ynorowE-; 
is for fewer people to work. Both the young and the old 
should reap the benefits of this declined urgency of goods. 
The old, if they can be retired because many goods have a lo~ 
urgency, can be given a· ~:~atisfactc-_;ry standard. of living~ 
Likewise, 11 :i.f vir::. are affluent enough to dispense 1:1i th the 
product of juvenile labor, it again follows that we are 
affluent enough to provide the education that.takes its 
place.n40 Lastly Galbraith suggests that the labor force may 
not be needed at all times in this state. We should there-
fore be willing to provide them with an accustomed standard 
of living which cov~:~rs what they customarily need. 
But the greatest possibility to our society is to 
eliminate toil as a required part of our economic institution. 
39Gal bra i th, 2£· c~_1. , p. 261. 40·rb · ct · -J62 ~ ....___2 .. _. ' p • /..., ..... 
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Galbraith recognizes that a leisure class, based on absence 
of toil, has universally existed· until .our modern times in 
which idleness is no longer valued. This group has been 
replaced by another, much larger group, "to which work has 
none of the older connotatj.on of pain, fatigue, or other 
mental or physical discomfort. tt41 All forms of work have 
beEm erroneously lumped as being toil. This is now recov-
"' 
nized as false, for many kinds of work are enjoyable. The 
goal of this new large .emerging class therefore becomes the 
indoctrination of our children in an occupation wf'ich will 
provide these satisfactions in work. Galbraith discusses 
this as a class phenpmenon, having mobility, hieri:n'chy; 
socialization r~quirements, and evidence of superiority 
fe£~lincs. 
-
More importantly, however, the decline of those who 
normally toil should be regarded with approval. This goal 
will be the counterpart of the new major goal in our society 
to extend this new class, via qualitative and ~uantitative 
education, to be as inclusive of all in our society as possi-
ble. Galbraith, in his final statements about the ultimate 
goals of our society, eloquently expresses the reformer's 
desire to alter the social system in response to the needs of 
the individuals: 
~-1 Ibid. , p • 2 6 3 • 
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Why should men struggle to max1m1ze income when the 
price is many dull and dark hours of labor? Why espe-
cially should they not seek instead to maximize the 
rewards of all the hours of their days? And since this 
is the plain and obvious aspiration of a great and grow-
ing number of the most perceptive people) why should it 
not be the central goal of the society?42 
Surely L. L. Sul~'s study affords additional insight 
into the differentiation between toil and work which is 
suggested by Galbraith& This differentiation might permit 
leisure to become a dominc:mt cult.ural norm in our soci.ety. 
He maintains that the Latin American is incapable of leisure 
experience bE>cause of the toil--pr'oduccd exhau.stion in a 
subsistence--oriented environment. Few Latin Americc:m~> experi-· 
ence work in ~ny sense of social experience; most are involved 
in toil. Th:i.f:; attituch; can be SlJ.mmaried :-.1.:; nleisure is 
- --- ___ better __ tban vwrk n when vwr·k means o~).::Y toil. 'l'hE~Y will go 
to great extremf.:'L:; to avoid toil, or to do as little -as po-s:-.}i--= --
ble because this represents a loss of time and energy for 
something which cannot be replaced--the desire to control 
their own individual expenditures of time and energy.43 
Therefore Suhm, a moderate, disagrees with those who 
write that leisure is to be rega.rded as time off from work or 
as non-productive consumption of time. He concludes that: 
Leisure properly,employecl _Q.§ln be just as productive 
(if not more productive) in an economic or any other 
42roiq., p. 268. 43s h 't r(: u m, QE.· c1_.) p. J), 
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sense, as those activities and processes commonly thought 
of as opposed to leisure; that is, work and labor.L~4 
The sooner we realize this relationship betv-1een work and 
leisure the sooner and more effective will be any effort to 
help the Latin Americans to achieve the unity between their. 
rich cultural expressions and the material economy which will 
enable them to enrich the meaning ef their lives. By impli-
cation, Suhm stresses the need to incorporate the leisure 
norm found in Latin America with our work ethic to permit 
our system the achievement of more meaningful leisure. 
It would appear that in looking at the reformers we 
have come full circle in this exploration of the relation of 
work and leisure. That is, we have seen that there are those 
who hold that leisure can only em0rge from the work sphere; 
tc,lwse-who--insisl,_th_,'l_t __}iork and le:l. sure mu~3 t be recognJ_ zed. <:H> 
a social unity; and those who hold that leisure might best 
dominate the work arena. In all of these positions, howBver, 
there is the basic commitment to alert the social system so 
that the individual's important goals might be achieved. 
The economic institutions need to reform not only their value 
concepts bvt the means by which they are to be utilized to 
advance the goals of the society. A special posj. tion wh.ich 
the reformers employ should be noted which contrasts with 
41tibid., p. 131. See also Hannah Arendt, The Jluman 
.Qondition {Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday Anchor Books, 1956), 
. pp. 93-94. 
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t.hat held by the moralizers--,:they usually_ offer sped fi_q_ 
suggestions about the means !Q mak~ these _reforms . 
. URBANISM 
Because the reform theorist is wedded to the attitude 
that strain .is produced as a result of urtsatisfactoty social 
conditions it seems reasonable to expect he will be greatly 
concerned ~n, if not directly involved with, changes in 
societal living patterns. Urbanization represents one such 
pattern. That this phenomenon is closely connected with 
industrialism seems obvious. The question which concerns 
reformers primarily is what will happen to lei sure af3 a rc:su1 t 
of urbanj.sm: hcrN will the individual attain his gr(:~a i:,e;_:;t. 
< 
satisfaction of needs through his use of leisure in an 
-------
urbanized society? 
Nels Anderson effectively summarizes the reformers' 
position toward this interrelated process of the industrial-
urban complex. Urbanism means to him a moving toward anonym-
ity in mass living, impersonality in the automated industrial- -
ized work relationships, and a growing interdependence of the 
urbanites coupled with a wide variety of choice in time use. 
Cities, because of their accumulated wealth, need, to: provide 
new methods to offer services; better influence work and pro-
duction; control more effectively the time allotment services 
which a competitive urb8.n, mobile people require; and give 
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better administrative coordination to offer the individual 
more freedom from the mechanics of this complicated urban-
industrial social organization.45 This will result in a new 
leisure, a man-made leisure based on technological inventions 
of production, of transportation and communication, and hetero-
geneous living conditions -which contrast significantly to the 
village pattern of folk festivals. The reformer thus not 
only describes the change in social organization but neces-
sarily then must suggest means for the various structures to 
enhance the organized processes: in this case to offer ways 
to provide better leisure opportunity to the urbanized · 
individual. 
___________________ ___llrb_ani :::~m __ _a~f_f_e_r_s __ mu l:ti p_l e_d i ff_er ent __ o_p_po I'-tun iti e s _for- __ . _ 
the individual to express his personality. Industrialism, 
because it is a major part of this urban process, affords 
much greater opportunity for leisu~e time and choice. This 
has been substantiated in the previous discussion. In addi-
tion to this there is the greater degree of sophistication 
possible in the urban environment; in the attainment of fash-
ion in our dres~, manners, possessions, and reading and 
artistic materials. 
-----------
45Anderson, QJ?.· cit. , pp. 22-24. 
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The pursuit [of these types of fashion] is more of an 
interest today because we are more an urbanized people 
than ever before .. We have more leisure than ever before, 
and it is in leisure that sophistication shows itself, 
especially in the competitive social phases of leisure.46 
Anderson feels that this process of sophistication 
arises from the accumulation of industrial wealth and thus· 
urban wealth. More importantly he sees this inevitable 
accumulation of our knowledge in libraries, museums, art 
gal.lerie~3, and ,science laboratories, not only as an opportu-
nity to attain more sophisticated leisure, hut as !!efforts 
of Urbanites collectiVely to make thern:::>el V ()f.) ~38C1Jre DV8 in ;3 t 
want, a problem that the man living with the resources does 
not have. ~~~-'7 Sophisticated leisure to Anderson i;:; U·llJs 
AnothPr concomitant to the accumu1ation of urban wt::alth 
is the growing mobility of peopJe which Anderson sees oper-
ating at two levels simultaneously. More leisure provides 
more mobility opportunity for the non-city-living people com-
ing to the city to spend their money and time before return-
ing home. Also there are more work-seeking mobile strangers 
who come to the city to live, thereby stimulating competition. 
These may cause disruptions for avrl1ile but eventually a~~imi-
lation is achieved. The two types of mobile people, vertical 
and horizontal, to the urban scene he feels must learn to 
46Ibid., p. 7. L~7Ibid., p. 10. 
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work and play together because leisure provides this 
orientation to mobility. It is government's responsibility 
to recognize ~hese various types of mobile groups and pro~ 
vide means to permit adaptations for them, according to 
Anderson--the extremist's wish to have the political structure 
provide the impetus for needed change is again sounded. 
M.ax Kaplan also stresses the unique position of the 
city to provide facilities such as museums and art centers 
which the larp,e tax structure makes possible. He, H mocter-
ate hovrever, acld.s other dist:inctive factors which an urbnn 
&rea may provide for leisure involvRment--parks with good 
facilities and leadership, transportation facilj_ties in and 
out of tl"J 0 u.rben region, education to rne!Jt (~very l<.i nd of 
interests who can be called upon ~o provide ways to produce 
groups and clubs for hobbies or teaching amateurs in artistic 
works, 11volunteer citizens 1 organizations whose fun ct:Lon it 
is to- work for recreational facilities in the commun:Lty, 11 and 
"large commercial ent~~rprises for recr-eation that depend on 
concentrated populations. al+S 
He contrasts the city person's need ~nd use of leisure 
to the rural person who has longer periods of consecntive 
free time, is in a less hurried atmosphere, is free from 
48Kaplan, 21?.· _git., pp. 135-37. 
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leisure fads, and experiences most leisure within the family 
and church atmosphere. The rural dweller has less need for 
.the professiopal leisure leader because there are fewer 
choices and more possible development of the resources native 
to his area. Kaplan sees this as producing less strain on 
the individual, less need for leisure to act as a solidify-
ing force, and 11 less psychological and emotional need to 
relax for therapeutic reasons, 11 49 than that which the urban 
dweller experiences, and thus there is less need for the 
social systems to provide the ways and means to help the 
individual achieve leisure satisfaction. 
Ano!}yJ.!li~:L..9...:f. __ 1~a: .. ~s Living 
.Doth the moralizer and reformer are concerned with the 
individual's inability to resist the impact of technology and 
automation will swallow him up into an alienated, non-
identifiable, malleable chJmp ·of c~ay 1tJho has _relj_nquished 
his right to make choices and establish goals. The reformer 
sees mass living as also involving an alienated, conforming 
person who has ·had his freedom and indi vidu.ality removed from 
him by the impact of the modern industrial-urbanized society, 
but whose freedom to choose can an_s! should b§. f'_QStor:_ed Qy_ th~. 
means !"!j_tl)in th~ socia1.:. _?tructures themselves. 
49I~id., p. 136. 
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To Nels Anderson, mass society is synonymous with mass 
organization, administration, production, distribution, trans-
portation, and leisure. 
We must recognize anonyrnity as a national development, 
a social and psychological necessity for mass living. 
• . . He [the urban dweller] must b(:! selective in his 
contacts, and fortunately in the urban milieu it is 
possible to be selective.50 
Therefore the urban scene can become both the source of 
alienation and yet the means to·relieve thiS sense of conflict 
arising from mass living. 
l~nder~>on .CE-~els those mo~_t=:_ concerned about anonymity 
in the urban scene center this concern on leisure rather than 
on work relationships. To them work affords fir~ and regular 
forms of human .::tab:Llizing association, l:mt le:i.:'mre offers 
more temptation and so a less stabilizing influence. He 
feels this fear is ungrounded because leisure also provides 
many compelling interdependent ~elationships. Conformity to 
him is a positive, not a negative concept--it provides the 
individual with the means to achieve a state of freedom he 
desires by me~ting the required expectations of society. In 
contrast ~o the rural scene, one may belong to a more tran-
sient primary group or to a more formally organized group, 
but it requires of him the same kind of conformity and loyalty 
as does the rural primary group. In all the various types of 
5°Anderson, .QJ?.• cit., p. 8. 
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groups to which the urbanite belongs, "the intimate ones in 
primary groups, the special interests in the secondary 
groups and his civic interests in relation to the law, 
modern man is anything but a person loose in the crowd. 11 51 
Anderson thus feels there is no philosophical rationale 
needed for this urban existence. 
It. should b<=~ enough if one is able to live in his 
milieu in some integrated, orderly and satisfying fash-
idns; if he can work when he must and not feel frus-
trated, or play 1vhen play is in order, vd thout lof3ing 
. J ' l t:: 2 socJa __ oa.~ . .::~n.ce. J ~ . 
The rural citizen's rationale for his existence is achieved 
in the situation itself. The urbanite, whose existence is 
more complex and changing, will need help in leRrning to use 
his leisure and adapt to the changes more rap1dLy. This 
help must come from the urban system--the existent social 
structure ¢apable of providing the means for individual ful-
fillment, and most especially the political structure. 
Totally disagreeing, Charles K. Brightbill feels that 
lack of space, enforced leisure, and the urbanization process 
are all interrelated in causing many of the modern problems 
facing our society, the greatest dne being alieriation. 
~e need both privacy and people, but people who care. 
Urbanization breeds not only status seekers, image seek-
ersi and personality erasers, but also noise needers to 
whom a moment of silence is an hour of thunder.53 
p. 29. 
51Jb"d 
_.:....2:_. ' p. 207. 52Ibid., p. 247. 
53Brightbill, Education for Leisure-Centered Lj_ying, 
Most reformers make concrete suggestions for what they 
consider the leisure problem, especially the extremists. 
With -respect to this alienation problem Br:Lr:;htbill' s last 
book finishes with a chapter entitled, "Prescription for 
Action: What Government and People Can Do.'' 54 Among other 
specific suggestions are included the need to build the 
urban centers, to jettison the outmoded and unsucc~ssfril 
zoning separation of business and residence, to revamp the 
dated and poor zoning and building codes. 
Place the human in a bf~alltiful, attract:L ve env:ironment 
where he lives and works, and the first step is taken 
toward enriching his life, toward his enjoyment of_the· 
leisure for which he has been or will. be educc.1t.<:~d. 55 
Note, according to this extremist 1 the g6als will be 
accomplished primarily tltrough the political institution. 
------
Ur'ban -pTa rifling nee-ds-a::tso-----:i.n-vl:l~l:ve'-an--ilnpor'-tan:t_ segm_en_i:, __ 
of Miller and Robinson's comprehensive study of recreation 
in our leisure age. To these theorists the satisfaction 
available via the community process to provide the individual 
happiness, especially through leisure, involves the use ~f 
his free time. Therefore recreation leaders must exist and 
function to assess the community's needs and resources for 
leisure and r~creation. A study of Los Angeles is cited in 
which this metropolis was divided into nine different types 
of sub communi ti.es each requiring slightly different 
54Ib:Ld .. , p. 179. 
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recreational services to meet the felt needs--such as the 
reduction of the delinquent juvenile gangs of the least-
advantaged areas. In assessing whether these problems 
could be resolved via leisure activity the authors offer two 
solutions: one which involves specialized programs serviced 
by intensively and specially-trained personnel including 
individual as well as gr6up guidance programs; the other 
involves a larger over-all urban recreation program to give 
training in societal values to the youth via public-operated 
and voluntary programs. This hopefully would reduce or 
redirect unsupervised leisure time a6tivities contributing 
to delinquency: 
The cornplexity and magnitude of the problems of urban 
life have resulted in efforts to· rev;:_ew urban community 
life, to correct problem f.; of unplanned sp:cawling metro-· 
--- - --pcn-n~-arri-sm-1--and-to--provide-for-bc:J_s-i-c- commun-it-y--serv-i-ces ,---:-6 including housing, schools, open spaces, and recreation.5 
They are primarily extremist reformers who place the major 
emphasis on government-sponsored recreation programs. 
Recreation Needs 
It is not within the perimeters of this paper to review 
the birth and status of recreation in our society. However, 
as can be noted from the previous section, recreation is a 
large part of leisure and represe~ts an important emphasis 
--·----- ,,;____ _ 
56Norman P. Miller and Duane M. Hobi.nson, The ~eisure 
Age: Its phalleng_£ to _ _Itecreatio_r_}_ (Belmont, California: 
Wadsworth Publishing Company, Inc., 1963), p. 247. 
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for many leisure theorists, most especially the extreme 
reformers. Recreation to the reformer,. like play· to the 
moralizer, becomes part of man's basic needs seen in his tul-
tural expressions. As explained earlier it means to restore, 
to revitalize, and to re-create energy lost £rom other action. 
The Neumeyers have traced the emergence of recreation 
as an instjtution serving both the group and the individual. 
Social processes, such as competition and conflict, accom-
modation, assimilation, and socialization via learninr~ the 
., 
folkways, mores and law, are all explored to establish the 
breadth of this cultural expression.57 As extremist reform-
ers they feel our modern recreation is the most highly-
developed expression of leisure wltich has been accomplished 
only within the last fj_fty years. The main purpose of this 
recreational activities for all inhabitants through gov~rn­
mental support and. control. n 58 1.Vhy is this needed now? What 
factors have occurred to make such·a program a· solution to 
the strain produced in our social syst~m? Among others, the 
Neumeyc:;rs list 
the industrialization of labor with its attending 
monotony in many occupations, the high degree Df special-
izatjon required for many professions, ... the increas-
ing amount of money available for recrea~ion, ... the 
congestion of people in our cities ... 59 
--·--------
57Neurneyer and Neumeyer, QP_. ,g_t1_., p. 9. 
58rb · d · ?9r7 -~.:--• ) p e ..... • 59It>:Lcl .• , pp. 121-22. 
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And so the recreation movement is seen as a response 
to the strain arising from our modern urban-industrial 
society and it functions to reduce these conflicts for the 
individual through its growth as an institutional process. 
This position is als? taken by Nels Anderson who feels that 
"institutional recreation is perhaps the principal influence 
in defining for people what leisurE! is and how it should 
be used. 1160 
Paul F. Douglass and Marion Crawford agree and describe 
recreation as one of three major institutional innovations 
of the twentieth century arising in response to increasing 
quantities of time, energy, and money. The innovations are 
mass media of communication and· reograph:[ c mobilitr resulting 
from transportation inventions. They trace briefly this 
events occurred which will decide the future direction of 
leisure. One was the 1962 report of the Outdoor Recreation 
Resources Review Commission to the President and Congress of 
the Unj.ted States which 11 brought to cultural analysis, recrea-
tion forecasting, planning, and development of a scientific 
methodology. n 61 The second factor is cybE)rnation 1.'fhi ch will 
6°Anderson, .2.12.· cit. , p. 4L~. 
6lp~ul F. Douglass and Robert 11'1. Crawford, "Implementa-
tion of a Plan for the vJise Use of Leisure, n Leisure in 
America: J.Hessing or Curse? 21?.· cit. , p. 53. 
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probably, according to these authors, alter the conventional 
concept of work to such an extent that it may cease serving 
as a valid part of the economic theory of how our national 
product is to be allocated. 
According to these extreme reformers, ten areas for 
action with which our social structures should be concern-
ing themselves include: 
1. Improvem~nt and unification of career profes-
sional recreators. 
2. Cabinet-level executive departments of recrea-
tion to meet the administrative needs. 
3. Graduate school corroboration which should 
not only instruct but do research for 
recreation education. 
l1-. 11 Bridgemanship" between the recreation industry 
and the recreation profes sj_on. 
5. Utilization of mass-media, especially 2dver-
tising, ttto escalate the standard of living 
on top of the present high l.evel of 
consumption. a 
6-.--In-f'0rma-t-i-onal=r_es_earc_h __ _.2_Q}'V:Lce at the profes·· 
sional level as well as at ___ tnecohsume:r----- -~- --
level to compete successfully with other 
industries for free time use. 
7. A strong organizational structure in local 
government to coordinate planning, develop-
ment, and financing of recreation with other 
associations and groups in the ldcal government. 
8. Community corroboration which involves effective 
use of volunteers and their agencies because 
11 community service is one of the highest forms 
of leisure activities that one can engage in.n 
9. Personnel development to effect greater 
competence. 
10. Value criticism of the quantities of disposable 
time, money, and energy to be accomplished by 
the establishment of a new .social tool which 
could be titled the Council on Social Values. 
To these reformers of leisure th~ regeation movement is the 
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§~Ter_ to helR. sha~ the American ideals, and to tthelp man 
become the kind of being inherent in the promise. 11 62 
Miller and Robinson's comnrehensive study of 
• J, • 
recreation naturally deals with the development of profes-
sional recreation and the various personnel involved. It is 
their stated hope that our society.will work to build our 
communi ties and institutions to escape the 11 perpetual vi ctirri-
ization by the hidden persuaders and waste makers," become 
more free from status buying, and achieve the creative 
leisure-seeking life which will support our goals of indivi-
dual welfare based on ethical and meaningful human relation--
ships. They feel, therefore, that 
a var5t rr1obilization of the constructive forces in the 
communities and the nations must take place. Among 
these constructive forces must be an enlightcmed public 
iD_t ex'_E::E3 t an:j_____an __ a1 e_l~t_and_f or_:tva.r-.d=l-ookicng--r'OGJ"ea-trien 
--profession t.hat will advance c:ducation for leisure, 
community oreanization for recreation, and a public 
policy in support of such broad values. The hope is 
that the growing recreation 2rofession will dictate its 
efforts to these goals . ~ .u3 · 
In summary, all of these reformers recognize the 
urbanization process as a casual factor in the increased 
amount of strain which the indi vj_dual experiences in modern 
industrial existence. Professional recreation and urban 
--------
62Ibid., pp. 56-69. See also Brightbill, Educ.§.ti_on 
for Lej.sure-Centered Livj.n_g, pp. 144-59. 
63Miller and Robinson, .212.· cit., p. 470. 
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planning are the means to resolve the conflicts which concern 
the extreme reformers. The moderate reformer focuses on 
voluntary organizations. to provide needed leadership and 
programs for the increased leisure opportunity which the 
urban milieu affords. 
SOCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
Leisure behavior cari be viewed, as can all forms of 
behavior, as an element of human existence in which the 
individual becomes a major component of the lar[:';i'-?r ~~oc:i r1l 
collective life. According to Don Martinda~e, sociologist 
and theorist of institutions, hwnan behavior consists of four 
elements~ impulses, the d:i.sposi tion of the person to act; 
means, the in~3truments of action; values, th0; end or goal of 
--.-------tfie-action; and consequences, which may or may not involve. 
the actual achievement of the goal. 64 T•Ian 1 s behavior thus 
is the result not only of his individual bioloe:ical response 
but of the social environment in v'rhi.ch he learns the goaT~> 
and means via established social practices. These practices 
commonlY take the form of institutions which are recognized 
as the organized solutions to collective needs of man. And 
so social structures exist as r~sponses to special ways of 
organiz.ing interhuman behavior. They also repre~~ent reference 
64non Martindale, Communitv, Character and Civiliza-
tion (London: The Free Press of Glencoe~ l963T-~pp.-394-9.6. 
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systems--methods of. establishing a hierarchy of values. 
. ' 
(This becomes the premise for Kenneth R. Kimball's doctoral 
.dissertation ~n which he concludes that leisure not only is 
becoming institutionalized but will replace other institutions 
in dominance within our social system.) 
A basic explanation of the social behavior approach is 
given by Martindale in which he describes the emergencR of a 
new ethic of 11 togethernessn as a replacement for the former 
individualistic attj.tude. He sees a new national self~ 
consciousness arising in which the member of our society has 
gained material wealth and sudden leisure, but is 11 be\vildered 
by what to do with his free time--·for as old .form:.:.; are being 
cast aside there hasn't been time to recast a ne~ effectiv~ 
synthesis of the cultural form of thE-; mat3S 1tmrld .~t65 Thus 
----------the reform-the(yrTst-!nust re-vTev1----:r:l1_e_c11Iturar <fii_d_ socrar-- --
structures to determine the means to relieve the strain which 
has occurred between.the individual and his society. Some 
of these conditions producing this·strain in the leisure 
experience with which this section wil·l be concerned involve 
the society's basic values, the community or group response, 
the changing family, passivity and spectatoritis, and the 
political process. 
65Ibid .. , p. 359. 
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Values and Goals 
The impact of three major developments in the twentieth 
-
century has caused us to examine our goal systems, according 
to Miller and Robinson: the growth o£ modern science has 
permitted better· understanding physiologically, psychologi-
cally, and socially of man's needs; the great increase of· 
free time has prompied the need to examine the potential 
plus and minus use of leisure; and there has been a greater 
understanding of the values of the ''good life 11 for man because 
he has been somewhat successful in organizing his economic 
and social life 11 to.pennit him to survive and live at a level 
of comfort, decency, and dignity, and to pursue the arts of 
leisure with his basic needs "e c11"' ed "66 ·::> J J. .. • The recreation 
movement, a distir1ct segment of lrdsure to the rc:;form theor-
ship of values and social needs of man. It fills the need 
for group association and provides a source of social respon-
sibility to enable the individual to further his personal 
satisfactions ... 
The individual cannot attain some s·atisfact:i ons by 
himself, as an individual. He must do so as a part of 
a group, of a society. The society, its members working 
purposely and harr:wniously t01·rard common goals of 6,. int~rest and satisfacti6n, create the means for thjs; 7 
66Miller and Robin son, .QR· cit. , p. 102. 
671-b·' d 
_._;!;___.' p. 181. 
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The reformer thus believes that the individual is 
basically responsive to higher values and capable_o.f achiev-
ing them if given the means to do so. Sometimes, however, 
it will be necessary to change the means in order to alter 
the goals. This becomes necessary because of the impact of 
changed social conditions. For instance, in his first book 
about the leisure challenge, Charles K. Brightbill took a 
critical position about the importance of ethics and moral-
ity. When we attempt to establish a standard for J.ntsure 
based on right or wrong, idealism Dr hedonism, we are chang-
ing our moral and ethical positions. If we ~annat change 
ourselves we can change the rules or standards. More j~por-
tantly, he sugg:.~~sts tba ~~ to accomplish the~)O lofty n'~edr2d 
changes, "ne1d channels and nevr pre grams [must b~:J at.ldecl to 
-----------
-----~-- ~J~i-~sti tution~-~DS--~u;h a~--;~ i~-proved educational system 
which will offer guidelines for stimulating leisure moti-va--
tibn. This extremist· wants leisure to he used as the means 
to sh~pe our higher goals, as well as to be on~ of the goals 
to be pursued. 
A more moderate position· concerning our ultima.te goDJ::; 
and the means to a.chiev;e them in the leisure experience is 
taken by Bennett Berger. He finds two different groups impli-
cated in the leisure problem: those who actively direct 
68Brightbill, Education for Leisure-Centered Livin_g, 
pp. 126-43. 
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social programs and those who are concerned intellectually 
about the masses. First, he asks, whose leisure usually 
becomes a public concern: the aged, children, the unemployed, 
the handicapped, the ill--those who lack full competence. 
Who are those concerned about these people: the 11 do-gooders. 11 
Second, he presents the concern of the intellectual and cul-
tural elites who "feel the power of the masses in the culture 
market and the threat of the traditional values of high cul-
ture.n69 As a result of these two traditional approaches 
leisure is not neutral activity in neutral time. Meanings 
of work and leisure can only exist in relationship to the 
cultural norms which are defined by t,heir place in the value 
hierarchy of the.social system. He suggests that the way to 
discover the moral identity of a society is by studying the 
----
------- --
-----
-----oenav:i.ol~--of_g_rt..;;-U:psuil.der conditions where there is the, least 
constraint from manifest considerations. These conditions he 
feels are to be found outside the realm of work. Thus the 
problem which arises is not too much time or money, but too 
little. Succinctly stating the ideological position of most 
reformers, he says: 
Leisure styles are created by the kinds of leisure 
activities that, empirically, tend to cluster together; 
69Bennett M. Berger, 11 'I'he Sociology of Leisure: Some 
Suggestions,n Americ~ Changing, Patrick Gleeson, editor 
(Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. J·llerrill Publishing Co., 1968), 
pp. 198-200. 
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these are not random, and the sociological analysis of 
them is the study of how social structure facilitates 
or obstructs the efforts of men to find in their freest 
time the moral satisfactions which value systems must 
provide.70 
Kimball believes that this normative approach to 
leisrire experience may result in formalized institutional 
processes. His doctoral dissertation, utilizing Sumner's 
theory of institutionalization, asserts that institutions 
emerge and grow because of common needs of society's members. 
These achieve customary behavior patterns based on approved 
norms. In addition, institutions have a discernible struc-
ture which affords cohesiveness and gives ~he values reality. 
Each is a unitary system and yet each i::; .interrelated with 
all others. Kilt"Iball feel:'3 that each of the requirGrnent s for 
an institution a.re v~1lida.ted in leisure: man 7 s need for <J. 
and practical activity, atid regular muscular exercise can 
only be fulfilled ~hrough group effort. The difficulty of 
recognizing the permanency of the leisure institution results 
from our reluctance to release the outdated a~titude and 
habits toward work and free time. Yet, "leisure has not only 
become so firmly entrenched in our American way of life that 
it has developed relatively stable attitudes and behavior but 
it also determines appearance and dress. 11 71 The required 
70Ibid. , p. 210. 71 . KJ.mball, S?J2.· cit. , pp. 84-93. 
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institutional structuring can be ·observed in the participatior 
in and observation patterns of sports, art, music, dance, 
drama, hobbies, holidays, autos, clubs, etc. Each has its 
own norms which determine the behavior of the members and 
role playing defines the privileges and obligations of the 
members. 
The various theories relative to social institutions 
are formulated by men which are based on the values of 
society. This may explain the problem of understanding 
leisure phenomenon--changes in all the recognized social 
institutions tend to increase the importance of leisure.72 
Thus an increase in the importance of leisure or a decrease 
in the importance of other institutions when leisure success-
fully competes with them may permit the estnbli fJhment of the 
leisure institution of equal (or in some cases greater) 
magnitude to the other im>ti tutions. 
with which leisure is involved and attempt to see how the 
reformers suggest they should be changed. 
The family, the basic source for the nurture and 
education of the individual and his primary needs, necessar-
ily has an intimate relationship with leisure values. To 
the leisure theorist of a reform persuasion it follows that 
any significant change in the family pattern will effect the 
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rdle of leisure. Miller and Robinson, for instance, f~el 
that stable patterns of family life and a satisfying envi-
ronment become the.basis for normal development and emotion-
ally healthy experiences. They found that recreation can 
support these goals, but 
the problem in modern American family life is that 
profound and disturbing changes have taken place in the 
institution of the family which have upset the tradi-
tional family life and have required tremendous and 
upsetting adjustment.73 
The working wife, increased divorce, desertion, crowded 
living conditions, etc., are seen as disorganizing forces 
destructive to the ·family and marital morale. The d~nand is 
I 
often placed on recreation to cushion the effect of this 
disorganization to the family and its individual members. 
----Qxl_I:>t~-T2. sl.wn-oi·f;.-ancr '§_tr_~l~en f..?.£nil v life as well as to 
establish relationships with others in satisfying activities 
which may offer aspects often missing from family life. The 
opposite side of the coin also exists--the family acts on 
recreation to change and enhance its resource potential as 
a means for affording the family emotional satisfaction. For 
example, ''The marital reL:-=J.tionship itself offers potentially 
73I·iJiller and Robinson, 2.£· cit., p. 251. See also 
Brightbill, :~ducation for Leisure-Centered Living, pp. 35-36. 
the important aesthetically fulfilling play experience of 
life.tt74 
These possibilities are also seen by Nels Anderson 
who feels the home is one of the first institutions which 
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offered play and recreation experiences and still functions 
to permit closer personal relationships which vJ"ill serve as 
an important means of marital adjustment when this newly 
formed unit must immediately face work obligations. This is 
particularly important when one realizes that modern marriage 
has a !tone-generation character--a closed group standing in 
competition with other equally closed.families. 11 75 Anderson 
is concerned with the demands of family 6bligations on the 
individual which may rob him of important personal satis-
factions: 
---·--------- -·- ---~-:---.--~ the-ihaTvTch:ia]_-wno---:s~nends-tEemlddle -phase of 
his life cycle in family living, working for thP- family, 
is party to an economic arrangement which financially 
in the long run only a little more than breaks even. 
What he gets out of the experience must be reckoned in 
other values; enjo~1ent of life perhaps heading the 
list, and enjoyment of life in some measure means the 
enjoyment of leisure.76 
The role of the wife is a complex problem for most 
reformers of lei sure theory. l1Uller and Robin son find that 
74Jbid.' p. 264. 
75 Anderson, QQ· cit., 
Neumeyer, QR· cit. , p. L1.10. 
?6 Il?_id., p. 179. 
p. 159. See. also Neumeyer and 
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the working wife represents a threat to family stability. 
She force.s a new concept of equalitarianism which may not be 
accepted by the husband if he follows the traditional unequal 
framewod<. 
For these reasons, as well as for reasons of family 
relationships, the family and the strength and vitality 
of its life are important considerations for recreation) 
which assumes as one of its key functions, the strength-
. f' f '1 l'f 77 en1ng o. am1 y 1 e. . 
Anderson concurs that the working wife displays greater 
personal and intellectual independence, but because she con-
tinues in her role as homemaker she becomes a "kind of keeper 
of the material culture department.n78 She-becomes the prime 
consumer of home expendi tures--8C per cent of all J~.m(orican 
consuming spen<Eng is done by women. Andi:::rson see~> thif:> fact 
a f.:> conducive to keeping the family together in the home. · 'l'he 
-- \;m~i.'lur1{!,womar1-therefore "makes grE,ater demands for leisure 
and means. 11 79 However, he expresses surprise that the family 
fails to questi6n the consuming attitudes of the wife--if she 
fails to save is she responsible for the family's conflict 
between the Puritan doctrine of thrift and the growing 
consumer pattern? 
Of all the reformers Charles K. Brightbill made the 
most emotional plea for the family to meet its educational 
77Miller and Robinson, .QB.· cit., pp. 254-55. 
?SAnderson, QI?_. cit., p. 171. 79rbid., p. 178. 
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obligations for leisure living. He would require the parents 
to guide play and recreation by "helping the child select~ the 
right toys and the right company at the right time;" to 
establish horne recreation centers, exposing children to "the 
best of leisure pursuits;" to keep informed of their child-
ren's use of free time as well as guiding them in it; and 
finally to provide 11 an open ear as well as an open heart" to 
per:ni t the child to be released into adulthood. "The quality 
of family life, including leisure as an increasingly large 
part, is crucial to our social ~mrvival. niW 
These refor:n~rs of leisure Bre in agreement that the 
family institution should be one means to reduce the existent 
f>train rt")SUJ..ting fron1 the clw.ngiDf, economic pat. tern:-.::, This 
should l.:u"gE~ly take place v:i.a the proce~:>s of _in_0I.:.QC::.~i.!.u:; -~t"!.§!_ 
Community Resports~ 
According to Iviartindale an institution "is a recognized 
solution to a problem of collective life. lf~~l According to 
George Homans: 
If we examine the motives we usually call individual 
s~lf-interest, we shall find that they are, for the most 
part, neither individual nor selfish but that they are 
------
80Brightbill, Education for Leisure-Centered Living, 
p. 178. ------
. SlDon JVIartind?-le, Institut:i.OlJ2, Org.:-:miz_?tion1?._ and Mass 
Socle~ (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1%6), p. 294.---
un 
the product of grdup life and eerve the ends of a whole 
group not just the individual.82 
Both of these statements support the reformer's interest in 
leisure. The-reformer, in his quest for improved individual 
leisure experience, examines the methods used by the group 
to balance the existing social structures~ The problems of 
retirement, juverdles, entertainment facilities, and educa-
tional resources are _9_2mmul!ity responsibilities which_ the 
reforrner belteves sh_9uld be bette1~ orP;anized to nrovide the 
individual more satisfaction. 
Nels Anderson chastizes the lack of relatedness of 
work to most other living experiences. The aged wilJ. have to 
dGpEmd on attachments formed outside of tfi'2 work CJ.rerw and 
whatever econondc resources he has accumulated t:,o face the 
non--work existence. He finds that most:.___(:lge_<:l_L_fQ:rmerly~ha-v~i-ng­
- -eeen--ov-e-riy-engrossect-i~family and work, lack competence to 
believe in their ability to develop new interests. The chal-
lenge, as Anderson sees it, belongs to the community to help 
the retired ~eel needed: 
In every previous society they perfo-rmed what might 
ba called a balancing function .... The old are n6t 
being utilized if they are pushed aside to find their 
laughter among the old. 11 Laughter must be shared, .. 
it is socially defined as the prime part of the inter-
active process of the give and take of social life.u 
Community wholeness is not realized if the laughter of 
S2J-Iomans, 21?.· cit., p. 95. 
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c~ildreri is treasureg
3
while the old are left, if they 
can, to laugh alone. · 
This position is also taken by Bennett Berger, more 
of a moderate· than Anderson, who feels that each problem of 
leisure cannot be understood, much less solved, without 
knowledge about the group which is having the problem and 
the nature of the economic and social changes creating the 
problem. He asks, for example, \·vhat 
is it about our social structure that accounts for 
the transformation of the bowling alley from a haven of 
t"Jhi eves, murd~:?rers, and con "'en, in~o 'an evidently 
respectable place to take t~ he far:1ily for an evE~ni nr, of 
\'rholesome fun, whereas the poolroor~ has been unable to 
lose its unsavory reputation?84 
The position of the teen-ager, a rapidly grow1ng 
group, also should be of concern to our society according to 
Brightbill. He summarized most dramatically the changing 
ingly important consuming force. In addition, the teenage 
group is becoming dominated by the young woman who determines 
the largest part of the spending pattern. Teenagers mature 
more rapidly physically than formerly ·and hence are faced 
with more adult responsibility earlier. Being more mobile 
they are freer of adult supervision arid thus more susceptibl~·:· 
to suggestion. They lack a strong community identity. 
83Anderson, 2.12.· S2it., p. 202. See also Brightbill, 
Educa_~ioD_ for Leisure-Centered Living, pp. E~9-90. 
84 Berger, 212· cit., p. 212. 
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Believing that this group is reaching, not reneging on, their 
complex responsibilities, he criticized those who, feeling 
the financial squeeze and competition for the dollar, would 
curtail advancing programs for leisure education for this 
teen-age group. With a characteristically idealistic plea 
of the reformer he_ feels that 
if we can spend billions for defense, billions to put 
a man on the moon, and still live as luxuriously as most 
Americnns do, we can afford to do anything which will 
enrich life. Education is a qonditioning and maturing 
as well as learnin~ process.85 
The role of education w:Lll not be d1:;al t with in 
depth, but obviously much has been written about its fmlc-
_, 
tions and responsi bil:L ties concerning yo1..<t.r1 and lei.~mrr:'). 
Brightbill took the extreme p6sition that our educational 
system should include compulsory leisure education, the same 
subject of man should be man himself: "Not powerful, afflu·-
ent, and possessive man, but resourceful, selfless, and 
creative man---and lvith leisure, recreative man! 11 86 This 
attitude is endorsed by Miller and Robinson who suggest four 
specific areas in which schools should contribute leisure 
education: formal curricular activities, extra-class programs, 
8 5B . htb '11 "'"" l t. f· or L . C d I . t rlg. l . , .... cuca lOn el sure- en tere Ji v1ng, 
p. 206. 
EJ6-r·b'rl 
:. . l~...l. ' p. 200. 
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school-centered community recreation progrwns, and provisions 
of facilities for other community recreation agencies.87 
In each of these areas of strain for the individual 
the reformer asks the community to accept the responsibility 
to provide new avenues to enhance personal satisfaction. 
Leisure experience is a primary means to this goal. 
The film "I-1artyn has a recurrent wail, "What' 11 we do 
tonoir:ht? 11 Creat <inxieLy is f<::lt in ,_-;u_r .socic:oty because of 
the Puritan view that idleness 1s a vice. Free tj_me looms 
large as a threat to a society which values so highly the 
ClJr:iou ~3) dcepJ. y-in teres ted and committed pc~rson, thE-J 11 cloes-
not·-- Sitter. l1 C·:mcern is felt_b,y __ th.e_Leisur·_e __ t1Le_or_is_t_that ______ _ 
the individual is being carried along a path of mediocrity 
in.his non-subsistent living choices--a path which does not 
achieve the valued goal of a "meaningful 11 life. The moralizer 
feels that th~ individual gives up his initiative to act 
against this mass mediocrity. The reformer feels the indi vi·-
dual is being acted upon by outside forces to respond in a 
mediocre manner to his values. 
Charles K. Brightbill felt that leisure might become 
the center of our culture, but he was concerned that we might 
become bored becaus~ we do not know how to use leisure 
87Miller and Robinson, QQ. ~it", pp. 26?--?3. 
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constructively and thus feel guilt about having it. For 
example, he asks us to examine the relationship between 
mental illness and leisure. We take for granted there is·a 
relationship between hypochondria and leisure and yet he 
suggests that this relationship could only be taken for 
granted in a society which stresses the morality of work and 
is suspicious of leisure. We should convert our attitud~ of 
unease toward inactivity into an endorsement of unhurriedness. 
Can we not occasionally, in our leisure, soft-pedal 
the shallow conditions of restlessness, aimlessness, 
frivolity and amusement for the deeper and more lasting 
ones of tran~~ili ty 1 direction, purpot~Cc~, Bnd actionE; of 
consequence? . 
This sounds like the moralizer, except that Brightbill's 
solutions to these goals demand change in the social 
structures, most especially the political systems. 
Nels Anderson concurs that passivity may be a positive 
response in this fast-pac~d and changing modern scene. He 
firids·that some passivity has ~xisted for all men_in all 
societies but he objects to the stereotype, such as Riesman 
holds, that the American is ttshallow in his thinking, free 
with his money, automatically friendly, atid yet not quite 
sure of himself and his values. n89 The challenge which 
88Brightbill, 'l'he Challenge of Leisure, p. 27. See 
also Neumeyer and Neumeyer 1 21~· cit., p. 15; and Jay B. Nash, 
Philoso.J2by 9f Hecreation and Lei_sure (St. Louis: The C. V. 
Mosby Co., 1953), p. 12~, on the conflict of idleness and 
health. 
B9Anderson, ·QE. cit., p. 83~ 
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Anderson wants met is to find a different tempo in leisure 
activity for the person who is so well-oriented to work 
activity. This requires a sertse of casualness foreign to·the 
work experience and a release of the sense of guilt when one 
ceases to be active (a Western man's trait) resulting in 
society's suspicion toward someone who does not feel restless-
ness when idle. Anderson hopes we are learning to give up 
this sense of guilt as our leisure grows--a needed change in 
our valuation of the idle-active process: "Even while becom-
ing less uncomfortable with leisure he is not less the 
individual taking pride in being in commrmd ;of himSE!lf'. u()O 
The reformer therefore relates le:i.;:mre primarily "CO 
activity, rather than to passivity, but fsels that our ability 
--------
· t-.e-enbance-our-va-liles toward acceptance of leisure rests on 
rt')d\:>fining the concept of idleness. Tl~ indi v_idual ~ill }?e 
according to these reformers. 
Spectatori tis is, on the other hand, an· example of a 
type of leisure inactivity which most rP.formers reject. 
Obviously the word itself contaj_ns a negative concept, if it 
is not downright condemnatory. The~ best indictment of this 
phenomenon ~s that offered by Jay B. N~sh, an extremist: 
''When the risk--the fire and water--goes out of the dance of 
90Ibid., p. 220. 
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life one easily succufubs to boredom.n91 This boredom from 
too much smoothness then enters our community life. 
By constantly repeating the doses of passive 
entertainment in his leisure time, a man becomes an 
addict .... Life becomes really a burden; therefore, 
seemingly the only outlet to the monotony is through 
manufactured pleasures, sold at mass production prices.92 
What are these manufactured pleasures which Nash condemns? 
They include the newspapers, radio, television, movies, 
casino, amusement parks, and. spectator sports. It is :Ln creas-- . 
. :Lngly easy for individuals to "kill time 11 and pay thn prJ ce 
of the growing amusement business. For example, he feels 
television and radio programs are QI!J..:.Y. enter'toi.nmEm t: 
Education assumes the establishment of behavior 
patterns; facts alone do not do this. At best, many 
offerings are far from good, tbe c-;udi~~nce is forcc~d to 
___________ li.stQD_.___lt is_ ingctive , _ _h_en_ce_, __ 1_ar.gel.:y_ineff.'.ec~tnaL-----­
To be educated, children should be active in problem 
solving. Education is a going-on process.93 
To break dm.vn this cycle of nboredom, fatigue, entertGinment, 
more boredom'' a society must enrich the play activities of 
' 9h youth and expand recreational potential for adults. He · 
sounds the reformer's basic plea for changing the means to 
relieve the strain. 
On the other hand, the criticism of the passive-
spectator nature·of some leisure activity as 11 a new national 
9lr.Jash 
' 
QQ.· cit. , p. 128. See also Neumeyer and 
Neumeyer, QJ?.. cit. 
92Ibicl. , p. 131. 93lbiq. ' p. 134. 
94rb · j 
_l.i_.' p. 137; and Kimball, QJ2. cit., p. 69. 
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affliction'' is refuted by Alfred C. C1arke.95 His study 
shows that respondents at all class levels devoted most of 
their time to.non-spectator activities. (The Editors of 
Fortun~ report also reflects the decreased spending for all 
spectator sports and amusements.) Similar criticism about 
commercialized amusements threatening the ''basic values of 
the society" were also found to be incorrect. "Even though 
commercialized recreation has become one of the nation's 
largest business enterprises, it still does not occupy a 
large share of leisure time of the adult population.rr97 This 
moderate reformer believes the individual is basically cap~ 
to exercise his chojce. 
--· -----·---·---· _ ........... ----~ .. -
The concept 11 alienation 11 concerns both ideological 
camps. 'l'he reformer of leisure fears that the structural 
components of society will fail, o!' be inadequate·, to provide 
the individual with a needed sense of personal identity. 
This especially involves the political structures which for-·· 
mally espouse the cherished goals of the society, such as 
-----------
95Alfred C. Clarke, "Leisure and Occupational Prestige," 
rJasf:2. Leisure, .2..2.· cit., p. 209. · 
96The Editors of Fortune, ":1~30 Billion for Fun 11 Mass ~ ' ---Lei surE~, .22.· ci ~· , pp. lo4-oo. 
9 7 C 1 ark e , QP_ • _g j_ t . , p . 21 0 . 
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freedom. The reformers therefore are interested in better 
support for these goals or in provisions for new means to 
prevent alienation. 
Nels Anderson, for example, believes that because 
Western mass society is contractual it relies on formal 
agreement between persons and groups which are enforced by 
law. 'I'herefore.records are painstakingly kept~ "For the 
citizen the record may be basic to his feelings of security; 
:in it he finds the political equality of ci ti zensbip. n98 
public and private. Andersoi feels that this service bf 
active citizen ship functions to ass:i. ::::t living in our mD ~33 
-----"-
-
-----~---
----------socn~t':y~--rt:sei.;vesto buffer the conflicting strain between 
work and leisure and hence is seen by this reformer as help-
ful to bridge the dichotomy the individual might otherwise 
experience in the changing milieu from a work-oriented to a 
leisure-oriented society. 
Indi vidua.l freedom, a dominant democratic ideal, is 
the necessary corollary to personal identity in the modern 
Western society. Charles K. Brightbill, another extremist, 
feels that because freedom of choice is basic to both leisure 
and democracy, "leisure.can help keep man's free will alive 
98Anderson, 2.12.· ci!_., p. 17. 
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and help shape his inner laws and principals.n99 His second 
book strongly underlines the importance of wisely-administered 
government programs to permit people to collectively accom-
plish which is not possible individually. "Let the government 
at all levels encourage the citizens in their innate inclina-
tion for beauty, the recreative restoration of mind and body, 
and their organic link with the natural environment.u100 
.Qoyernment should abet_ freedorJl, with th~ capacit_y to ch~~ 
and hence encourage self-development Q.y offering adequatE?_ 
protectioQ_ of and service~ for leisure §.ctivj:..~Y· Greater 
governmental resources will be needed to pro~ide the oppor-
tunities and to administer wisely the increased leisure 
interests and skills which the family and the schools 1-~d.I.l 
-
be emp~c:l_si_zing, ___ Se-v-€ln-s}')ec-i-fJ-c-snggest-ionsfor-governm<=.mtal 
--------
involvement in leisure attainment are discussed at length. 
There was no question in Brightbill's mind about the validity 
of political involvement in leisure as seen in his response 
to a rhetorical question: 
But the most convincing of all reasons in a democratic 
society for government interest in leisure js that the 
people have so willed it! Why should eoverrnnent not have 
a hand in leisure and preparing for it? It is in every-
thing else related to our well-being--health, education, 
99Brightbill, Challeng~ _of. Le_i Emre; p. 109. See also 
Neumeyer and Neumeyer, .2.12· cit., p. lhl. 
lOOBrightbill, Education for Leisure-Centered Living, p. H~ 5. - -------·--· --
security, and law enforcement--and with high quality 
programs ,101 
Kenneth R. Kimball takes a more moderate position 
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about possible reform measures. His criticism is that too 
often t~ere is little governmental concern about the great 
amounts of free time or energy being wasted via poor. use of 
time. Only v.rhe'n time is used destructively will governments 
feel responsible. 
Then they spend millions of dollars for law enforcement, 
protection of public property, penal and corrective insti-
tutions, and campaigns against vices and other debilitat-
ing and socially destructive activities which result, jn 
large part, from their having fa . :i.led t:.o ::.->upply thEl p.t·oper 
education of leisure and the means of m&king use of 
leisure ,102 · 
In aurnmETY, leisure in AmE";rica is a ~Alidespread 
phenomenon. It is impos s~-~le __!_() ~iscu_§_s many:__of'__the-r@-~evan-t-
social implications of free time i·rhich the reform theorist 
has identified. Education has been far too briefly presented 
here as one of their main panaceas to resolve strain in the 
social system. Other social proce~ses, ~uch as juvenile 
delinquency, vacation behavior, hobbies, and voluntary group 
associatioris, are usually noted in passing but there is often 
little more presented than a hoped-for possibility of helping 
I 
the individual achieve better leisure experience and relieving 
lOlJbid., p. HW. See also Miller and Robinson, .2l2.· 
oi_~. , pp. 273-77. 
l02Kimball, QP..·cit., p. 159. See also Suhm, .212.· cit. 
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the strain which our rapidly changing economic system is 
creating for the individual. 
FUTURE PLANNING 
Essentially, the reforrn theorist feels that our 
society's problems of increased non-obligated time, 1.v-hich 
is to them the essence of leisure, can be relieved through 
org;ani zational pl<mning. The reform thE~orist especially 
feels that the values of our society arr:~ intGct, but ·that 
the means to achieve them present the source of strain. 
TIThe level of culture is not dec1ird.n.z~---::_c;c]< at the lonf;.-
'~ange per·spentJ.VE"'' rrrea+· lll'"'S'"SE~S are no+ br.,]·•·)ir.,,·,c~ '"l"<-"1 ("• j'!::l('P_.cJ· ). "· ' .. . . '-.• • . ' ' "') -, V •• Cl.o ' ·, o. ' V -. •' . f. ·•·• o .. • L) >.• 1V ) 'C.• < • V . . • •. ·,\ 
vJith lf;:i::;t~trc>---peor)le who contirnL: to be c:q,er~irnent[.;J in work, 
-----------''Fl'-]_:t __ ,_]_'",_()--:r'-ri----'-'--p-l'-c•nre' -n~1-0~--'Pl1e r'·"'-former-~n--1-ac--e _t ___ he r~e ~p---0-n s--J~---=--------
-- n ~ _:J_ c'-~L ~>...) • . .1 ..• _ ... WU. • J. .. ... . ~)· .l. • .• U . \.,.._ ~-
bility for· the future attainment of our "good life 11 on changes 
in the-social conditions which prevent the individual from 
achieving our cultrual values. Specifically the most fre-
quently mentioned methods to improve leisure employ the use 
of educational and governmental institutions. 
Nels Anderson perceives the important dichotomy 
between the reality and the imaeinary elements of leJsure, 
which often is the point of separation betv,rr-;en the r<.:former 
and the moralizer. People r,ive two responses "~:.-Then ;)~::;ked 
about leisure choices--what they consider socially expected 
103Anderson·, 21?.· cit., p. xiii. 
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and what they have actually done with this type of experience. 
The first, or 11 would-do 11 leisure, requires organization and 
planning; the second involves little planning, cost, or 
effort. Anderson £eels that the goal of integrating the 
individual into family and community life involves making the 
proper choices of time use. For people to learn how to use 
time fully, guidance will be necessary. Guidance implies 
pressure from social and economic sources. In addition to 
guidance, hindrances from the following sources must also be 
resolved: 
The first of these practical obstacles is unemployrrwnt. 
The individual cannot assure himself continuous employ-· 
ment, that calls for wider organization and planning. 
Mass society must be equally organized to guard against 
the maldistribution of populatj.on, especially in the 
urban aggJ.omeratiOnB. rfhere must be the flSS_UY'_B.l1Ce-tha-t--------·--
_,_, ___ ffic1SS--G0C-i-e"t-y--enj-oy-s--:I"-ecrsona15Ie-heal th and is not exposed 
to l:H~al th hazards. The environment must be safe. If 
people are to enjoy leisu.re there must be the necessary 
public or other facilities.l04 · 
Miller and Robinson c6ncur with Anderson that. leisure 
will continue to grow provided the social system removes the 
obstructions now present. They enumerate sixteen major trends 
in leisure requiring organization and planning by the existent 
social structures. These are n~1ed with the knowledge that 
certain problems must also be resolved. Poverty, for example, 
must be eliminated. A proper balance of recreation under pub-
lie, volunteer, and commercial auspices must be accomplished. 
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A philosophical and conceptual framework is needed that 
"identifies the recreation worker's competence to deal with 
broad social problems in leisure time along with other 
helping professions . rrl05 
Marion Clawson also feels that the growth of leisure 
nationally is indisputable, barring catastrophic war. Pri-
marily its distribution and availability will rest upon choice 
by the group, such as the labor unions, large employers, and 
the federal governmenti because it will be determined by the 
econo::d c forces of production and consumption. Although he 
wants to be neutral.about the endorsement of increased 
leisur:'e, he pleads "for careful conE;ideration and rr<tion;1l 
decision, fro~ a broad public or national viewpoint as t~~ll 
---
------ --~.l. n v~ 1 ~-;~ • lt 106 
The "Agenda for Action Toward 2000 A.D. 11 suggested 
by Douglass and Crawford, presented in the sect~on on Urban-
ism, endorses Clawson's economic views. Their premise is· 
that our social system has been historically based on compara-
tive economic abundance--a prime factor in determining our 
goals, institutions, and individual behavior. This perception 
permits them to believe we will continue in the same 
105rviiller and Robinsor-t, .21?.· cit., p. 482. 
106clawson, .Q..£· c:i.t_., p. 20. 
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philosophical orientation. nAs the floodgates of that 
abundance are now being thrown open, the technical and human 
task of the recreator is to clear his decks for strategic 
action to help man become the kind of being inherent in the 
promise. 11107 
James C. Charlesworth carries this theme specifically 
to the feet of government: YtThe thesis of this paper is that 
the goverrtment should take the prime responsibility for the 
wise use of leisure. 11 l08 A state departmrmt of 1eis1JX0~ should 
be established which '"mulct parallel vdt~: public education and 
be appropriately budgeted. States should be pressured to 
establish and empowc~r departments of leiB'Ure. In addition, 
p~blic instruction in leisure activities should be compulsory 
---------
-------
___ _!~1u·()_1dghou:t __ all__:of'--seheo±--att-endaric!ea-r1Cl continue throughout 
adult life. 
It should be remembered . . . that in our education 
system we do not stop at purely functional objectives . 
. . . We compel youth to study literature-and history; 
vm are not satisfied when they have learned enough to 
read street signs and the newspaper. Most people who 
derive great satisfactions from English literature were 
compulsorily introduced to it at a tender age, and they 
did not enjoy the initial exposure. 
And so it is .with a minority of our citizens who were 
pushed by understanding parents into the mastery of 
leisure skills.l09 
. l07Douglass and Crawford, .9....£· £Jt. , p. 69. 
l08charlesworth, 2£· cit., p. 36. 
109 Ibid. , p. 3C.L 
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Charles K. Brightbill's commitment to a leisure-oriented 
society caused him not only to concur with Charlesworth about 
political and educational needs but to include all social 
structures in the leisure search. His tendency to sermonize 
consistently permeates both of' his books. The "oughts," 
· 
11 shoulds, n ''failures, 11 and "wrongs, tt are so plentiful that 
it might appear he should be considered primarily a moralizer 
toward leisure. However these highly value-laden terms serve 
essentially as the writer's stylization for a very specifi.c 
platform of .r.leeded reform in our ~~o_n~ic, edu_catiQnal: aQ_s! 
QO~i!-i.£§)_ org§!.Diz.ati~ns. He feels the in'iividLwl :Ls .ulti-
mately to be served by the social structures and only in this 
way will hi~ needs be adequately satisfied. Education, gov-
--------
-'---~~-~en ~_f am i_ly_,--:-T'_eli-Et;-iGn-,___:busi-ncrss-ana-Ia bor-, social service 
agencies, and ecological services are all assailed with plans 
for offering more opportunity to achieve leisure. For example, 
he lists many arts and science groups which are existent and 
should be spreading out their services for leisure needs: 
In short, the activities and opportunities for leisure 
and leisure education cover the whole spectrum of artis-
tic and scientific activity, providing an avocational 
laboratory and learning headquarters for almost anybody. 
That the development brings public, private, civic and 
individual interests into a working partnership, that it 
weds education, recreation, and urbanization to a beauti-
ful natural environment, makes it a model for what cari 
and vdll happen through public-civic-private resources 
as we move closer to leisure~polarized living.llO 
110Brightbill, ~ducation for Lei sure--Centered Liv:iJ:lg, 
pp. 225--26. See also tleumeyer and Neumeyer, 2J?.· cit., 
pp. 85-·105. 
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L. L. Suhm's study of Latin America probably offers 
one of the best analyses of our cultural norms toward 
leisure. By observing both social systems--Latin American 
and North American--he perceived the social conditions which 
give rise to these different norms. In Latin American cul-
ture leisure take~ precedence over work values. Conditions 
e.:x:~st in that system which undermine economic and social 
incentive leading to production. North American culture in 
contrast is so permeated by the work ethic and its quantita-
tive rewards of free time--paid vacations, labor-saving 
devices---that w·2 are unable to investigate~ tho qualitative 
aspects of our life such as may be expres~:>ed in leisure. 
After exploring this work-lei~:;ure dichotomy he draws th:i.s 
conclus:lon_RbCt\lt~1e-i sure~i-n-hat:tn-Ameri ca: --
-~--------
... many of the social problems which noN exist are 
due, in large measure, to the improper use of the large 
amount of available leisure. . . . It is not only the 
scarcity of financial resources that leads. to social 
problems. Nor can it hardly be said that.these people 
have too much money. It is often a matter of either not 
knowing how to more effectively make use of leisure, or 
else of not having sufficiently attractive alternatives 
to present leisure uses.lll . 
Suhm suggests that the roles of industry, schools, and 
governments should be utilized to make opportunities for 
leisure an asset rather than a liability in Latin America. 
Lotteries·, expensive fiestas, additional mistresses, and 
lllsuhm, 2.P.· cit., p. 140. 
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drinking are cited as liabilities to lei~l..ll:'e _ E3~P~J:'i_enc~ _ 
wfi1ch should be diminished by the social system. By impli-
cation he makes the analogy that proper education for the 
pro2er gse of leis_y~ is important for our social system as 
well as thej_rs. 
But to John Kenneth Galbraith a society must go beyond 
its concerns with its goals of happiness and its success in 
diminishing pain, sorrow, and ignorance. A society must 
insure its own survival. Ours has set as it~> highest goal, 
unfortunately, 11 the production of private consumer goods 11 
·which will continue to be reflected in all of our at.t:i. tudet3 
on public decisions. Regardless of the external excuses? 
such ;?s tb.e arms race with Russia, we mu~;t rE:.)JTiain fa:i.tbfnl 
vide our means for survival. Production of private consumer 
products will not support these needs. "As matters now 
stand, we have almost no institutions that are by centr~l 
design and purpose directed to participation in modern scien-
tific and technological progress and its large-scale appli~ 
cation. n112 The problems of a burgeonj_ng population and lack 
of space for graceful living~ depletion of natural resources, 
and the need to find activity for the human who is no longer 
desirous of accumulating consumer goods can only be solved 
112Galbraith, QQ. cit., p. 274. 
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by reliance 2.!2 .QQ£. education, which is in the public domain 
and thus subjected to the whims of both public and private 
allocation of resources. The moderate reformer's attention 
to the obligation of all social structures to respond to the 
strain resulting from the changing social goals and hence 
conditions is seen in Galbraith's requirement to guide these 
resources effectively, aptly expressed in simile: 
To· furnish a barren room is one thing. To continue 
to crowd in furniture until the foundation buckles is 
quite another. To have failed to solve the problem of 
producing goods would have been to continue man in his 
oldest and most grievous misfortune. But to fail to 
see that we hDve solved it and to fail to proce~?d to the 
next task would be fully as tragic.ll3 · 
---·-------· 
ll3Ibid .. , p. 275. 
---- -------------------- --- ---------
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The comparison of leisure theorists results in an 
awar(mess of the ideological conflicts which arise concerning 
the instrumental, or'rneans values, and the intrinsic, or ends 
values in a society. The instrumental goals tell how men 
should live in society; the intrinsic goals explain w}J_y,men 
live in social organization. Both of th~se orientations 
exist. in each and every human experience, E-d .. ther indi viduc.:l.l 
or group originated. Each ideology, as has been shov.rr1 1 
strain between the way things are and the way thRy 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
and. tries t()~dge __ ths--gap--betvreef'11]1erea~-------~1 
---~-~-
should be 
~~~--~-
ideal factors. The moralizer tends to view the hum<::l.~1 sit.ua-
tion from an iridividual:i.stic orientatj_oni the, reformer 
emphasizes the social environment. 
A comparison of these ideological c~1ps should expose 
this pre-existent and usually selective process, b~~cause <m:t 
future ded. f:>ions concerning the role of le:i. f~urE~ in our soc:i E~ty 
w5.ll be affected. First, all of these theorists hold a can-
cept about the quality of life wrd ch defines tl; e core of . 
leisure experience, Each also describes the phenomEmon of 
leisure existence as a social problem and joins an ideologi-
cal camp which implies that change is needed in a particular 
1 
1 
.1 
1 
:1 
,_1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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direction. This theoretical search for yet another key to 
unlock the Good Life--and recognition of man's failure thus 
far to do so--centers around the ideologists' conviction of 
individualism in our society and the surrender ~o a conform-
ing behavior pattern which decreases the opportunity for 
individual choice or any ambiguity of action; a leveling of 
differences in all areas of social behavior, whether indi-
vidual or group-centered; and lastly, a resultant alienation 
from,· or loss of awareness of, that which is considered 
desirable in human existence and hence a· loss of personal 
idc~nti ty ., 
Specifically, the moralizer's ideology says th~t the 
:i.ncU.vi.dual has relinquished t.o the group !:~is right to choo~w; 
because the technological knowledge of means has surmounted 
former commitment to epds or values. Leisure moralizers 
decry modern man's losing the values of inner serenity, con-
templation, silence, and non-activity which they believe are 
intrinsic to leisure. 'I'he self-actualized potentials for 
individuals must be encouraged in conjunction with individual 
freedom and autonorpy, These ideal factors should determine 
the direction of the real factors in leisure pursuit so as 
to reduce or eliminate the present st~ain. On the other 
hand, thf:; reformers believe that the individual is capable 
of knowing what is good £or him but that he has been 
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victimized by the social conditions which interfere and 
control his opportunity to make wise choices. The real 
factors--production and con~umption, bureaucratic and politi-
cal structures, mass communication media--become ends in 
themselves which curtail his freedom and decrease his effec-
tiveness in establishing personal standards. Reform ideolo-
gists focus primarily on the political institutions and the 
need for them to alter some of their goals to permit a better 
leisure experience for society. In addition, other real 
factors in the institutional structures of education, family, 
religion, a11d (-~conornics a:ce all held <·tCCClltlt.8.l;le for· L}-tf~ 
achievement of the desired goals of re~:Jtoring to the :i nc:l:i vj ·-
dual the richt to attain the Good Life . 
. ---"-~-- ___ What_a.:r,e::;-the-suG-c~i-nct- cc:>mfYar:i-suns--tolTefn-;'fcfE-?_o-etvreen--
these :i.cleolog:i.cal camps of leisure theory? Time beco;nes the 
pivotal dilemma. The reformer defines all time m,.ray from the 
work and subsistence experience as leisure. It is a ouantity 
which can be measured and manipulated and thus is capable of 
being evaluated. If it is man's tool it should be used by 
him to determine how his social structures will meet his 
needs. In compiete disagreement, the moralizer believes that 
time is not mere achievement of the non-subsistence experi-
ence. Leisure is an intrinsic activity of a man's mind and 
·hence is pnrt of his basic equipment to give meaning to his 
existence in alJ other forms. Only when the rational, 
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emotional and psychic experiences are united in leisure 
experiences will man be free to use time as his own tool in 
the pursuit of the Good Life. Time is a dimension of quality, 
not a measurement of quantity. 
The moralizers feel therefore that modern man has 
lost the meaning of human. existence because work and leisure 
have been transposed. One must now work in order to achieve 
needed status and hence leisure, formerly an intrinsic value, 
has become the function of work. Man is ·ali en a ted from his 
goals, from the meaning of existence, because work, via the 
machine process, has fail.fO:'d to give the nc~eded moreL. c:.nd 
emotional support. Man can no longer fird an identity in 
worl~ Hh 5. ch 18 done perfur1ctor·ily and in v"i'l1:i ch he J'::r:.··,::J.y haE> 
______ knowl_(-;Qf~e _abmLt_the.f-in-isl-tecl-product.-Trn.s·· pr-oce-i~s~- the--
effect of tndtwtriali zation, results in over-conformity, a 
desire for security, and a passion for social approval, all 
of which stand in opposition to the moralizers' goals of 
regaining individual freedom and autonomy. Their suggested 
solution is to undo this misalliance between work and leisure. 
The reformer, on the other hand, misses this focus of the 
work problem entirely. He selects the solution of making 
politics, economics, and education the sources for needed 
changes in work and leisure. In his view work conditions 
must be made more pleasant and agreeable by adapting new work · 
attitudes of industriousness, reward, and personal response 
learned from the nonwork spheres. By collectivizing work 
and play in organized recreation examples may be provided 
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for other kinds of coordination and organization or work and 
play values. Ultimately the reformer desires a change in 
the value of work itself as well as its means so that the 
sense of individual worth may increas~. This will be achieved 
when work is no longer the dominating value of o~:tr sod ety, 
when leisure is felt to be just as productive as work is novr. 
V,!i th respect to the social and nonwork spheres of man's 
existence the reformer finds that withjn the process of urban-
i.zat:l.on the sense of anonymity and imper::·.::lnaJ.Jt:; rc;:;uJ.t.u j.n 
a new ethic of 11 togethernessn to replace· individ.<.Jali::;m. 
Greater interdependency occurs. The individu.s.1 :is br;vr:i 1-· 
methods have bc-)en eliminated and ne'"r forms have not yet been 
defined. What conditions have caused this hiatus between 
means and goals according to the reformer? Because of modern 
science, the increase of free time, and the greater possi-
bility to understand the goal of the Good Life, we have 
achieved a level of social organization which can permit 
existence in comfort, decency, and dignity. Therefore, change 
whatever organizational structures necessary :i_n order to con-
tinue this achievement--provide stability in the family by 
offering community resources, encouraging individual parti~ 
cipation in community needs in such problem areas as enter-
tainment, juveniles, and retired citizens; enlarge educational 
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resources to help redefine ideals of idleness and passivity 
(by providing a better climate in these organizational 
processes the individual will be able to make sound choices 
and discern his own best interests in all forms of leisure 
pursuits, especially spectator entertainment}; use citizen-
ship roles available in free-time segments to serve as a 
buffer between work and leisure goals; and lastly, provide 
collective patterns and group experiences to arrive at the 
meaning of the Good Life. 
The moralizer finds these methods inadsquate and 
insufficient because the crux of the matLt:r h' th~;.t Lhe indi-· 
vidual has forfeited his personal freedom, lost the meaning 
of life, and is unable to make the necessary choices to 
tha.t he nov.r finds in increased free time. Problems of idle-
ness, conformity, loss of any pure play form, and inability 
to resist mass media's sale of mediocre consumption patterns 
arise because the individual has lost his inner state of 
knowledge about what is best for him. Man's basic nature is 
capable of reaching the goals he sets .for himself, of which 
commitment to autonomy, personal authority, freedom, time, 
activity, and pleasure are the components to be exercised 
and realized. We must restore both his r:Lghts and obli~'-
tions to rediscover and make these moral choices. One way 
to rediscover these inner values is through a stat~ of 
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freedom in which one is allowed not to be occupied in duties; 
to be relieved of having to provide subsistence, such as was 
possible in an elitist society. Another solution is to 
bring all to the level of the self-actualized goals. In 
either solution a moral commitment to superordinate goals is 
demanded in the leisure experience. Because no one group 
should have a greater claim than another on· these goals, 
pluralism threatens leisure attainment and presents the 
opportunity for vested interests and pressure groups to 
decide superordinate values. 
In summary,· the leisure moralist emphasize-s t:.he 
individual as the agent to achieve. these 11 ideal n factors; 
his se:Lf--:fulfillment is the basic requir·ement to the estab-
the abstract persona]. behavior needs and wishes to utilize 
any educational process which enhances the self-actualized 
personality potential for internal sources of authority. 
' 
Within this context work has a limited concept for man; time 
is a total, unsegmented phenomenon. Thus leisure should be 
kept uncommitted and unplanned by institutional processes. 
The greatest goal for the moralizer is that leisure be pack-
aged in many ways in order that the individual may be unfet-
tered in making his own choices of meaningful experiences. 
The reformer of leisure, however, finds that the 
values for the Good Life are intact, but the individual is 
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browbeaten by the social structures to conform to existent 
mean~:>. The reformer pelieves that what one expects to do 
should be the focus to relieve the strain and this will be 
accomplished through organizational planning, primarily by 
governmental and edudational agencies. Public planning will 
resolve any conflicts which will arise over how to ·use 
leisure and will provide att~active alternatives to make 
leisure an asset to the individual, not a liability as it is 
nov,r felt to be. 
Conclus:Lont> 
•-·---.... -~-•• .. ..,....~u.,.•--• 
~ / ~ 
The role of the intellectual id0o1.ogist js to interpr~t 
the: ··t)3."'E'::.>ent :.~-1 tuation in a g"'iven societ'.,r fro•n t:,he n·Ht -~. C'L;] ~'" ~· ~ ( . ·. •· .l. ., ~ . 0 J. 
focc:::J. point cf what he feels shuuJ.d be accompl:i shed_. __ !1~_::;- _ 
prhnc-j_~··::...- concerns are: vicwre does the incli vidual become 
absorbed by society, where does freedom give way to conform-
i ty, where does the leveling of differences create ::1 ma~Js 
culture which destroys values-because valuation requires 
·discrimination? The moralizer and the reformer are both 
committed to increasing the potentials for personal discrimi-
nation and hence demand that the correspondins ends or means 
be changed to achieve this goal. Each necessarily distorts 
and selects considerations to support his view of the de~3ired 
goals. This may imply critic ising existent concH tions as 
having become worse than those previously existing, or dis-
torting various theoretical approaches by omitting important 
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factors which the particular ideology is unable to explain. 
However, care must be taken not to overly criticize the role 
of the intellectual ideologist because he distorts or selects 
his material. Agreein~ with Winston White, this writer feels 
that our standards of what we expect from life continue to 
be raised and hence we sense a state of "relative depri va·-
tion" which makes v·rhat actuaLLy exists appear to bf~· unfavor-
able or worse than what has previously occurred. The 
ideologist serves as the agent to describe thjs relative 
change in the exi ~:;tent standnrds and ~:wcial rihenomenon. 
ideologit-;t s of lei sure and confirmed by gener.·al so ciolog~~i.ca 1. 
t.heu:cy that no tirne or act:ion L, spent free l'rorn normative 
with technological innovation which renders work less com-
pelling, less meaningful, and hence less moral. 1~is prob-
lem occurs when a value system becomes incapable of giving 
I 
honor to the typical situation existent in the social system. 
Therefore th~ changing nonnative pattern of work means that 
new forms and values which command moral.identity and public 
assent will be found in the nonwork sphere--in activities 
whose norms make them most valuable and are done for their· 
own sakEl, not in rersponse to an outmoded norm. 
In addition, because the intellectua:t ideologist :is 
the agent who identifies and describes the problem areas, 
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he thereby challenges others to develop new areas of focus, 
new data to help formulate new theoretical fra.meworks with 
which to help solve the present problems. This, therefore, 
is a method which correlates the relationship between inter-
est in problems and theoretical knowledge. Ultimately when 
the formulation of theoretical knowledge occurs as a direct 
result of an interest in a social problem, when this knowl-
edge becomes sufficient to elimiriate or effectively reduce 
bias and distortion, the ideological commitment fails because 
it has accomplished it~c. purpose. 
If this is so, whAt posture should ~ so~iolOfY of 
leisure assume, what is its present statU f), <:md what a:ce t.he 
future -prospects for lei.s1u·e? Sociology bo:; j __ ncorpor·.:=..ttf."d 
-
edge ah:Jut the contemporary ~>cenr~ primarily from the humani-
ties. This implies that sociological theory in general 
search(~S for a sense of wholeness which unites an analysis 
of both real and ideal ,factors, and which recognizes that 
neither by itself can provide a sufficient explanation. This 
focus stresses, therefore, the search for pure knowledge as 
an important asset to sociological theory. 
With respect to a sociology of leisure this writer 
finds that both ideological camps help create a needed focus 
on a contemporary change in leisure experience. By demon-
strating these areas of ~deological distortion and selection 
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with respect to leisure ~ and ~ significant questions 
and answer~ may be obtained to formulate a more valid body 
of knowledge about leisure and ultimately about the. social 
system. 
Research is needed to effectively measure quantitative 
aspects of time, money, and space relationships with respect 
to the various social classes and categories of worker-
citizen (study of these relationships has been historical 
up to now). This would involve the study.of the various 2.?0 
.and interr:;st group~> repre~,(~nted by such categories as juven-
ile s, C:>fncl, vacation behavior, hob by :inv(;Jvemcnt, volun t.::n·y 
group associations, and mobility and immobility patterns of 
tJ_lfH:: and spac1:; use, such as <:<tte:ndanco at sport.ing or cul-
ties. One specific approach to these categories which is 
needed now is the gathering of extensive data on personal 
time budgets~ Research is also needed to evaluate leisure 
culturally--to find tools to measure the specific goals and 
me:oms to educate for leisure and ultiJ:'lat(.:;ly to effectively 
implement leisure programs, bot.h publj_c <md private. Joffre 
Dumazedier asks three questions, all of which suggest meth0ds 
of approach for furthering this research: 
Will commitment to leisure values be balC"JncNl by 
commitment to occupiltional, associational, political, 
and spiritual values, thus placing in jeopardy the active 
participation of c:i.t:i.zt~ns in direct:ing the future of 
their society? Finally, since leisure values are them-
selves diverse, will the values of entertainment and 
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unfettered personal development join forces to create a 
new ideal of individual happiness and social well-being? 
Or, on the contrary, will the values of entertainment, 
artificially hypertrophied by an irresponsible commer-
cial system, come to play, in certain countries, the 
role of a new !!opiate of the people, 11 while in certain 
other countries a unilateral and oppressive government 
policy for leisure activities risks truncating the 
complex phenomenon of leisure, encouraging boredom and 
malingering by way of reaction.1 
Dumazedier focuses on an initial question posed by this 
writer which still remains unanswered: is leisure becoming 
institutionalized, assuming a patterned way of performing 
. needed functions for normativ~ integration, or is it only 
exemplifying a sou:r.;ce of social patholog: \:=?X:i_~stent in the 
present institutional patterns? 
F'ollOi'/~tng an eclectically·-inclined npproach 
but hopeful glimpse toward the means-goals facto~s which 
seem to be developing within our social system. Projecting 
current trends is difficult, but is a necessary part of 
anticipating change intelligently. In addition, allowance 
must be made.for creative adaptations which are goi~g to be 
needed to handle unexpected developments. 
Most significant for a projection of leisure into the 
tuture is the theory of freedom reauired in the face of 
econorni c a.bundance and relief from scarcity. Freedom as 
lJoffre Dumazedier, 11 Leisure,n The International 
Encyclonedia or Social Sciences (New York: 'l'he ;·;;acmillan Company-and~Th-e 1•'ree Press, 196S), IX, p. 253. 
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used in the democratic sense means the belief that hlimans 
can learn to be responsible and self-fulfilling agents if 
given an opportunity--a "dignity of mann ethic. This means 
not just 11morefl or a chane;e in degree of life~situations for 
the masses, but a change in the kind of life situation. 
Work, in its traditional sense of toil, becomes by this 
thebry not just less in degree but different in substanc~--
the less we work the more we produce! The second factor 
changing more in kind than in degree i~3 time. It bt~cornes a 
new human resource at both the individual and community 
levc~Js. rnh .c• • • 1 .f' . • .. , 1 .us ~ree-t1me, the aosence OL to1~, is pot;(~n tl ally 
capable of becoming leisu:::··e in the contex:t of' th(~ (i(;fiJOc:::·.Jtic 
soc:let:r 1 s expn.r:d~?:Cl c:~nd expancb.nr search for fre~::dor.:<. In 
----
--------Othel.._WE>F-fl-::1-)'6-h8--conversron-o-f--r;:"ee t:iT-ne-f1ito--lej_s,.n~-eby~ a 
f30C:laJ f:l,Y::Jtem dedicated to freC!dOm meahs a dedication to 
activities which v.rill enlarge human choices of thought and 
action 2..QYond the work--free-time dimensions. The ultimate 
question, therefore, becomes that of values--new goals to be 
sought aligned with new means to accomplish them. ~;'Jhat v.rill 
make life meaningful in this new dimension? How wjll we 
establj_sh standards to know whether we are accomplishing the 
goals? The evidence seems to point toward an evolutionary 
process in whi6h man, with his accwnulating and symbolizing 
potential, steadily develops his capabilities. Change is 
inevitable. Man as his own agent of creativity and innovation 
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is able to direct the course of his future. He need not be 
victimized by it. Trial and error has been man's tool and 
an important way for him to find meaning and hence value in 
his existence--the evolving pattern to personal fulfillment 
and social freedom. This experimental process requires 
asking questions, challenging the status quo, deciding on a 
course of action which may require altering institutional· 
patterns, assessing the results,but in its method (problem-
solving) lies the key to freedom--the attainment of neitr 
values! This is the search, the challenee, and the excitement 
to be found in leisure. 
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CHAPTER 
II. THE IvlORALIZEHS 
Cultural and/or Classical Moralizers: 
Bell, Clive; an outstanding English literary critic 
· and author.; especially of the art world. 
deGrazia, Sebastian; Professor of Political Science 
at the Eagleton Institute of Politics, Rutgers 
University. 
Huizinga, Johan; a German socio-historian of 
culture. 
Lee, Robert; a professor of theology at the San 
Francisco Theological Seminary. 
Psychological Moralizers: 
Ji'abun, Don; the Publications Editor for Kaiser 
~- --~- --A-J.ourn-i-num-C om pany_,_ ~--- ___________ _ 
Greenberg, Clement; an associate editor of 
g_9mmentaLY. and an art critic. 
List, Hugo K.; whose dissertation for·the.doctor 
of philosophy degree from Michigan State 
University is the study of a leisure definition 
via the self-actualization theory. 
Maciver, Robert; former president, the New School 
for Social Research, and professor of Political 
Philosophy and Sociology, Emeritus. 
Meerloo, Joost A. M.; a psychiatrist in private 
practice in New York City, born and educated 
in Europe. 
Weiss, Paul; a professor of philosophy at Yale 
University. 
Social Moralizers: 
Larrabee, Eric; professor of American civilization, 
Columbia Universj.ty, and an associate editor of 
Harper's Magazine. 
Lynes, Russell; editor of Harper's plaga~J£1...£· 
Reisman, David; currently the Henry Ford II 
Professor of Social Science at Harvard 
University. 
Russell, Bertrand; the late noted British 
philosopher, mathematician, and educationist. 
Stone, Gregory P.; a professor of social 
stratification and social psychology at the 
University of .Minnesota. 
III. THE 11EFORJ'iiEHS 
Extremists: 
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Anderson, Nels; a professor of education and head 
of thrc:) Department of Occupationn1 Information 
and Guidance at the North Carol:l.na ;:;t,ate 
University. 
Brightbill' ChDrles K. ; the la tt-) rrc,.feE3fiOI" and 
dean of the Detlartmc-'.llt of Heerr-;a tj_on and i'f:un:i ci ·-
---pal_E.ark_A_dm:Lni r~lr§l.tj_,on, Uni verf.>i_ty_ of Illinois. 
Charlesworth, James C.; a professor of Political 
Science, University of Pennsylvania, and a 
member of the Board of Trustees of the National 
Parks Association. 
Clawson, Marion; Director of the Land Use and 
Management Program, Resources for the Future, 
Inc., and formerly with the Department of 
Agriculture. 
Crawford, Robert W.; Commissioner of Recreation~ 
Philadelphia, formerly of Oakland. 
Douglass, Paul F. ; former president of American 
University and presently professor of Political 
Science and Director of the Center for Practical 
Politics at Rollins College. 
Miller, Norman P.; professor at the University of 
California at Los Angeles. 
Nash, Jay B.; Chairman of the Department of 
Physical Education, Health and Recreation, New 
York University. 
Neumeyer, Esther S.; the vfife of rJJ:artin H. 
Neumeyer. 
Newneyer, Martin H.; professor of Sociology, 
University of Southern California. 
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I-lobinson, Duane M.; a professor at George Williams 
College. 
Moderates: 
Berger, Bennett Ivt. ; Chai·rman of the Department of 
Sociology, University of California at Davis. 
Clarke, Alfred C.; a professor of sociology at 
.. Ohio State University~ 
Dubin, Robert; sociologist and professor of Social 
Research, Oregon University. 
Galbraith, John Kenneth; noted professor of 
Economics at Harvard. 
Kaplan, Max; a former professor in both m~n1c ana 
sociology at the University nf Illinois, :be 
----------cr--ea-ted-and_dir_e_c_ted the Arts Center of the 
School of Fine and~ Appliect-1\rts at Bost-on ___ _ 
University, and is currently a full-time 
lecturer, writer and consultant. 
Kimball, Kenneth Hobie; whose dissertat:i.on for the 
Doctor of Education from State University of New 
York at Albany attempts to describe leis~re as a 
new and dominantly-emerging institution. 
IJiead, Margaret; a noted American anthropologist. 
Suhm, Lawrence Lee; whose Docto:c of Philosophy 
dissertation from the University of Wisconsin 
studies the economic and social imulications of 
mass lei~mre in South America. · 
Swados, Harvey; a novelist--v.rri ter and currently 
teaching profess6r at Sarah Lawrence College. 
